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Miranda G. Capra 

 

(ABSTRACT) 

 Laboratory usability tests can be a rich source of usability information for software 
design, but are expensive to run and involve time-consuming data analysis. Expert review of 
software is cheaper, but highly dependent on the experience of the expert. Techniques are needed 
that maintain user involvement while reducing both the cost of user involvement and the time 
required to analyze data. The User Action Framework (UAF) is a classification scheme for 
usability problems that facilitates data analysis and reusability of information learned from one 
project to another, but is also reliant on expert interpretation of usability data, and classification 
can be difficult when user-supplied problem descriptions are incomplete. 

This study explored end-user classification of self-reported critical incidents (usability 
issues) using the UAF, a technique that was hoped to reduce expert interpretation of usability 
problems. It also explored end-user critical incident reporting from a usability session recording, 
rather than reporting incidents as soon as they occur, a technique that could be used in future 
studies to compare effectiveness of usability methods. Results indicate that users are not good at 
diagnosing their own critical incidents due to the level of detail required for proper classification, 
although observations suggest that users were able to provide usability information that would 
not have been captured by an expert observer. The recording technique was successful, and is 
recommended for future studies to further explore differences in the kind of information that can 
be gathered from end-users and from experts during usability studies.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

There are many methodologies for formative usability evaluation. Laboratory testing with 
end-users has been called the standard against which to compare other techniques because of its 
inclusion of users, its thoroughness, and its value in the diagnosis of complex design problems. 
However, usability practitioners are frequently reluctant to use laboratory testing because of the 
time and expense required to conduct the studies, and the difficulty of extracting and analyzing 
usability information gathered. In response, members of the HCI community have developed 
many techniques for balancing the need to gather quality usability information with the 
constraints of time and resource availability. 

There are two general approaches to addressing the expense of laboratory testing. One 
approach is to seek alternative, less expensive methods that do not involve users. One of the most 
vocal advocates of this approach is Nielsen who has suggested many discount usability 
engineering techniques, which tend to focus on using the input of a few experts rather than many 
users (Nielsen, 1989). Another alternative to user involvement is automated testing, using a 
computerized procedure. 

The second general approach to addressing the expense of traditional empirical testing is 
to make the empirical methods themselves less expensive and/or more effective. This includes 
making user involvement less expensive through remote methods, and making data collection 
more effective through support tools for the usability practitioner. The proposed research falls 
into this second category, and has the goal of making usability information collection more 
thorough and easier to analyze through a technique that can be used in either a laboratory or 
remote setting. 

1.2 Previous Work 

1.2.1 Laboratory Usability Studies 

Laboratory testing with users has been referred to as a yardstick (Hartson & Castillo, 
1998), standard or “ultimate” (Andre, Williges, & Hartson, 1999) testing method against which 
to compare other usability evaluation methods. Some advantages of this method when used in 
formative evaluation include: 

• The involvement of end-users 
• Ability to identify potential problems and suggest solutions (Andre, 2000) 
• Ability to gather large amounts of rich, qualitative usability data (Hix & Hartson, 

1993) 
However, laboratory usability testing also has its drawbacks, such as: 

• The sterile lab environment frequently cannot truly represent the complex, often 
distributed nature of real-world work environments (Hartson & Castillo, 1998) 

• Recruiting users can be expensive and/or difficult, especially if the user 
population is small 
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• Usability information gathered is often a “laundry list” of usability problems, and 
very difficult to analyze (Keenan, Hartson, Kafura, & Schulman, 1999) 

• Usability problems are generally identified and recorded by expert observers, and 
that can lead to experimenter bias, such as the tendency of an individual expert to 
only report a subset of the total problems, or to report different severity ratings 
from other experts observing the same problem (Jacobsen, Hertzum, & John, 
1998; Thompson, 1999; Lesaigle & Biers, 2000). Jacobsen et al. (1998) question 
the wisdom of using usability testing as a baseline comparison for other 
techniques, based on the high variability in problem detection and severity ratings 
they found among four experts reviewing the same usability sessions. 

• It can be very difficult for members of the design team that were not present 
during the usability sessions to appreciate or understand usability problems. 

Thus, techniques are needed that make alternative methods to laboratory usability testing 
as effective as laboratory usability testing. Techniques are also needed to help turn the large 
amounts of unstructured data collected from usability studies into information that can be better 
analyzed, communicated, archived and reused. 

1.2.2 User Action Framework 

The User Action Framework (UAF) is a usability tool that was developed to address the 
second issue, that of making information collected during usability studies easier to analyze and 
more useful. The UAF is a hierarchical structure designed for the organization of usability issues 
(usability problems, design guidelines, etc.). It was developed by members of the Usability 
Methods and Research Laboratory (http://miso.cs.vt.edu/~usab/), and was first described in a 
paper by Hartson, Andre, Williges and van Rens (1999). The structure and content of the UAF 
has undergone revisions since this initial paper was published, with the most recent published 
work being Andre, Belz, McCreary, and Hartson (2000). Information about the UAF in this 
research proposal is also based on the UAF version 3.0 (Hartson, Andre et al., 2001) used by the 
Usability Methods and Research Laboratory, and personal experiences of the author from 
working with this group during the summer of 2000. 

The top-most level of the UAF hierarchy uses the Interaction Cycle (Hartson et al., 
1999), which is based on Norman’s stages of user action (Norman, 1990). Table 1.1 lists the top-
level categories used in the UAF 3.0. 

Table 1.1 UAF 3.0 Top-Level Categories 

Category Description 
Planning Design helping the user know what to do 
Translation Design helping the user know how to do something 
Physical Actions Design helping the user to do the actions 
Outcome The internal, invisible effect/result in the system 
Assessment Design of feedback and display of results helping user know 

if it worked 
Independent General concerns, independent of stage in the user action 

cycle 
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Each of these categories is then further broken down into subcategories, and those subcategories 
are themselves broken down further. For example, Translation has five subcategories: (1) 
Existence, (2) Presentation, (3) Content or Meaning, (4) Task Structure and Interaction Control, 
(5) Preferences and Efficiency. Physical Actions has two subcategories: (1) Perception of 
Manipulable (sic) Objects, (2) Manipulating Objects.  

The UAF can be expressed in many ways, through incorporation into specific tools. 
Andre (2000) describes three such tools. 

• Usability Design Guide with suggestions for interface designs to use and to avoid 
• Usability Problem Inspector to help designers discover interface problems 
• Usability Problem Classifier to organize and store usability problems 

These tools would be tied together with a common database, all organized around the same UAF 
structure, to facilitate usability information storage and retrieval. For example, once a problem 
has been classified with the Usability Problem Classifier the usability practitioner might switch 
to the Usability Design Guide for suggestions about design changes to implement, or could 
retrieve problems stored in the database for the same category to see what solutions had been 
used by other practitioners. 

Andre et al. (2000) demonstrated that the UAF can be a reliable means of problem 
classification, and the developers of the UAF see several advantages in its use.  

• Consistency between problem descriptions, making it easier to compare problems 
and solutions from different usability evaluations 

• Thoroughness of problem descriptions, since the usability practitioner is forced 
to think about not just the interface problem but also how it affected the user’s 
ability to use the system 

• Analysis of problem descriptions, since the problems have been organized into a 
logical structure 

One characteristic of current use of the UAF is that it involves a certain amount of 
inference on the part of the experimenter to divine the user’s thought processes and intent from 
actions, facial expressions, and/or verbalizations. While Andre et al. (2000) found agreement 
among experts in problem classification, that study used very carefully worded problem 
descriptions that greatly reduced the amount of interpretation needed to be done by the evaluator 
into the cause and effect of the usability problem. It cannot be inferred from that study that 
experts using the UAF consistently identify and interpret users’ actions. In other words, the 
Andre et al. (2000) study demonstrated high reliability in UAF classification, but made no 
conclusions about the reliability of experimenter analysis of usability data. 

1.2.3 Remote Usability 

Remote usability evaluations are evaluations in which the participant is separated in 
space and/or time from the evaluator (Hartson, Castillo, Kelso, Neale, & Kamler, 1996). When 
the participant is separated in space from the evaluator, the evaluator observes the session 
electronically, using technologies such as videoconferencing, audio conferencing, shared 
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whiteboards, shared applications, and chat. Hammontree, Weiler and Nayak (1994) used these 
techniques at Sun and HP to communicate with users that may not have had time to travel to a 
testing location, or may have been located on another continent. Smith-Jackson and Williges 
(2000) point out that remote usability assessment has ecological validity, allowing users to work 
in their true work environment. This is very important for work with special needs users, who 
may have custom setups at home or at work that cannot be duplicated in the lab. Such users may 
also be unable to travel to the testing facility, due to either physical difficulties or the geographic 
dispersion associated with small user populations. 

When the participant is separated in time from the evaluator, the evaluator can collect 
information in an automated fashion using techniques such as action logging and screen captures. 
These techniques can be completely un-intrusive, but the information captured can be difficult to 
diagnose for usability problems (Hartson et al., 1996). Automated data capture can be augmented 
or replaced by user-supplied information via methods such as questionnaires, but the developer is 
then reliant on the user’s description of the usability issue, particularly in the complete absence 
of other instrumentation. One method to help users focus their problem reports during remote 
usability sessions is the user-reported critical incident technique. 

1.2.4 Critical Incident Technique 

The critical incident technique was first described by Flanagan (1954), based on his 
analysis of many previous studies that had a common approach to observing human activities. 
He called these activities “critical incidents”, critical because of clear purpose and obvious 
effects, and incidents because the activities should be observable and have well-defined start and 
end points. Flanagan felt it was important for recorded observations to be objective, so the core 
of his technique was that trained observers would record descriptions of actions that met specific 
criteria outlined by the experimenters. The essence of the technique was to provide a mechanism 
for experimenters to make objective observations. Shattuck and Woods (1994) point out that this 
provided a more controlled method for researchers to be able to collect data in the field, without 
having to restrict themselves to laboratory settings. 

Flanagan (1954) felt that to maintain objectivity the observer should only have to make 
simple types of judgments. Further that only trained observers should be used, and that these 
trained observers should follow specific guidelines established for the particular study being 
conducted. Flanagan also felt that making the incidents valuable required classification of the 
incidents and suggestions for improving performance based on the observations, but that these 
last two steps involved some degree of subjectivity. The assigning of incidents to categories 
could be done relatively objectively, but categories would have to be created for each specific 
study or situation, and the process of creating these categories is a subjective one. 

Another crucial aspect of the critical incident technique, as described by Flanagan (1954), 
was that it was very flexible, and meant to be adapted to the specific needs of a particular 
evaluation setting. Shattuck and Woods (1994) discuss several interesting adaptations of the 
technique, but they also assert that the many adaptations of the technique have led to much 
misuse and confusion, and that many modern applications do not follow the basic principles 
outlined by Flanagan (1954). They propose that three additional principles are needed to guide 
today’s practitioners in the use of the critical incident technique. 
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The first proposed principle is that the process needs to be able to cope with systems that 
may be complex, distributed, and/or multi-agent. This means that the causes of effects of 
incidents may not be immediately obvious, and investigation may be required into the sequence 
of activities and multiple contributing factors that lead up to the incident. The second proposed 
principle is that retrospective investigation needs to be better supported, and they give three 
reasons. (1) Systems are more complex and simple, real-time observations may not be possible. 
(2) Critical incidents are widely used in realms where safety is an issue and incidents are 
(hopefully) rare. (3) Work may not be observable, particularly in today’s environment where 
workers are more self-managed and are unused to direct observation/supervision. The third 
proposed principle is that practitioners need to take more care to make results from studies that 
involve critical incidents less situation-specific and more able to be generalized. 

Koenemann-Belliveau, Carroll, Rosson and Singley (1994) have developed a technique 
called critical threads that addresses Shattuck and Woods’ (1994) first issue. They were 
analyzing critical incidents described by expert analysis of videotaped sessions using verbal 
protocol, and found that the same incident might have a different affect on the participant, 
dependent upon the participant’s previous interactions with the system. They determined that 
analysis of a thread of activity would better explain the incident. Their conclusion was that the 
critical thread technique provided extremely useful information, but at the same time was also 
extremely labor-intensive, involving as it did a complete review of the session tapes. 

1.2.5 Evaluator Effects 

All of the techniques described involve, to one degree or another, expert interpretation of 
usability information. This has the potential to introduce experimenter bias, such as in traditional 
laboratory usability studies where the experimenter makes conjectures about why the participant 
is having difficulties using the system and what should be changed to correct this. Gray points 
out that discount usability analyses are highly dependent on the quality of the experts used to 
perform the evaluation (Gray et al., 1995). Jacobsen et al. (1998) compared four experts 
reviewing the same usability session tapes, and found that only one-fifth of all problems 
recorded were noted by all evaluators, and indeed that fully one-half of the problems were 
detected by only one evaluator. Severe problems were more likely to be noted by multiple 
evaluators, but a separate study by Lesaigle and Biers (2000) found high variability in severity 
ratings by experts. 

Lesaigle and Biers (2000) compared expert reviews of three different views of the same 
laboratory sessions: screen data (S) only, screen plus audio (SA) which included user 
verbalizations, and screen plus audio plus video (SAV), where the user’s face was added to the 
recording. They found no significant effect on the number of incidents reported due to viewing 
condition. They did, however, find a low correlation in severity ratings among experts, and found 
that viewing condition did have a significant effect on severity ratings, with severity ratings 
being highest for the SAV condition and lowest for SA. This would seem to indicate that the 
choice among text, video and audio for interactions and data collection during remote usability 
studies would have an effect on the evaluation of the information collected. 
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1.2.6 User-Reported Critical Incidents 

Another important adaptation of the critical incident technique is the user-reported 
critical incident technique, first used by del Galdo, Williges, Williges and Wixon (1986). 
Participants were asked to report incidents as they happened during task performance, and so 
served as their own trained observers. This technique has been adopted by usability practitioners 
for use in remote evaluations where the participant is separated in both space and time from the 
experimenter, as a way to have the participant help with the collection of usability information. 

User-reported critical incidents were incorporated into semi-instrumented remote 
evaluations by Hartson et al. (1996) and Castillo, Hartson and Hix (1998). The envisioned 
technique involved having the user press a particular button whenever an incident occurred, 
which would trigger two simultaneous reactions. One, a textual form would be opened, 
prompting the user to fill out a structured critical incident report. And two, a brief video capture 
of recent screen activity would be saved and submitted to the evaluator, along with the textual 
report. The study simulated this technique in a laboratory setting using continuous video capture, 
with the trigger causing a timestamp to be taken that could then be correlated to a specific point 
on the captured recording. 

Hartson et al. (1996) included three elements in the captured critical incident packages 
(screen capture, video of the user, and user’s verbalizations during the incident capture, and 
found that at times all three were necessary to fully understand the user’s action. They also found 
that user identification of critical incidents was crucial to direct the evaluator’s analysis of 
recorded information, helping them to focus their reviews, avoiding the lengthy analysis used by 
Koenemann-Belliveau, et al. (1994). However, participants had to be prompted continually to 
verbalize, which would not have been possible in a truly remote study, and the critical incident 
package that would have been collected in a realistically instrumented situation would have 
required considerable bandwidth to transfer. 

A follow-on case study was reported in the same article comparing user- and expert-
identification of critical incidents, however the tapes reviewed by the experts included the critical 
incident reporting by the user (Koenemann-Belliveau et al., 1994). This was deemed necessary 
because cutting the incident reports would have introduced glitches in the tapes. Hiding the true 
glitches would have meant adding superfluous random glitches, which was an excessive level of 
effort for the purposes of the case study. Koenemann-Belliveau et al. (1994) found that some 
minor incidents were identified by experts but not users, and some were identified by the 
experimenters but missed by both the user and expert participants. 

Castillo et al. (1998) found that there was a delay between the occurrence of a critical 
incident and its reporting by the participant and so referred to their technique contemporaneous 
reporting, rather than concurrent reporting. They found that this delay was loosely correlated 
with the severity of the critical incident, and speculated that the participant wanted to fully 
understand or work through the critical incident before reporting it. For the more severe 
incidents, the delay was long enough that the screen capture would not have recorded the critical 
incident. They proposed a redesign involving two buttons, one to identify the occurrence of a 
critical incident and trigger the screen capture, and a different one to trigger the opening of the 
critical incident report form. 
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A common issue with many instrumented remote techniques, although not specifically 
mentioned as a problem by the studies cited, is the reliance on special technology. Screen 
captures, videoconferencing, shared whiteboards, all these techniques rely on special software 
and/or hardware at the remote location, and some rely on high-bandwidth Internet connections. 
Thompson and Williges (2000) used a remote questionnaire technique that relied on user-
supplied information submitted via a web page. The critical incident report form used in the 
study by Castillo et al. (1998) was expanded to request more detail from the user, and no 
automated capture was used at all.  

An advantage of the remote questionnaire technique is that is allows a remote experiment 
to be performed completely via a web browser, in a truly naturalistic setting wherever the user 
wants to be, as opposed to simulated remote experiments done in the lab, or remote sessions 
done in specially prepared settings. However, the technique is limited in data collection to 
information supplied by the user, which lessen the usefulness of the data. Hartson et al. (1996) 
assert that one of the disadvantages of such techniques is the loss of the qualitative data normally 
collected in laboratory testing through direct observation by the experimenter, an area where 
remote evaluation studies that use instrumentation or experimenter interaction are at less of a 
disadvantage. 

1.2.7 Classification of User-Reported Critical Incidents 

The Thompson and Williges (2000) study was described in more detail by Thompson 
(1999), who explained the process of using two classification schemes to analyze the user-
reported critical incidents. One was a bottom-up scheme that involved grouping incidents by the 
problem encountered and then the area of the software interface. The other involved having the 
experimenter classify the incidents using the UAF. Several problems that were identified as the 
same problem using the bottom-up classification scheme were described differently by the 
participants experiencing the incidents. This difference in description would have caused “one” 
critical incident to be categorized in two UAF categories at a level deeper than the first level, so 
instead only a top-level UAF classification was done. 

Thompson (1999) suggested two explanations for the discrepancy in UAF category from 
one participant description to another: (1) potential inability of the bottom-up classification 
scheme to distinguish between what were in fact two separate critical incidents, and (2) the high 
level of granularity possible with the UAF preventing reliable classification of what really is a 
single critical incident. However, the second explanation is not consistent with Andre et al. 
(2000), who found a very high degree of reliability in the first and second level UAF categories. 
This seems to suggest that the first explanation is the correct one: a failure in the bottom-up 
classification scheme used by Thompson (1999) to properly distinguish different critical 
incidents. 

1.2.8 Concurrent vs. Retrospective 

Page and Rahimi (1995) performed a laboratory study to compare concurrent verbal 
protocol with augmented retrospective protocol. The participant performed tasks while thinking 
aloud, and these sessions were recorded to videotape. The tapes were then shown to the 
participants, with no audio, and the participants verbalized retrospectively in real time. Page and 
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Rahimi (1995) used the term retrospective protocol to refer to this technique, but Bowers and 
Snyder (1990) call the technique a heavily cued retrospective verbal protocol because 
participants’ verbalizations are cued by watching a videotape, rather than relying solely on 
participants’ memories. 

Page and Rahimi (1995) analyzed the verbal protocols for types of statements (design, 
procedure, explanation) and types of errors (slips, mistakes), using Norman’s (1990) distinction 
of unintentional vs. intentional errors. They found that concurrent versus retrospective had no 
effect on the number of slips reported, but that more mistakes were reported retrospectively. 
Additionally, they found that there was an interaction between the type of verbal protocol and the 
type of statement – concurrent verbalizations tended to focus more on procedures and less on 
explanations, whereas retrospective verbalizations focused more on explanations and less on 
procedures. They concluded that collecting both concurrent and retrospective protocols could be 
valuable in the collection of usability information, due to the complementary nature of the 
information collected. Bowers and Snyder (1990) had conducted a similar study, and found that 
while participants using a concurrent verbal protocol gave more statements overall, statements 
given by the heavily cued retrospective verbal protocol participants were more useful to software 
designers because they contained more explanatory and design statements. In contrast, the 
concurrent participants had a tendency to describe what they were doing at the time, or simply 
read aloud from the screen. 

Flanagan (1954) felt that an essential part of critical incident data collection was that it be 
done while the observer still held all the necessary details in memory. Shattuck and Woods 
(1994) describe several critical incident adaptations that address issues of retrospective data 
collection, and list retrospective investigation as the second major area that needs to be included 
a new set of principles to guide usage of the critical incident technique. The results of Page and 
Rahimi (1995) suggest that the choice of concurrent vs. retrospective critical incident reporting 
may affect the type of information collected. 

1.3 Problem Statement 

Laboratory usability testing of software is a highly effective way of gathering rich, 
qualitative usability information, but usability practitioners are sometimes reluctant to use this 
technique because of the time and expense involved in recruiting users, running the study, and 
analyzing data. Remote usability studies can make it easier for users to participate in studies, but 
tend to rely either on complex data collection systems or on user-supplied information through 
channels such as web forms and email. Discount usability techniques utilize a few experts 
instead of many users, but these techniques are subject to evaluator effects and are highly 
dependent on the quality of the experts. A technique for gathering usability information from 
end-users is needed that maximizes each of the following important qualities. 

(1) Gathers usability information effectively. 

(2) Promotes reliability and reduces experimenter bias in the analysis and 
interpretation of usability data. 

(3) Reduces the cost of user involvement. 
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1.4 Approach 

In order to address these three important qualities of a usability evaluation method, the 
following approach was used in the development of a methodology for this study. 

(1) The technique should involve users interacting with the target software. 

(2) Data should be collected in a systematic, organized manner, using proven 
analysis techniques where possible, rather than specific analyses developed for 
this study. The user should be involved as much as possible in the collection 
and analysis of usability data, reducing or postponing the role of the 
experimenter in analysis and interpretation. 

(3) The technique used should be readily adaptable for use in either a laboratory or 
remote setting. Detailed information should be gathered from the user while 
avoiding complex data collection hardware or software. 

Further, in order to assess how well the technique had addressed issues (1) and (2), a fourth 
element was added to the approach. 

(4) It should be possible to use controlled studies to compare the technique to 
existing methods, such as traditional laboratory studies. 

The specific implementation approach used in this research addressed each of the above 
qualities in the following way. 

(1) Users were asked to report critical incidents while using the target software, 
which involved the users in the identification and collection of usability data. 
This technique has been used effectively in previous studies (del Galdo et al., 
1986; Castillo et al., 1998; Thompson, 1999). 

(2) Users classified critical incidents using the User Action Framework. The UAF 
is a reliable method of analyzing usability issues, and user classification should 
have both helped focus user critical incident reports and reduce experimenter 
bias in the classification of usability problems. This was a new use of the User 
Action Framework, which had previously only been used by trained usability 
practitioners. 

(3) All critical incidents and classifications were collected using a standard web 
browser available on most modern computers. 

(4) Users reported some critical incidents as they used the target software, and 
other incidents while reviewing a videotape of their usability session. While 
use of a session videotape did not meet criterion (3) of being easily modified 
for remote use, its primary purpose is to enable laboratory comparison studies 
of evaluation effectiveness, and would generally not be used in studies where 
the user was accessing the software from a remote location. Page and Rahimi 
(1995) utilized videotape review to elicit verbal protocol, and Koenemann-
Belliveau et al. (1994) and Thompson (1999) utilized expert review of session 
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tapes for critical incident reporting, but having users review their own session 
tapes for reporting critical incidents was a novel technique. 

This approach addressed all three of the changes to the critical incident technique 
suggested by Shattuck and Woods (1994). First, use of a detailed critical incident collection form 
and UAF classification encouraged users to think back to what cause each difficulty encountered. 
Second, the use of the videotaped usability session enabled retrospective reporting. Third, the 
UAF is a classification scheme developed through research and experience, rather than a scheme 
developed specifically for a particular experiment, and so facilitates generalization of 
conclusions from data analysis. 

1.5 Research Goals 

There were three basic goals of this study. 

(1) Factorial analysis. A comparison of end-user critical incident reporting both 
with and without UAF classification, and with and without use of a session 
videotape. This was necessary to test whether UAF classification and use of a 
session videotape reduced the quantity of usability information collected. 

(2) Report timing preference. An assessment of end-users’ preference for 
reporting with or without a videotape, to determine whether users were 
receptive to being asked to watch their session tape, and whether this 
preference was affected by usage of the UAF. 

(3) UAF classification. An assessment of the ability of end-users to use the UAF 
to classify critical incidents, and how use of a session videotape affected 
classification. This was necessary to test both whether end-users could use the 
User Action Framework (since it was designed for usability practitioners and 
assumes knowledge of usability concepts and vocabulary), and whether UAF 
usage was compatible with both the videotape and non-videotape techniques. 

  



 

CHAPTER 2. METHOD 

2.1 Experimental Design 

A 2x2 mixed-factor design was used to achieve all three goals. The 2x2 mixed-factor 
design included a within-subject Report Timing (T) factor and a between-subject UAF (U) 
factor.  An overview of the factor levels is presented in Table 2.1. 

Table 2.1 Factor Levels and Types 

Factor Levels Description Type 
Report 
Timing (T) 

Contemporaneous 
 
 
Augmented 
Retrospective 
 

Incidents were reported before moving on to 
the next task. 
 
Tasks were performed uninterrupted, and 
incidents were reported while watching a 
session videotape 

Within 

UAF (U) Control 
 
UAF 
Classification 
 

No exposure to the UAF 
 
Participants received an introduction to the 
UAF, and used it to classify incidents 
reported 

Between 

 

2.1.2 Report Timing 

The first variable of interest was Report Timing (T). Participants were asked to report all 
critical incidents encountered during the usability sessions.  However, the timing of when they 
were asked to report critical incidents varied between sessions, with reports being submitted in 
either a contemporaneous fashion or an augmented retrospective fashion (using a session 
videotape). This was a within-subject factor; all participants utilized both reporting methods. The 
treatment order was counter-balanced, with half the participants utilizing contemporaneous 
reporting first, and the other half utilizing augmented retrospective reporting first. 

2.1.2.1 Contemporaneous Reporting 

During the contemporaneous session, participants were asked to report all critical 
incidents encountered in the completion of a particular task before proceeding to the next task. 
Some participants reported critical incidents immediately while some waited until the task was 
completed. This behavior was consistent with that observed by Castillo and Hartson (2000), that 
participants tended to wait to report an incident until they had worked through the problem, and 
so was called contemporaneous reporting, rather than concurrent. 

2.1.2.2 Augmented Retrospective Reporting 

During the augmented retrospective session, participants completed all tasks without 
interruption and then reviewed a tape of their session, identifying and reporting critical incidents 
they experienced.  The tape included their screen usage, a profile of their face, and any think-
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aloud comments they made while using the software, and other noises (keyboard, mouse, 
questions to the experimenter and responses, exclamations, etc). During the tape review, 
participants were asked to report all incidents encountered during the completion of a task before 
reviewing the next task, however they were given the freedom to report incidents either 
concurrently or contemporaneously to observation on the tape. This technique is properly called 
an augmented retrospective technique because the participants were assisted in recalling critical 
incidents by watching the videotape and listening to their thoughts, rather than relying solely on 
their remembrances. It differs from the heavily cued retrospective verbal protocol used by 
Bowers and Snyder (1990) in that participants are able to manipulate the tape playback at will, 
rather than being forced to verbalize during real-time review of the tape. 

2.1.3 UAF 

The second variable of interest was UAF Group. All participants received the same 
critical incident overview and used the same critical incident reporting, however participants 
were put into one of two groups differing on exposure to the UAF. 

•  Control.  This group had no exposure to the UAF, either through overview materials 
or through usage. 

• UAF Classification.  This group was given an overview of the UAF, and used the 
UAF to classify each critical incident experienced during the study sessions.  

2.2 Dependent Measures 

A number of dependent measures were taken, some of which were measured for all 
participants, and some of which were measured for only the UAF participants. 

2.2.1 Applicable to All Treatment Conditions 

Frequency of critical incidents reported by participants, or the count of how many incidents 
were reported per session. This count was separated into: 

• All incidents 
• Positive and negative incidents 
• High- and low-severity incidents 

The total count was used, rather than the average count per task, to avoid effects due to 
experience. For example, both feature discovery and accumulated fatigue over the course 
of a session would introduce more variability in measures of incidents-per-task than 
incidents-per-session. Participants identified each incident as either positive or negative 
according to criteria set out in the critical incident overview (APPENDIX A). Participants 
also rated critical incident severity on a four-point scale, with different scale values for 
negative and positive incidents. Negative critical incidents were rated using a scale from 
Rubin (1994) with descriptors modified to account for end-user rather than expert-
observer usage, and positive critical incidents were rated using a scale from Thompson 
(1999). These ratings were then grouped as either high-severity or low-severity, as shown 
in Table 2.2. The report form is included in APPENDIX B. 
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Table 2.2 Critical Incident Severity Ratings 

 Negative 
(Rubin, 1994) 

Positive 
(Thompson, 1999) 

Unusable – can’t or don’t want to use this 
feature because of the way the software has 
been designed and implemented 
 

Extremely large 
increase in 
speed/accuracy/ease 

High- 
Severity 

Severe – will probably continue to use this 
feature, but will be severely limited in my 
ability to do so. Will have great difficulty in 
circumventing the problem. 

Large increase in 
speed/accuracy/ease 

Moderate – will be able to use the program in 
most cases, but will have to undertake some 
moderate effort in getting around the problem.
 

Moderate increase in 
speed/accuracy/ease 

Low- 
Severity 

Irritant – the problem occurs only 
intermittently, can be circumvented easily, or 
is dependent on a problem that is outside the 
product’s boundaries. Could be a cosmetic 
problem. 

Negligible increase in 
speed/accuracy/ease 

 

Average time to report a critical incident per session as measured from when the Report 
Incident link was pressed on the main reporting page to when the Submit button was 
pressed on the positive/negative incident report form. If a participant submitted a report, 
went “back”, edited and then resubmitted the report, the latest submission time was used. 

Engagement in reporting positive critical incidents, from the post-session questionnaire 
(APPENDIX C). The following six questions, developed by the experimenter, were used 
to assess both interest in reporting positive incidents and aversion to reporting positive 
incidents.  

3. My positive critical incident reports were thorough and complete 
5. I am tired of identifying and reporting positive critical incidents 
8. If I experienced a positive critical incident I tended to ignore it 
11. It was important to me to report positive critical incidents I experienced 
13. I am interested in understanding what makes software easy to use 
19. I was uninterested in providing feedback about the well-designed 

aspects of the address book program 
A six-point Likert-type scale was used with the following anchors: strongly disagree, 
disagree, somewhat disagree, somewhat agree, agree, and strongly agree (Likert, 1932). 
Engagement in reporting positive incidents was measured as the average of the scores for 
the six questions, with the negatively phrased questions (5, 8, 19) reversed before 
averaging.(Likert, 1932) 
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Engagement in reporting negative critical incidents, from the post-session questionnaire 
(APPENDIX C). The following six questions, developed by the experimenter, were used 
to assess both interest in reporting negative incidents and aversion to reporting negative 
incidents. 

2. If I experienced a negative critical incident I tended to ignore it 
6. I was uninterested in providing feedback about the poorly designed 

aspects of the address book program 
9. My negative critical incident reports were thorough and complete 
15. I am interested in understanding what makes software difficult to use 
16. I am tired of identifying and reporting negative critical incidents 
18. It was important to me to report negative critical incidents I experienced 

The same scale and averaging was used as for engagement in reporting positive incidents, 
with the negatively phrased questions (2, 6, 16) reversed before averaging. 

Confidence in ability to properly report critical incidents, from the post-session questionnaire 
(APPENDIX C). The following six questions, developed by the experimenter, were used 
to assess confidence in both understanding the definition of a critical incident and using 
the reporting tools.  

1. A critical incident is a software interaction that is essential to completing 
a task 

4. I understand what a critical incident is 
7. Reporting critical incidents is difficult. 
10. Reporting critical incidents is confusing. 
12. I understand how to report critical incidents 
17. A critical incident is a software interaction that helps or hinders 

completing a task 
The same scale and averaging was used as for engagement in reporting positive incidents, 
with the negatively phrased questions (1, 7,10) reversed before averaging. 

Preference of report timing, either contemporaneous or augmented retrospective, from the 
post-test questionnaire (APPENDIX C). 

2.2.2 Applicable Only to UAF Classification Group 

Average time to classify each incident as measured from when they press the Submit button on 
the critical incident reporting form to when they press the Use This Category button to 
select the classification category. If a participant selected a category, went “back” and 
selected a different category, the latest category and submission time was used. This 
measurement did not include time spent describing why they picked the category. 

Classification agreement or the degree to which a participant tended to select the same UAF 
classification as the experimenter. The Fleiss (1971) kappa (κ) statistic was used to 
measure level of agreement. When agreement was measured at deeper levels of the UAF, 
incidents that were not classified at that depth by either the participant or experimenter or 
both were dropped from the analysis. A complete description of the experimenter’s 
classification selection and analysis procedures is included in APPENDIX D. 
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Classification frequency at each of the top-level UAF categories – Planning, Translation, 
Physical Actions, and Assessment. A count was taken of the number of critical incidents 
classified at each of the top-level UAF categories by the experimenter, broken down by 
report timing treatment condition. 

2.3 Participants 

Twenty-four participants were used (12 male, 12 female), with 12 participants for each 
treatment condition (6 male, 6 female), as shown in Table 2.3. This was sufficient to produce a 
power size of at least 0.80 using the Pearson-Hartley power charts from Keppel (1991), assuming 
an effect size of 0.15 (dfnum = 1, dfdenom = 22, α = 0.05, ω2 ≈ 0.15, φ ≈ 1.5), which Keppel (1991) 
calls a “large” effect size in the social sciences. 

Table 2.3 Participants and Treatment Conditions 

UAF (U) 
Report Timing (T) 

Control 
UAF 

Classification 

Contemporaneous 

S1 
S2 
S3 
… 
S12 

S13 
S14 
S15 
… 
S24 

Augmented 
Retrospective 

S1 
S2 
S3 
… 
S12 

S13 
S14 
S15 
… 
S24 

 

The treatment order for report timing was counterbalanced, with half of the participants 
utilizing contemporaneous reporting first and half augmented retrospective reporting first, as 
shown in Table 2.4. 

Table 2.4 Counterbalancing of Report Timing Treatment Order 

UAF (U) 
Report Timing (T) Day 

Control 
UAF 

Classification 
2 S1-6 S13-18 Contemporaneous 3 S7-12 S19-24 
2 S7-12 S19-24 Augmented 

Retrospective 3 S1-6 S13-18 

 

Participants were recruited using flyers posted on campus bulletin boards, newsgroups 
and word-of-mouth. Participants were screened according to five criteria: 
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(1) native English speakers (including people from India or other countries where 
English was frequently one of several primary languages) who… 

(2) knew how to use a web browser and… 
(3) had little or no experience with software interface design and… 
(4) had little or no knowledge of the UAF and… 
(5) were 18 or older. 

Because of the verbal nature of the experiment, it was essential to have native English speakers 
to reduce variability due to misunderstood instructions, difficulty understanding the overviews 
and UAF category descriptions, and difficulty expressing ideas in the critical incident reports. 
The initial screening was done via information in flyers, email messages, and phone calls, and 
verified via the pretest questionnaire (APPENDIX C). UAF participants were again screened 
after the two practice examples, with the criterion being correct classification at the top-most 
level of the UAF for at least one of the practice examples. 

Participants ranged in age from 19 to 36 (M=22.4, SD=3.6). None of the participants had 
heard of the UAF. Two participants were currently enrolled in ISE 3614: Introduction to Human 
Factors Engineering, but beyond that none of the participants had taken any courses in Human 
Factors or Human-Computer Interaction. Twenty-three participants had four or more years of 
computer experience, and one participant had one to three years. Complete participant 
demographics are included in APPENDIX E. Four participants were dropped from the study due 
to irrecoverable technical difficulties during the augmented retrospective session, such as lack of 
audio, video or both on the session videotape. One UAF participant was dropped from the study 
for failing to correctly classify either practice incident at the top-most level of the UAF. 

2.4 Research Hypotheses 

2.4.1 Goal 1: Factorial Analysis 

Goal 1 was to compare the effects of UAF classification and use of a session videotape 
on end-user critical incident reporting. To assess this, the first set of hypotheses was for 
dependent measures that could be analyzed for the primary analyses of interest: the main effects 
of UAF Group (U) and Report Timing (T) and the interaction between the two (UxT).  These 
measures were: 

• Frequency of critical incidents (all, positive, negative, high-severity, low-
severity) 

• Average time to report a critical incident 
• Engagement in reporting positive critical incidents 
• Engagement in reporting negative critical incidents 
• Confidence in ability to report critical incidents 

The hypotheses were as follow. 

(1) Report timing will have a significant effect on average time to report a 
critical incident but not on any other dependent measures. It was expected 
that augmented retrospective reporting would take more time than 
contemporaneous reporting because participants would have difficulty 
remembering what they were doing at the time the incident occurred, and might 
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pause in the middle of a report to review the tape. The lack of effect on any other 
measure would demonstrate that augmented retrospective reporting was as 
effective as contemporaneous reporting. 

(2) UAF usage will have a significant effect on the frequency of all critical 
incidents, the frequency of low-severity critical incidents, the frequency of 
negative critical incidents, and engagement in reporting negative critical 
incidents. It was expected that UAF users would have a higher engagement in 
reporting negative critical incidents because of increased exposure to usability 
issues during UAF classification, a form of on-the-job training in being a usability 
practitioner. This increased engagement would cause the user to report more 
overall, low-severity and negative critical incidents. The frequency of high-
severity critical incidents would not be affected because participants would tend 
to always report all high-severity incidents. The frequency of positive critical 
incidents would not be affected because participants would tend to ignore positive 
critical incidents, regardless, following the results of Thompson (1999) who found 
that participants reported very few positive critical incidents. Support for this 
hypothesis would demonstrate that using the UAF makes critical incident 
reporting more effective by causing users to report more critical incidents. 

(3) There will be no significant interactions between report timing and UAF 
usage. It was expected that UAF usage would affect augmented retrospective and 
contemporaneous sessions equally, and that report timing would affect the UAF 
and control groups equally. 

During the experiment, each participant performed a different set of tasks each day. 
However, there may have been differences between the days due to task differences and learning 
effects. In order to be able to compare augmented retrospective and contemporaneous measures 
taken on different days, it was be necessary to test the following hypothesis. 

(4) There will be no significant effects due to sessions being performed on day 
two versus day three. It was expected that the two days would be equivalent, 
with the slightly more complex tasks on the second day compensating for 
increased familiarity with the target software program. 

2.4.2 Goal 2: Report Timing Preferences 

Goal 2 was to assess whether or not end-users preferred reporting with or without a 
videotape, and whether this preference was affected by usage of the UAF.  To assess this, the 
second set of hypotheses was for factors effecting report-timing preference. 

(5) UAF classification will have no effect on report timing preference. It was 
expected that both UAF and control group participants would have the same 
preference between contemporaneous and augmented retrospective reporting. 

(6) Participants will prefer augmented retrospective reporting. It was expected 
that participants would prefer augmented retrospective reporting because it was 
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less intrusive on task completion and because it allows unlimited review of 
software usage. 

2.4.3 Goal 3: UAF Classification 

Goal 3 was to assess whether participants were able to use the UAF to classify critical 
incidents, and if use of a session videotape affected classification.  To assess this, the third set of 
hypotheses was for dependent measures that only applied to the UAF group, and not the control 
group: classification agreement (with other participants, with the experimenter, and with 
previous studies), time to classify, and frequency of incidents classified at each top-level UAF 
category. 

(7) There will be a no significant effects of report timing on either time to 
classify or classification agreement. It was expected that contemporaneous and 
augmented retrospective reporting would be equivalent in terms of time to 
classify and classification agreement. 

(8) There will be a significant effect due to day on time to classify and 
classification agreement. It was expected that as the participants became more 
familiar with the UAF they would take less time to find and select the appropriate 
classification category. Familiarity with the UAF and exploration of UAF 
categories would also result in more consistent and accurate classification 
choices, increasing classification agreement. 

(9) There will be a high level of classification agreement at the top-most level of 
the UAF among participants, between participants and the experimenter, 
and between participants and previous studies. A high level of agreement was 
expected at the top-most level of the UAF because this would be consistent with 
results from a previous UAF study that showed classification agreement was 
highest at the top-most level of the UAF (Andre, 2000). A lower level of 
agreement was expected at the lower levels of the UAF because the UAF 
overview focused on distinguishing among the top-level categories, but 
participants were left to learn about lower-level categories on their own, as they 
used the UAF. Support for this hypothesis would demonstrate that participants 
could be taught to use the UAF at the basic, top-most level. 

(10) There will be a significant effect of report timing on the frequency of 
incidents classified at each top-level UAF category. Bowers and Snyder (1990) 
and Page and Rahimi (1995) found a difference between the types of statements 
used by participants during concurrent and retrospective verbal protocol: 
concurrent protocols contained more descriptive statements, whereas retrospective 
protocols contained more explanatory and design-oriented statements. Similarly, 
it was speculated that contemporaneous and augmented retrospective reporting 
would generate critical incidents that fall in different areas of the UAF. 

(11) Contemporaneous sessions will result in more Translation issues, whereas 
augmented retrospective session will result in more Planning issues. It was 
expected that contemporaneous participants would report more immediate, 
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Translation-oriented problems associated with accomplishing the task at hand. 
Augmented retrospective participants, however, would be looking back at their 
actions knowing more about the overall software design, and this critical analysis 
of their own actions would result in an increase in the number of Planning critical 
incidents. 

2.4.4 Summary 

The above hypotheses are summarized in Table 2.5, which shows the expected significant 
effects and values for all applicable factors and dependent measures. 

Table 2.5 Summary of Hypotheses 
Factor G

O
A
L 

Dependent Measure 
Report 
Timing

(T) 
UAF 
(U) TxU 

Day
(D) 

Expected Value 

1 Hypothesis 1 2 3 4 
 Frequency – All Cis  ●   
 Frequency – High-Severity CIs     
 Frequency – Low-Severity CIs  ●   
 Frequency – Positive CIs     
 Frequency – Negative CIs  ●   
 Average Time to Report a CI ●    
 Engagement – Positive CIs     
 Engagement – Negative CIs  ●   
 Confidence in Ability to Report CIs     

 

2 Hypothesis 5 6 
 Report Timing Preference 

 
 

  Augmented 
Retrospective 

3 Hypothesis 7 8 9 
 Class. Agreement – Experimenter  ● High 
 Class. Agreement – Other Participants  ● High 
 Class. Agreement – Previous 

Experiments  ● High 

 Time to Classify  

  

●  
 Hypothesis 10 11 
 

Frequency of Incidents Classified 
at Each Top-level UAF Category ● 

   
Contemporaneous will 
have more Transla-
tion, Augmented 
Retrospective will 
have more Planning 

● expected significant effects 
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2.5 Materials and Equipment 

2.5.1 Participant Room (McBryde 102A) 

Participants used two computers, a Macintosh and a PC. These machines were placed on 
two desks at right angles to each other, as shown in Figure 2.1. The participant was able to easily 
turn from one computer to the other. When using the Macintosh the participant was in profile to 
the control room window, and when using the PC the participant was facing the window to the 
control room.  

 

Figure 2.1 Participant Room Layout (composite photo) 

The Macintosh had address book software that was used by the participant for performing 
the study tasks, and a web browser that was used to present tasks. Although PCs were more 
common at Virginia Tech than Macintoshes, the address book software was only available for 
the Macintosh, so it was necessary for participants to use a Macintosh for the target application. 
To reduce issues due to being unfamiliar with Macintoshes, all address books and text files 
required by the program were placed in clear view on the Macintosh desktop. In addition, before 
using the software the experimenter pointed out that the program menus were across the top of 
the screen, as opposed to across the top of individual application windows, as on a PC. 

The two programs were tiled as shown in Figure 2.2 so that the tasks were always visible 
below the main address book window, but some of the address-book dialog boxes did sometimes 
obscure the task text. Because of the low quality of an S-VHS tape compared to a computer 
monitor, the Macintosh resolution was set to 640x480. 
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Figure 2.2 Augmented Retrospective Session Tape Layout1 

A video camera was used to record a profile of the participant’s face when using the 
Macintosh. A wireless microphone able to pick up any noise in the room was placed on one of 
the desks and used to record participant comments and other noises (keyboard, mouse, questions 
to the experimenter and responses, exclamations, etc) to the augmented retrospective session 
tapes. 

The PC had a web browser that was used for instructions, critical incident overview, UAF 
overview, questionnaires, critical incident reporting, and critical incident classification. A PC 
was chosen because the UAF software required a PC and a monitor set at a high resolution. This 
also enabled participants to easily look back at the address book program on the Macintosh 
during contemporaneous sessions. The desk with the PC also had a TV, VCR and intercom. The 
TV and VCR were used by the participant to review their own session videotape during the 
augmented retrospective sessions. The intercom was for communication between the participant 
and experimenter. 

2.5.2 Control Room (McBryde 102B) 

The control room was separated from the participant room by a one-way mirror that 
allowed the experimenter to see the participant without letting the participant see the 
experimenter. Figure 2.3 shows the layout of the control room, both with the lights dim, as they 
would be during an experiment to see through the one-way mirror, and with the lights on, to 
show the equipment. All video signals from the participant room (PC, Macintosh, camera) were 
mixed for both display on a TV monitor and recording to an S-VHS tape. This allowed the 
experimenter to monitor the participant’s computer usage, and to record a session tape for review 

                                                 
1 Program screen and icons have been blurred to avoid copyright issues. Person pictured 

is not a participant. 
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by the participant during the augmented retrospective sessions. Sound from the participant room 
was recorded to the S-VHS tape along with the mixed Macintosh/camera video signals, and the 
experimenter could listen to the audio signal via headphones. A laptop computer was also part of 
the mixing setup, and could be used to both preview the video signals and review the S-VHS 
tape recording. The experimenter used an intercom to talk to the participant, which was activated 
by holding down a “talk” button. 

      

Figure 2.3 Control Room Layout (Dim and Lit) 

With Monitor, Laptop, Intercom, VCR, Mixer, Wireless Receiver, Window and PC 

2.5.3 Critical Incident Overview 

The critical incident overview generally took under 10 minutes for participants to read 
through and covered the topics shown in Figure 2.4. The complete contents of the overview are 
included in APPENDIX A. Three pages were based heavily on Thompson (1999): “What is a 
Critical Incident,” “How do I know when I am experiencing a Critical Incident,” and “Examples 
of Critical Incidents”. The modifications made to these pages were to add further examples and 
scenarios, and to break the overview into more pages to both divide the information into smaller 
segments and to fit each page on the computer screen. The description of how to fill out the 
critical incident report form was eliminated since the report forms were self-explanatory and 
practice examples were already necessary to assist the UAF participants. 
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• Introduction  
• What is a Critical Incident?  

o Why are they important? How are they 
used? 

• How do I know when I am experiencing a Critical 
Incident?  

o Signs and Symptoms 
• Examples of Critical Incidents  
• Reporting a Critical Incident  
• Summary 
 

Figure 2.4 Critical Incident Overview Topics 

2.5.4 Critical Incident Report Form 

Figure 2.5 shows the top of the form used to report critical incidents. The forms were 
based heavily on Thompson (1999), with two significant modifications. First, participants were 
forced to select the current task being worked on from a list of tasks used in the study (except 
during the practice incidents). Second, all instructions for filling out the form were placed on the 
form itself, rather than being available via help links. The complete forms are included in 
APPENDIX B. The form asked seven questions, with a 1-5 sentence description of what sort of 
information was wanted when answering the question, and then asked the participant to rate the 
severity of the critical incident. Negative incidents were rated as unusable, severe, moderate or 
irritant; positive incidents were rated as extremely large, large, moderate or negligible increase in 
speed/accuracy/ease. The seven questions asked were: 

(1) What was your overall objective?  

(2) What part of the interface were you using? 

(3) How were you carrying out your task? 

(4) Describe what happened 

(5) How was your performance affected? 

(6) How did this make you feel? 

(7) How did you recover from this critical incident? 
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Figure 2.5 Critical Incident Report Form 

2.5.5 UAF Classification Software 

Figure 2.6 shows a typical page from the website used by participants to classify critical 
incidents using the UAF, with a more complete set of snapshots included in APPENDIX F.  The 
top-left pane contained a collapsible tree representation of the UAF hierarchy. The bottom-left 
pane contained links to all materials used in the UAF overview, as well as access to a search 
form. The top-right pane contained a description of the current category, its subcategories, and 
cross-references, and a “USE THIS CATEGORY” button which participants clicked to use the 
current category to classify a critical incident. After selecting a category participants were asked 
why the picked the category and if they had a second choice they considered, and for any other 
comments about the incident or classification. 
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Figure 2.6 UAF Classification Website 

This tool was based on a snapshot of the Usability Engineering Tools taken on June 26, 
2001 (Hartson, Aiyagari et al., 2001). The tool was modified to remove features not relevant to 
this study (keywords, send comments to designers, toolbar buttons for classifier, inspector and 
database) and features that were not fully implemented (links to relevant literature, sample 
usability problems, “about” notes). In addition, the homepage was replaced with information 
relevant to the participants in the study, links to the UAF overview were added to the bottom-left 
pane, and a “Use This Category” button was added to every node content page. 

The UAF used for the study was a snapshot taken approximately July 1, 2001 (Hartson, 
Andre et al., 2001). During pilot testing, it was found that participants were overly drawn to 
selecting the Outcome and Physical Actions categories for incidents. To prevent this, the 
Outcome section of the UAF was eliminated from the study, since usability sessions on 
production products rarely uncover outcome problems (Hartson, Andre et al., 2001). However, 
ability to distinguish between Translation and Physical Actions is a critical skill in end-user use 
of the UAF, so Physical Actions was retained in the version of the UAF used for the study. 
Instead, a page describing when to use or not use Physical Actions was added to the overview, as 
well as adding to the practice examples a brief explanation about why Physical Actions was not 
an appropriate classification. The complete UAF tree as used in the study is included in 
APPENDIX G. 
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2.5.6 UAF Overview 

The UAF overview generally took 10-15 minutes for participants to read through and 
covered the following topics: 

• What is the UAF? 
• UAF Examples 
• Physical Actions 
• How is the UAF used? 
• How do I use the UAF? 
• Affordances 

o Physical affordances 
o Cognitive affordances 

• Partial Classification 
o When to use partial classification 
o When to submit two critical incident reports 

• Summary 
This overview was developed based on the UAF itself (Hartson, Andre et al., 2001), 

conversations with Dr. H. Rex Hartson (personal communications, May-June 2001) and Venkat 
Balasubramanian (personal communications, June 29, 2001), and the UAF training used in 
Andre (2000). The complete contents of the overview are included in APPENDIX H.  

2.5.7 Critical Incident Practice Examples 

Two practice examples were used in the study, presented in the form of scenarios. 

Practice Example #1: The first example was about a user who had been doing a 
calculation in Excel manually, but was told by a friend that one of the menu options in the 
“Tools” menu would do it automatically. However, when the user opened the “Tools” menu on 
their version of Excel the menu option was not there. A screenshot of Microsoft Excel with the 
“Tools” menu open was included with the scenario, showing that the menu did not have the 
desired option. The complete text of the example and the screenshot are included in APPENDIX 
I. This was an example of a negative critical incident due to missing functionality. The proper 
UAF classification was “Translation (how to do it) > Existence (of a way or of a cognitive 
affordance to show the way) > Existence of a way > Existence of feature -- functionality and 
physical affordance.” 

Practice Example #2: The second example was about a user who was used to making 
bulleted lists by hand, by going into the “Format/Bullet and Numbering” menu. The user was 
told by a friend that there was a button in Word to do the same function, and the user was 
immediately able to figure out which was the correct button and use it. A screenshot of Microsoft 
Word was included with the example, showing the button toolbar, an already bulleted list, and a 
list to be bulleted. The complete text of the example and the screenshot are included in 
APPENDIX I. This was an example of a positive critical incident due to the well-designed bullet 
button, due either to the clear image on the button or to the increased efficiency of the user when 
making bulleted lists. Two possible UAF classifications were “Translation (how to do it) > 
Content, meaning (of a cognitive affordance)” and “Translation (how to do it) > Task structure 
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and interaction control > Preferences and efficiency (for task structure and interaction control) > 
Alternative way(s) to do task, step > More efficient task structure, way to do same task (for most 
or all users).” 

2.5.8 Address Book Software 

The software used as a target application for the participant tasks was an address book 
program for the Macintosh. The application was several years old and relatively simple 
compared to today’s complex tools such as Microsoft Outlook, and its primary purpose was to 
store entries that included names, addresses, phone numbers, and up to 8 pages of textual notes. 
It supports features such as groups, sorting, searching (both for individual records and for a set of 
matching records), import/export, appointments, and reminders. It was chosen because it was 
used in previous studies (Andre, 2000; McCreary, 1996), and so it had known usability problems 
that had been collected, described and classified. 

2.5.9 Tasks 

The twelve tasks used for this study were a subset of the 17 used in a previous study with 
end-user participants of the target software (McCreary, 1996). Tasks A, B, C, E, G and L were 
also used in a study with expert participants who inspected the software using one of the 
following techniques: the Usability Problem Inspector (an inspection tool based on an earlier 
version of the UAF), heuristic evaluation, and cognitive walkthrough (Andre, 2000). 

A. Add a new name and phone number 
B. Save a copy of the address book in a new file 
C. Add a phone number to an existing entry 
D. Make a list of members of a group and delete of the members. 
E. Sort the address book alphabetically by last name and then by first name. 
F. Add a recurring entry to the calendar. 
G. Search for information in the “notes” field and store the results in a new group 
H. Export a group to a new file. 
J. Search for people living in Washington, D.C. 
K. Import a list of addresses into a new group. 
M. Change the default file opened at program launch. 
O. Add an entry to the calendar with a reminder. 

 

These tasks were selected because they did not involve items outside the scope of the 
program, such as a printer, or were not dependent on familiarity with using a Macintosh, such as 
opening an item in the apple menu. Based on results from pilot participants, the original tasks 
were reworded to reduce confusion in understanding the purpose of each task while trying to 
retain the original task intent. For example, some of the pilot participants did not know what a 
“rolodex” was, so all references to rolodexes in the task descriptions were changed to “address 
book” or eliminated. In addition, the file used in task M was changed so that the task was not 
dependent on successful completion of task B. The complete task wordings from both the 
McCreary (1996) study and this study are included APPENDIX J.  
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2.6 Procedure 

Participants were required to attend three sessions on three different days: an introductory 
session, a contemporaneous session, and an augmented retrospective session. The sessions lasted 
from approximately 30 minutes for the control group introduction on the first day, to up to three 
hours for the augmented retrospective sessions on the third day. 

In the procedure description that follows, all UAF-related steps were done only by the 
UAF Group. 

2.6.1 Day 1: Introduction 

Participants were asked to read and sign an informed content document (APPENDIX K). 
Participants then guided themselves through a series of web pages on the PC computer, 
beginning with a pre-test questionnaire to collect demographic information and assess their 
experience with computers, usability, software design, the UAF and critical incidents 
(APPENDIX C). All participants then read a critical incident overview (APPENDIX A), 
followed by a UAF overview (APPENDIX H) for UAF participants only. UAF participants then 
practiced selecting a UAF classification path by using the UAF to choose the following path 
(which was printed on a piece of paper on the desk for reference): Assessment > Issues about 
feedback > Presentation > Perceptual Issues > Noticeability > Timing. 

Participants then guided themselves through the two practice critical incident scenarios: a 
missing menu item, a negative critical incident, and toolbar button to make a bulleted list, a 
positive critical incident (APPENDIX I). Participants read the scenario and then filled out an 
incident report. Following the incident report, UAF participants then classified the incident using 
the UAF. After classification, participants were shown the classification they chose, as well as 
the correct classification, with an explanation of why the correct classification was appropriate 
for this critical incident (APPENDIX B). At this point UAF participants were allowed to 
continue if they had gotten the top-level classification right for at least one of the two practice 
incidents. One participant was dropped from the study for failing to meet this criterion. 

2.6.2 Days 2 and 3: Contemporaneous and Augmented Retrospective Sessions 

Days two and three both began with a review and a Macintosh demonstration, and then 
continued to either a contemporaneous or an augmented retrospective session. Participants 
performed a different set of tasks (APPENDIX J) each day  (tasks A, B, C, D, E, F on day two 
and tasks G, H, J, L, M, O on day three). Both days ended with a questionnaire, and then day 
three had an additional post-test questionnaire and debriefing. 

2.6.2.1 Review 

All participants began both day two and day three by guiding themselves through a 
review on the PC computer, which included the critical incident summary page, the UAF 
summary page, and critical incident practice #1 (missing menu item). They were then presented 
with a page of brief instructions describing how to perform the tasks on the Macintosh 
(APPENDIX J). 
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2.6.2.2 Macintosh Demonstration 

The experimenter then returned to the room and gave a brief instruction on using the 
Macintosh to prevent two misunderstandings that had occurred with pilot participants. (1) A 
single click was necessary to switch between the browser used to present tasks and the program 
being used before any of the buttons or menus could be activated. This was included because a 
pilot participant had reported that their first click on the software was ignored, not realizing that 
a click was necessary to focus the address book program. (2) The menus for the current program 
were always shown across the top of the screen, unlike a PC, which had them across the top of 
the application window. This was included because several pilot participants tried to use the 
Netscape menus to perform tasks or did not find the address book menus until the almost the end 
of the second session, causing them to fail to complete many of the tasks that required using 
menus. 

2.6.2.3 Augmented Retrospective Session 

Participants performed all six tasks in the section consecutively using the address book 
program on the Macintosh. Participants were encouraged to think aloud during the session via a 
written prompt with every task presentation, and all screen usage, facial profile video and 
comments were recorded to tape. The experimenter suggested they move on to the next task if 
they spent 10 minutes on a task. At the completion of the final task, the experimenter brought the 
session tape in and showed the participant how to use the VCR. The participant watched the tape 
and reported all positive and negative critical incidents experienced. UAF group participants 
would classify each critical incident after completing the incident report form, and then explain 
why they chose the classification. The tape review instructions indicated that all incidents for one 
task should be reported before moving on to the next task. 

2.6.2.4 Contemporaneous Session 

Participants performed all six tasks in the section using the address book program on the 
Macintosh. However, during this session whenever the participant experienced a critical incident 
they would turn to the PC and file a report, and UAF group participants would also then classify 
the incident. The task instructions between tasks indicated that all incidents for one task should 
be reported before moving on to the next task. 

2.6.2.5 Post-Session Questionnaire 

At the end of the session participants filled out a 19-question questionnaire to assess their 
engagement in reporting positive and negative critical incidents, as well as their confidence in 
their ability to properly report incidents (APPENDIX C). At this point on day two participants 
were allowed to leave. 

2.6.2.6 Day 3 Debriefing 

At the end of the third day participants filled out a questionnaire on the PC computer 
asking which reporting method they preferred (contemporaneous or augmented retrospective), 
how strong their preference was, and why. The questionnaire also had an open space for any 
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other comments or suggestions they may have wanted to offer (APPENDIX C). The 
experimenter finished by asking them a few open-ended interview questions. 

2.7 Pilot Participants 

Four pilot participants were run to smooth out the operating procedure, instructions, etc. 
Based on these participants the requirement for being a native English speaker was added and the 
task descriptions were reworded (APPENDIX J). It was also determined that the 
contemporaneous and augmented retrospective sections were long enough that they needed to be 
separate sessions, and that the augmented retrospective sections were long enough for the UAF 
participants that the introduction also needed to be a separate session, resulting in the final 
format of three sessions. A brief review and repeated practice critical incident were added to the 
beginning of days two and three to compensate for passage of time between sessions. 

Several changes to the UAF overview and usage were made based on pilot participants. 
An annotated screen shot of the UAF was added to the overview because participants 
commented that the overview was extremely high-level, and that it was somewhat of a shock to 
then be exposed to the full tool without preparation. Pilot participants were also drawn to 
selecting the Outcome and Physical Actions categories for incidents. To prevent this, the 
Outcome section of the UAF was eliminated from the study since usability sessions on 
production products rarely uncover outcome problems (Hartson, Andre et al., 2001). However, 
ability to distinguish between Translation and Physical Actions is a critical skill in end-user use 
of the UAF, so Physical Actions was retained in the version of the UAF used for the study. 
Instead, a page describing when to use or not use Physical Actions was added to the overview, as 
well as adding to the practice examples a brief explanation about why Physical Actions was not 
an appropriate classification.  

  



 

CHAPTER 3. RESULTS 

This section presents the analysis of the survey data, critical incident reports, 
classifications, and other data collected during this study, and selected participant comments 
from the end of the study. 

3.1 Goal 1: Factorial Analysis 

Goal 1 was to compare the effects of UAF classification and use of a session videotape 
on end-user critical incident reporting. Three analyses of variance (ANOVAs) were performed to 
test hypotheses 1-4 for the following dependent measures: 

• Critical incident frequency (overall, positive, negative, high severity, low 
severity) 

• Average time (s) to report a critical incident 
• Engagement in reporting positive incidents 
• Engagement in reporting negative incidents 
• Confidence in ability to report incidents 

To calculate the engagement and confidence measures, each of the potential responses on the 
six-point Likert-type scale was assigned a number, one through six (Likert, 1932). Next, the 
questions that were phrased negatively (e.g. where high confidence was indicated by a score of 
one, rather than six) were reversed to be on a six-to-one scale, rather than a one-to-six scale. 
Finally, the responses to the six questions (three positive, three negative) for each measure were 
averaged. 

3.1.1 1-3: ANOVA for UAF Group and Report Timing 

A 2x2 ANOVA was performed for UAF Group (U) and Report Timing (T), as shown in 
Table 3.1, to test hypotheses 1-3.  

Table 3.1 ANOVA for UAF Group (U) x Report Timing (T) 

Source df 
UAF (U) 1 
Subjects (S/U) 10 
Report Timing (T) 1 
T x U 1 
T x S/U 34 
Total 47 

The following significant effects were found: 

• UAF Group (U) had a significant effect on engagement in reporting positive 
incidents: control group participants had a higher engagement than UAF 
participants did. 

• UAF Group (U) had a significant effect on frequency of low-severity critical 
incidents: UAF participants reported more low-severity critical incidents than 
control group participants 
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A summary of results is shown in Table 3.2, and detailed results are included in APPENDIX L. 

Table 3.2 Results of Two-Way ANOVA for Report Timing x UAF Group 

 UAF Group 
(U) 

Report Timing 
(T) 

Interaction 
UxT 

 F P F P F P 
Confidence 2.84 0.11 0.01 0.94 0.26 0.61 
Engagement – Negative CIs 0.39 0.54 1.98 0.17 1.23 0.28 
Engagement – Positive CIs 8.32 0.01* 0.36 0.56 0.72 0.40 
Frequency – Overall CIs 0.98 0.33 1.55 0.27 1.22 0.28 
Frequency – Positive CIs 0.63 0.44 0.15 0.70 0.96 0.38 
Frequency – Negative CIs 0.38 0.54 1.20 0.29 0.22 0.64 
Frequency – High-Severity CIs 1.74 0.20 0.38 0.55 0.00 1.00 
Frequency – Low-Severity CIs 4.15 0.05* 2.32 0.14 0.88 0.36 
Average Time (s) to Report CIs 0.61 0.44 1.81 0.19 0.38 0.54 

* p ≤ 0.05 

The tests for interaction effects on confidence, engagement (negative incidents), and frequency 
(high severity and low-severity) were thrown out because day two and day three were not found 
in Hypothesis Four to be similar for these measures.  This meant that the two days could not be 
considered equivalent treatment levels, resulting in a partial nesting of participants among four 
Report Timing treatment conditions: contemporaneous on day two, contemporaneous on day 
three, augmented retrospective on day two, and augmented retrospective on day three. 

3.1.2 Supplemental ANOVA for Report Timing Treatment Order 

A supplemental ANOVA was performed to verify that there were no differential transfer 
effects due to report-timing treatment order, as shown in Table 3.3. That is, that 
contemporaneous reporting was the same whether it was done before or after augmented 
retrospective reporting, and that augmented retrospective reporting was the same whether it was 
done before or after contemporaneous reporting. 

Table 3.3 ANOVA for Report Timing (T) Treatment Order (O) 

Source df 
Order (O) 1 
Subjects (S/O) 22 
Report Timing (T) 1 
Residual 23 
Total 47 

No significant order effects were found. A summary of results is shown in Table 3.4, and 
detailed results are included in APPENDIX L. 
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Table 3.4 Results of Supplemental ANOVA for Report Timing Treatment Order 

 Order (O) 
 F P 

Confidence 0.39 0.54 
Engagement – Negative CIs 0.34 0.57 
Engagement – Positive CIs 0.31 0.58 
Frequency – Overall CIs 0.55 0.47 
Frequency – Positive CIs 0.03 0.87 
Frequency – Negative CIs 1.44 0.24 
Frequency – High-Severity CIs 0.32 0.58 
Frequency – Low-Severity CIs 1.00 0.33 
Average Time (s) to Report CIs 1.13 0.23 

3.1.3 Hypothesis 4: ANOVA for Day 

A third ANOVA was performed to test hypothesis 4, that the second and third days can 
be treated as equivalent treatment conditions, as shown in Table 3.5.  

Table 3.5 ANOVA for Report Timing (T) Treatment Order (O) 

Source df 
Day (D) 1 
Subjects (S) 47 
Total 48 

The following significant effect was found: 

• Day (D) had a significant effect on frequency of low-severity critical incidents 
reported: fewer low-severity incidents were reported on the third day. 

Table 3.6 Results of ANOVA for Equivalence of Days 

 Day (D) 
 F P 

Confidence 2.41 0.13 
Engagement – Negative CIs 2.85 0.10 
Engagement – Positive CIs 0.03 0.87˚ 
Frequency – Overall CIs 1.49 0.23˚ 
Frequency – Positive CIs 0.39 0.55˚ 
Frequency – Negative CIs 1.14 0.29˚ 
Frequency – High-Severity CIs 1.89 0.18 
Frequency – Low-Severity CIs 4.72 0.04* 
Average Time (s) to Report CIs 0.27 0.60˚ 

      ˚ p > 0.20 * p ≤ 0.05 
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3.2 Goal 2: Report Timing Preference 

Goal 2 was to assess whether or not end-users preferred reporting with or without a 
videotape, and whether this preference was affected by usage of the UAF. Two chi-square tests 
of independence were performed on report timing preference to test hypotheses five and six. 

3.2.1 Hypothesis 6: Report Timing Preference 

A chi-square test (χ2 = 3.84, df=1, α = 0.05) was performed to determine if participants 
preferred one report timing method (contemporaneous vs. augmented retrospective) to the other. 
Participants did not have a report timing preference, as shown in Table 3.7.  

Table 3.7 Chi-Square Test: Report Timing Preference 

Preference Expected Observed χ2 p 

Contemporaneous 12 15 0.75  

Augmented 
Retrospective 12 9 0.75  

TOTAL 24 24 1.50 0.22 

3.2.2 Hypothesis 5: Effects of UAF Group on Report Timing Preference 

A 2x2 chi-square test of independence (χ2 = 3.84, df=1, α = 0.05) was performed to 
determine if report-timing preference was independent of UAF Group, with results shown in 
Table 3.8.  The following significant effect was found: 

• Report timing preference was dependent on UAF Group: the control group 
preferred contemporaneous reporting whereas the UAF group had no preference. 

Table 3.8 Chi-Square Test of Independence: Report Timing Preference vs. UAF 
Group 

UAF Group Preference Expected Observed χ2 p 
Control Contemporaneous 6 10 2.67  

 Augmented 
Retrospective 6 2 2.67  

UAF Contemporaneous 6 5 0.17  

 Augmented 
Retrospective 6 7 0.17  

 TOTAL 24 24 5.67 0.02* 

* p < 0.05 

3.2.3 Supplemental Chi-Square Test of Independence for Report Timing Treatment Order 

A supplemental 2x2 chi-square test of independence (χ2 = 3.84, df=1, α = 0.20) was 
performed to determine if report-timing preference was equivalent for report-timing treatment 
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order, with results shown in Table 3.9.  The two report timing treatment orders were found to be 
equivalent. 

Table 3.9 Chi-Square Test of Independence: Report Timing Preference vs. Report 
Timing Treatment Order 

Treatment Order Preference Expected Observed χ2 p 
Contemporaneous 

First Contemporaneous 6 7 0.17  

 Augmented 
Retrospective 6 5 0.17  

Augmented 
Retrospective 

First 
Contemporaneous 6 8 0.67  

 Augmented 
Retrospective 6 4 0.67  

 TOTAL 24 24 1.67 0.20* 

* p ≥ 0.20 

3.3 Goal 3: UAF Classification 

Goal 3 was to assess whether participants were able to use the UAF to classify critical 
incidents, and if use of a session videotape affected classification. Two dependent measures were 
used to assess this goal: time to classify a critical incident, and level of classification agreement 
between the participants and experimenter. The Fleiss (1971) kappa (κ) statistic was used to 
measure level of agreement. When agreement was measured at deeper levels of the UAF, 
incidents that were not classified at that depth by either the participant or experimenter or both 
were dropped from the analysis. A complete description of the classification selection and 
analysis procedures is included in APPENDIX D. 

3.3.1 Hypothesis 7: Effect of report timing on classification time and agreement 

3.3.1.1 Time to Classify 

An ANOVA was performed to test hypothesis 7, that classification time would be 
equivalent for both contemporaneous and augmented retrospective, as shown in Table 3.10. It 
was found that the time to classify a critical incident contemporaneously (M=109 s, SD=43 s) 
and augmented retrospective (M=111 s, SD=40 s) were indeed equivalent (α = 0.2, f1,22 = 1.75,  
fobs = 0.02, p = 0.88). Detailed ANOVA results can be found in APPENDIX L. 

Table 3.10 ANOVA for Report Timing (T) 

Source df 
Report Timing (T) 1 
Subjects (S) 22 
Total 24 
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3.3.1.2 Classification Agreement 

Kappa levels were calculated for each participant for each method of report timing, as 
shown in Table 3.11.  It was not possible to perform an ANOVA for classification agreement 
because kappa was undefined for three (half) of the day three contemporaneous sessions, one-
quarter of the contemporaneous sessions. This was due to complete agreement between 
participant and experimenter rating, with all incidents classified as Translation, which led to the 
denominator of kappa being 011 =−=− eP1 . 

Table 3.11 Individual Kappa Levels by Report Timing 

 Contemporaneous Augmented 
Retrospective 

 
Kappa 

(κ) 

# Of 
Incident 
Reports 

Kappa 
 (κ) 

# Of 
Incident 
Reports 

 -0.08 7 1.00 5 
 0.57 5 1.00 10 
 -0.06 9 0.76 12 
 -- 7 0.64 14 
 1.00 6 0.60 9 
 -0.19 13 0.59 8 
 -- 6 0.40 9 
 -0.14 6 0.30 7 
 -- 4 0.20 7 
 0.40 10 0.10 9 
 1.00 7 -0.08 7 
 1.00 6 -0.33 6 

AVG 0.39 7.17 0.43 8.58 
STDEV 0.52 2.44 0.41 2.54 

MIN -0.19 4 -0.33 5 
MAX 1.00 13 1.00 14 

Instead, kappa levels were calculated across all participants for each report-timing 
treatment level, and a two-sample t-test (t = 1.99, df = 85, α = 0.05), was performed as shown in 
Table 3.12. Kappa and standard error values were calculating using techniques specified in Fleiss 
(1971), as described in APPENDIX D. The differences due to report timing were not found to be 
significant. 

Table 3.12 Overall Kappa Levels by Report Timing 

Report Timing 
Kappa 

(κ) 

Standard
Error 

# Of 
Incident 
Reports 

t p 

Contemporaneous 
 0.40 0.20 86 

Augmented 
Retrospective 0.46 0.14 103 

0.24 0.81
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3.3.2 Hypothesis 8: Effect of day on classification time and agreement 

3.3.2.1 Time to Classify 

An ANOVA was performed to test hypothesis 8, that classification time would be lower 
on the second day, as shown in Table 3.13. It was found that the time to classify a critical 
incident was not significantly lower on day two (M=126 s, SD=39 s) than on day three (M=94 s, 
SD=38 s) (α = 0.05, f1,22 = 1.75,  fobs = 4.05, p = 0.06). Detailed ANOVA results can be found in 
APPENDIX L. 

Table 3.13 ANOVA for Report Timing (T) 

Source df 
Day (D) 1 
Subjects (S) 22 
Total 24 

3.3.2.2 Classification Agreement 

Kappa levels were calculated for each participant for each day, as shown in Table 3.14. 
These are the same kappa levels as those calculated by report timing in the previous section, but 
they are arranged instead by day. It was not possible to perform an ANOVA for classification 
agreement because kappa was undefined for three (half) of the day three contemporaneous 
sessions, one-quarter of the day three sessions. This was due to complete agreement between 
participant and experimenter rating, with all incidents classified as Translation, which led to the 
denominator of kappa being 011 =−=− eP1 . 

Table 3.14 Individual Kappa Levels by Day 

 Day 2 Day 3 

 
Kappa 

 (κ) 
# Of Incident 

Reports 
Kappa 

(κ) 
# Of Incident 

Reports 
 1.00 6 0.60 9 
 1.00 7 -0.08 7 
 1.00 5 -0.08 7 
 1.00 6 -0.33 6 
 0.76 12 -0.06 9 
 0.64 14 -- 7 
 0.57 5 1.00 10 
 0.40 10 0.10 9 
 0.40 9 -- 6 
 0.30 7 -0.14 6 
 0.20 7 -- 4 
 -0.19 13 0.59 8 

AVG 0.59 8.42 0.18 7.33 
STDEV 0.38 3.15 0.44 1.72 

MIN -0.19 5 -0.33 4 
MAX 1.00 14 1.00 10 
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Instead, kappa levels were calculated across all participants for each day, and a two-
sample t-test (t = 1.99, df = 87, α = 0.05), was performed as shown in Table 3.15. Kappa and 
standard error values were calculating using techniques specified in Fleiss (1971), as described in 
APPENDIX D. The differences due to day were not found to be significant.  

Table 3.15 Overall Kappa Levels by Day 

Day 
Kappa 

(κ) 

# Of 
Incident
Reports 

t p 

2 0.52 101 
3 0.30 88 0.91 0.36 

 

3.3.3 Hypothesis 9: Overall level of classification agreement 

Two analyses of overall classification agreement were made. The first analysis was level 
of agreement across all participants at each of the top five levels of the UAF, with results shown 
in Table 3.16. Starting at level two, any incidents there were not classified to that depth were 
dropped from the analysis, resulting in fewer incidents at each level of analysis. Thus, the level 
two incidents were a subset of the level one incidents, level thee were a subset of level two, etc. 
Analysis was stopped at level five because there were to few incidents classified at the lower 
levels to reliably analyze. 

Table 3.16 Overall Kappa Levels By UAF Level 

UAF 
Level 

Kappa 
(κ) 

# Of Incident 
Reports 

1 0.44 189 
2 0.21 170 
3 0.19 120 
4 0.20 65 
5 0.59 14 

 

The second analysis was level of agreement at the top level of the UAF for each 
individual participant, as shown in Table 3.17. Note that the level one kappa across all 
participants was similar to the average kappa of the individual participants. 
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Table 3.17 Classification Agreement For Each UAF Participant 

 Kappa 
(κ) 

# Of Incident 
Reports 

 0.77 15 
 0.76 15 
 0.65 21 
 0.63 14 
 0.63 21 
 0.62 12 
 0.44 15 
 0.29 12 
 0.25 11 
 0.25 19 
 0.17 13 
 0.13 21 

AVG 0.46   15.8 
STDEV 0.24     3.8 

MIN 0.13 11 
MAX 0.77 21 

 

3.3.4 Hypotheses 10-11: Effect of report timing on top-level classification frequency 

A 5x2 chi-square test of independence (χ2 = 9.49, df=4, α = 0.05) was performed to 
determine if the frequency of critical incidents classified by the experimenter at each top-level 
UAF category was independent of report timing, with results shown in Table 3.18.  Expected 
values were calculated as (row total x column total)/n. The results were not significant, meaning 
that report timing had no significant effect on top-level UAF classification. 

Table 3.18 Chi-Square Test of Independence: 
Report Timing vs. Top-Level UAF Category 

Report 
Timing Top-Level UAF Category Observed Expected χ2 p 

Planning (what to do) 1 3.2 1.5  
Translation (how to do it) 74 70.5 0.2  
Physical Actions (doing it) 5 3.6 0.5  
Assessment (did it work) 5 8.2 1.2  

Contemporaneous 

Independent 1 0.5 0.7  
Planning (what to do) 6 3.8 1.3  
Translation (how to do it) 81 84.5 0.1  
Physical Actions (doing it) 3 4.4 0.4  
Assessment (did it work) 13 9.8 1.0  

Augmented 
Retrospective 

Independent 0 0.5 0.5  
 TOTAL 189 189 7.5 0.11
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3.4 Summary of Hypothesis Testing Results 

The following results were found from testing hypotheses one through eleven. 

(Hypothesis 1) Report Timing had no significant effect on any dependent measures. 

(Hypothesis 2) UAF participants reported more low-severity critical incidents than control group 
participants and had a lower engagement in reporting positive incidents. 

(Hypothesis 3) The interaction between Report Timing and UAF Group was not significant for 
any measures tested, but could not be tested for high-severity critical incidents, 
low-severity critical incidents, engagement in reporting negative critical incidents 
and confidence in ability to report critical incidents because days two and three 
were not found to be equivalent for these measures. 

(Hypothesis 4) Day two participants, when compared to day three participants: 

• reported more low-severity critical incidents 

• reported an equivalent number of critical incidents (overall, positive 
negative) 

• took the same amount of time to report a critical incident 

• had the same engagement (positive, negative) and confidence 

• reported more low-severity critical incidents 

(Hypothesis 5) UAF Group had a significant effect on report timing preference 

(Hypothesis 6) Participants overall had no preference between contemporaneous reporting and 
augmented retrospective. However, when separated by UAF Group, the control 
group preferred contemporaneous reporting, although the UAF group still had no 
preference. 

(Hypothesis 7) Report timing had no significant effect on classification agreement with the 
experimenter, and could not be analyzed for either agreement with previous 
experiments or agreement with other participants. Time to classify was equivalent 
for both report-timing groups. 

(Hypothesis 8) Day had no significant effect on either classification agreement with the 
experimenter or time to classify, and could not be compared for either 
classification agreement with previous experiments or agreement with other 
participants. 

(Hypothesis 9) Classification agreement with the experimenter, as measured across all 
participants at the top level of the UAF using kappa, was 0.44, meaning that 44% 
of agreement could not be accounted for by random chance. Classification 
agreement measured for each individual participant ranged from 0.13 to 0.77. 
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(Hypothesis 10) Report Timing had no effect on the frequency of critical incidents at each top-
level UAF category. 

(Hypothesis 11) Most critical incidents reported were Translation incidents, regardless of report 
timing treatment. 

Table 3.19 summarizes the results of testing Hypotheses 1-11. Significant effects have 
their p values listed and are marked with  “*”. Where it was hypothesized that there would be no 
effect, a higher alpha level was used (α = 0.20), and equivalent values are marked with a “≈”. 
Where a hypothesis could not be tested, it is marked with a “X”.  

Table 3.19 Summary of Hypothesis Testing Results 

Factor G
O
A
L 

Dependent Measure 

Report 
Timing 

(T) 
UAF 
(U) TxU 

Day 
(D) 

Value of 
Significant Effects 

1 Hypothesis 1 2 3 4  
 Frequency – All CIs 0.27 0.33● 0.28 0.23≈  
 Frequency – High-Severity CIs 0.55 0.20 X 0.18  
 Frequency – Low-Severity CIs 0.14 0.05* X 0.04*  UAF >  Control 

 Day 2 >  Day 3 
 Frequency – Positive CIs 0.70 0.44 0.38 0.55≈  
 Frequency – Negative CIs 0.29 0.54● 0.64 0.29≈  
 Average Time to Report a CI 0.19● 0.44 0.54 0.60≈  
 Engagement – Positive CIs 0.56 0.01* 0.40 0.87≈ Control > UAF 
 Engagement – Negative CIs 0.17 0.54● X 0.10  
 Confidence in Ability to Report CIs 0.94 0.11 X 0.13  
2 Hypothesis  5   6 
 

Report Timing Preference  0.02*   
 Overall: none 
 Control: contemp. 
 UAF: none 

3 Hypothesis 7   8 9 
 Class. Agreement –  

Experimenter 0.81   0.36● Overall kappa:  0.44 
 Individuals:  0.13-0.77

 Previous Experiments X   X●  
 Other Participants X   X●  
 Time to Classify 0.88≈   0.06●  
 Hypothesis 10    11 
 Frequency of Incidents Classified 

at Each Top-level UAF Category 0.11●    Most incidents are 
Translation, regardless 

 ≈ treatment levels are equivalent (p > 0.20)  
* significant effect (p ≤ 0.05)  
● expected significant effects 

X unable to test            
CIs critical incidents 
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3.5 Selected Participant Post-Test Questionnaire Comments 

Table 3.20, Table 3.20, and Table 3.22 present a sampling of comments provided by 
participants when they filled out the post-test questionnaire at the end of the study. Complete 
comments are included in APPENDIX E. 

Table 3.20 Selected Comments Against Videotape Usage 

UAF 
Group 

Comments 

UAF The other way of watching the video is like doing the task twice over. 
 When I was reviewing the tape I didn't use it that much.  I relied on my memory of 

the events mostly to decide what critical incindents I experienced.  When I was 
able to stop and report my incident immediately I think it was better because I 
knew exactly what I was feeling at the time and what I wanted to report.   

 By having to stop and fill out a critical incident report, I would lose my train of 
thought on the particular task at hand. 

 I prefered being able to go back to the program and slowly run through it again, 
after having completed the tasks because I remembered many more of the smaller 
positive and negative incidents. I also know better exactly what I was thinking and 
why it was an incident. I feel I tended to be less vague. Also, sometimes, while 
starting to write the report I would get another idea to try and make it easier, this 
method let me stop typing, go back, try it out and then add to the report if that 
didn't work either. 

 the user might forget little details about the critical incident over time, whereas if 
he reports it right away, it is still fresh in his mind. 

Control when you look back on them, they don’t seem as important, when they might be 
when you’re right there doing the task. It seems like when watching the tape, there 
is more concern for the larger incidents as opposed to the minor ones which may 
just as well be AS positive or negative as the big ones. 

 Doing a single task and then reporting also breaks up the tedium of all of the 
typing about the critical incidents.  Although it was important to me to report 
them, they did become tiresome. 

 I reported quite a few incidents while i was learning to use the software and get a 
hang of how things are arranged. By the time i got to the end of the video taped 
session, a lot of the hiccups i'd felt while working on the first few tasks appeared 
to be trivial. 

 Quality of video tape was poor and I was not always able to tell precisely what I 
was doing when I watched the tape. 
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Table 3.21 Selected Comments In Favor of Videotape Usage 

UAF 
Group 

Comments 

UAF While carrying out the task, it was a bit of an irritation to pause mid-way and 
report the critical incident. It gave the task a very broken-up feeling. […] It 
allowed me to think through the entire task without interuption. 

 a little easier to identify what i did instead of having to try and remember the entire 
task and how i felt throughout it 

 It was distracting to me to keep having to switch back and forth every time I had a 
critical incident. I tended to question the critical incidents (particularly the positive 
ones). I occasionally did not report some positive critical incidents when I was 
doing the back-and-forth method of reporting because it felt distracting to have to 
go report the incident. […] It certainly wouldn’t be cost effective to have users be 
videotaped just to find bugs in software, but this method seemed to work better for 
me. 

 I didn’t have to focus as much on when I was experiencing one because I knew 
that I could catch it when I watched the tape. 

 By having to stop and fill out a critical incident report, I would lose my train of 
thought on the particular task at hand. Reporting afterwards allowed me to think 
through the entire problem and just make mental notes about problem. 

 It doesn't interrupt me while I'm doing it and it is easier to review what I did by 
rewinding/pausing the tape than it is to try to do it again on the computer. 

Control there is a difference between the windows and the Mac system, so you have to get 
used to each system over and over again [when you’re not using the tape]. 
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Table 3.22 Selected Comments About the Overall Experiment 

UAF 
Group 

Comments 

UAF It is a very interesting study and I enjoyed doing it. The classification is extremely 
detailed, maybe overly so in a couple of places and I found it to be more biased 
towards negative critical incidents. 

 If we are indicating incidents about a particular task, it might be abit easier if we 
didn't have to type the same info about the task and some similar info again and 
again 

 in some instances I feel like my inexperience as a mac user, not the software, that 
may have contributed to the errors that I experienced.   

 I think that some instruction or an actual help file would be useful. 
 Toward the end, I was almost dreading having to do the critical incident report 

because of the classification. Most often, the examples were in a negative fashion, 
which made it difficult to relate to a positive critical incident. […] I also had some 
instances were I felt, no category really fit at all. Part of it was my unfamiliarity 
with it and part was the unfamiliarity of the language used to describe the 
categories. Often I was confused by the decriptions. 

 use a paper address book. 
Control The software wasn’t too good. It doesn’t have anything, atleast apparently, that 

great about it, that it would be able to replace outlook express (if I the goal). It 
should be more user-friendly, even if that means having many more icons. 

 Albeit confusing at times, it is a good way to honestly and accurately assess the 
ease or burden an option presents to its user 

 I think that sometime in trying to report or even in carrying out a task, I am not 
always certain whether the inability to perform a task is actually a critical incident 
on the part of the software or if it may also majorly be influenced by the subjects 
level of understanding of the computer program itself and if that is also taken into 
consideration. 

 Don't try to market [the address book software] 
 There need to be more buttons like the Find, Sort and Remind buttons.  Tasks done 

using these functions were much easier to complete than the other that used the 
pull-down menus. 

 

  



 

CHAPTER 4. DISCUSSION 

The discussion of the findings of this study is divided into four sections. (1) An 
interpretation of the analysis results presented in the previous section. (2) Further observations 
drawn from the data and the experiment. (3) Recommendations for applications of- and 
modifications to the techniques used in this study. (4) Suggestions for further research in this 
area. 

4.1 Interpretation of Results 

4.1.1 Goal 1: Factorial Analysis 

The first goal was to assess the impact on end-user critical incident reporting of the two 
techniques explored in this study, augmented retrospective reporting using a session videotape 
and end-user critical incident classification using the UAF. This impact was assessed by 
evaluating the effect on a number of dependent measures: 

• Critical incident frequency (overall, positive, negative, high severity, low 
severity) 

• Average time (s) to report a critical incident 
• Engagement in reporting positive incidents 
• Engagement in reporting negative incidents 
• Confidence in ability to report incidents 

The test of Hypothesis 1 revealed that Report Timing had no significant effect on any 
dependent measure. This indicates that the augmented retrospective technique neither enhances 
nor impedes the collection of critical incident data. It was expected that report timing would 
affect the time to report a critical incident, but this was not the case. It is likely that the increased 
time spent by augmented retrospective participants reviewing the tape and trying to remember 
what happened was offset by the increased time spent by contemporaneous participants turning 
back to the Macintosh to use the program, and possibly even describing the incident in more 
detail due to increased recall of the situation. There was also a high level of individual variability 
in average time to report an incident per participant per day (M=249s, SD=101s, MIN=123s, 
MAX=673s). 

The test of Hypothesis 2 revealed that UAF participants reported more low-severity 
critical incidents than control group participants and had a lower engagement in reporting 
positive incidents. It was also expected that UAF participants would differ in the number of 
overall incidents reported, average time to report a critical incident, and engagement in reporting 
negative critical incidents. The lack of effect on number of incidents was likely due to high 
individual variability (M=7.5, SD=2.4, MIN=3, MAX=14), and to the length and difficulty of the 
classification process counterbalancing any potential increase in the number of incidents due to 
increased exposure to usability issues, the so-called “on the job training” aspect of using the 
UAF. Similarly, the lack of effect on time to report an incident was likely due to high individual 
variability and lack of net change in time spent reporting. UAF participants were likely to give 
more detail in their reports due to the precise nature of the UAF, but their reports were also likely 
to be shorter due to both reliance on the UAF classification path to explain the problem and the 
submittal of separate reports for individual low-severity incidents. 

 45 
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There are a number of potential causes of UAF participants’ lower engagement in 
reporting positive critical incidents. 

• Use of the UAF is time-consuming, and perhaps only positive critical incidents 
are sensitive to this avoidance by participants, being perceived as less important 
to report than negative critical incidents. 

• Positive incidents are more difficult to diagnose. When some single aspect 
contributes to task completion difficulties it can be easily recorded, but when the 
task goes well it is generally due to a combination of many well-designed aspects 
of the target software. 

• Much of the UAF is phrased negatively, which can make it difficult to select an 
appropriate category; the effort of mentally re-phrasing each category into a 
positive design aspect is difficult, and participants commented about disliking it. 

This last issue is a known problem with the UAF, and current revision efforts include rewriting 
the category descriptions to be neutral, and therefore devoid of either positive or negative 
connotation. However, the lower engagement in reporting positive incidents is not of great 
concern because it was not reflected in the actual number of positive incidents reported. This 
lack of relationship to the actual number of incidents reported might be due to a desire by 
participants to please the experimenter by giving favorable feedback about the target software. 
This would be consistent with the general acceptance in the field of personality testing that 
survey respondents tend to report socially desirable behavior (Crowne & Marlowe, 1964). 

The increased number of low-severity critical incident reports from UAF participants is 
likely due to the instructions given to participants. The last item on the critical-incident overview 
summary page, reviewed by all participants at the start of both days two and three, was “If you 
experience multiple critical incidents during a single task, please submit multiple reports.” 
However, UAF participants were given an additional instruction in the UAF overview summary 
page, “If you are trying to pick between two very different categories, you are probably dealing 
with two critical incidents and should file two critical incident reports.” This reflects the nature 
of UAF classification, that it is designed to assess individual usability issues. Usually an expert 
would extract several usability issues from a single critical incident; in this study the UAF 
participants were asked to split their incidents into individual usability issues themselves. It is 
likely that the control group described as many usability issues as the UAF participants, but that 
tended to group them together into a single, larger, more severe incident. 

The result of testing Hypothesis 3 was that there was no significant interaction between 
Report Timing and UAF Group for any measures tested. However the effect could not be tested 
for high-severity critical incidents, low-severity critical incidents, engagement in reporting 
negative critical incidents and confidence in ability to report critical incidents because days two 
and three were not found to be equivalent for these measures. 
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The test of Hypothesis 4 revealed that day two participants, when compared to day three 
participants: 

• reported more low-severity critical incidents 
• reported an equivalent number of critical incidents (overall, positive 

negative) 
• took the same amount of time to report a critical incident 
• had the same engagement (positive, negative) and confidence 
• reported more low-severity critical incidents 

While there were differences between days two and three, these should not have affected the 
main effects of report timing and UAF usage because of the counterbalancing of treatment order 
for report timing. 

Overall, neither use of a videotape nor use of the UAF either significantly enhanced or 
impeded the process of collecting critical incidents. This is disappointing for the UAF, which had 
been hoped to enhance the collection of critical incident data. A closer study of the actual report 
descriptions submitted by control group and UAF participants would need to be done to see if the 
number of usability issues described and detail used differed between the two groups, but such 
an analysis was outside the scope of this study. However, the lack of effects due to report timing 
speaks well for the videotape technique used in this study, meaning that is a viable technique and 
could indeed be used in future studies. 

4.1.2 Goal 2: Report Timing Preferences 

The second goal was to assess whether one report timing method, contemporaneous or 
augmented retrospective (videotape), was preferred by participants, and whether this preference 
was affected by usage of the UAF. The test of Hypothesis 5 revealed that UAF Group had a 
significant effect on report timing preference. The test of Hypothesis 6 revealed that there was no 
overall preference between contemporaneous and augmented retrospective reporting, and that 
when the participants were divided by UAF usage the UAF participants also had no preference, 
but the control group preferred contemporaneous reporting. The control group participants were 
likely focusing on the shorter time required for the contemporaneous session, having the incident 
fresh in their mind to report feelings and responses, and being able to re-work the task at the 
Macintosh while filling out the incident report. The UAF participants, on the other hand, were 
likely balancing these benefits of contemporaneous reporting with the advantages augmented 
retrospective reporting had for making a proper classification choice: the ability to objectively 
review the videotape and see exactly what steps they took to solve the task. The experimenter 
also observed differences in the quantity and quality of think-aloud comments, which would 
have affected the usefulness of the videotape, but no formal measures were taken during this 
experiment. Overall, users seemed receptive to both techniques, suggesting that the augmented 
retrospective technique would be feasible to use in future studies. 
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4.1.3 Goal 3: UAF Classification 

The third goal was to explore end-user classification, and a number of different measures 
were made to understand this technique. 

• Classification agreement with the experimenter 
o by UAF level, by day, by report timing, by individual 

• Time to classify 
• Frequency of critical incidents at each top-level UAF category 

It was not possible to test classification agreement with previous experiments or with other 
participants, for reasons described in APPENDIX D. 

It is important to note here that the measure of classification agreement only assessed the 
level of agreement between the participant and experimenter for the appropriate classification of 
the incident report. It cannot be inferred from this whether or not the participants were able to 
use the UAF, because the measurement of classification agreement reflects a combination of 
ability to extract usability issues and ability to classify the extracted issues, as illustrated in 
Figure 4.1. Andre (2000) used very carefully worded problem descriptions that were designed to 
reduce variability in problem extraction so that classification agreement measures would reflect 
UAF usage only. However, in this study it is possible that either the participant or the 
experimenter extracted the incorrect usability issue from the incident report, which would 
negatively affect classification agreement, even if the classification of the extracted usability 
issue was correct. 

Critical 
Incident 
Report 

Usability 
Issue 

UAF 
Path Problem 

Extraction 
Classification 

Figure 4.1 Factors Affecting Classification Agreement 

The test of Hypothesis 7 revealed that report timing had no significant effect on either 
classification agreement with the experimenter or time to classify. This indicated that delaying 
incident reporting until the end of the session (when the participant would be more experienced 
with the software interface) and being able to review the session videotape did not increase 
classification agreement, and that either technique is equally compatible with end-user 
classification of critical incidents. The test of Hypothesis 8 revealed that day two vs. day three 
had no effect on classification agreement with the experimenter, thereby failing to support the 
experimenter’s hypothesis that experience would increase the success of the user-reported 
critical incident technique. 

The test of Hypothesis 9 revealed that overall classification agreement with the 
experimenter at the top level of the UAF was found to have a kappa level of 0.44, which means 
that 44% of the agreement cannot be explained by mere chance. This is much lower than the 
kappa level of 0.98 found by Andre (2000) when studying experts. It was also found that 
individual levels of agreement ranged from 0.13 to 0.77 (M = 0.46, SD = 0.24), with the high-
kappa individuals performing better than average, but still lower than experts. This suggests that 
certain individual users were able to use the critical incident reporting and classification 
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technique much more effectively, at a level that might be acceptable in future studies. At the 
same time, other individuals had agreement levels that were barely more than chance, further 
reinforcing the conclusion that the technique in general is not viable as tested. It is possible that 
modifications could be made to the technique to increase the proportion of participants with 
higher levels of agreement, but the kappa levels observed in this study are not high enough to 
establish end-user critical incident reporting as a feasible formal technique of quantitative 
usability analysis. 

The test of Hypotheses 10 revealed that Report Timing had no effect on the frequency of 
critical incidents at each top-level UAF category. The associated test of Hypothesis 11 revealed 
that most incidents were Translation, regardless of the reporting method used. This failed to 
support the experimenter’s hypothesis that augmented retrospective reporting would generate 
more Planning issues. In hindsight, this is not surprising, given the overwhelming tendency of 
participants to report Translation issues. This may be due to participants being less able to 
identify Planning problems (for example, being unaware of mismatches in mental models and 
poor task completion strategies), and to the Translation categories in the UAF being more 
thoroughly described and itemized. Another likely factor is the design of this experiment; 
participants were given tasks to perform, which meant that their plan had generally already been 
formulated, and they just needed to translate it into action and then assess whether or not their 
actions had worked.  

4.2 Further Observations 

The formal results of this study indicate that end-user critical incident classification as 
used in this study is not a useful usability-issue collection technique due to low classification 
agreement between users and the experimenter, but why was agreement so low? Based on the 
design of the experiment it was not possible to tell whether classification agreement was low 
because of the users' poor ability to do problem extraction or users' inability to use the UAF, as 
illustrated in Figure 4.1, or what caused problems in each of these processes. However, a number 
of observations were made by the experimenter during the course of this study that may shed 
light on the techniques tested and suggest improvements that could be made. These observations 
come from participant behaviors during the study, critical incident reports and classifications 
submitted by participants, and the experimenter’s own experiences classifying the participants’ 
incidents. These observations are described in this section, with some supporting examples taken 
from participant actions and incident reports. 

4.2.1 UAF and UAF Tool Issues 

Several characteristics of the UAF content and design of the UAF tool used in this 
experiment may have contributed to the low level of classification agreement between 
participants and the experimenter, including: 

• Category descriptions are the most detailed at the top-level and least detailed or 
completely missing at the end nodes; classifiers that use the explorer tree to jump 
to end nodes may be making classification decisions based on only on node 
names. 
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• Conversely, upper-level descriptions are very long, either making classifications 
time-consuming for conscientious readers, or discouraging the reading of any 
explanatory text due to its length. 

• Many sub-areas have similar structures and category names, making it difficult 
for someone that skipped reading the upper-level category descriptions to realize 
that they are in the wrong area. 

• The cross-references to related categories tend to be at the upper-level categories, 
again making it difficult for someone that skipped reading the upper-level 
category descriptions to realize that they are in the wrong area. 

• Not all cross-references are clickable, discouraging exploration of alternate paths. 

• Links in the bottom-left “toolbar” pane and right node-description pane are not 
underlined, discouraging exploration and reading, and reinforcing the habit of 
making classification decisions based on the node names alone. 

• Some end-categories can draw a classifier to select them, even if the path is 
inappropriate. For example, there are a few nodes dealing with ‘button labels” that 
may draw any classifier working with a button issue, even if there is a more 
general category that better suits the problem at hand. 

• The experimenter’s modifications to the UAF tool (Hartson, Aiyagari et al., 2001) 
caused the gray “search” button to be mixed with a set of plain links to the UAF 
overview rather than a set of similar buttons, as shown in Figure 4.2. No users 
were observed using this button, and when queried during debriefing participants 
commented that they had no idea it was there or that they did not know that it was 
clickable. The button was pointed out in the UAF overview on the first day; this 
was obviously insufficient instruction made worse by both poor location and poor 
design. 

 

Figure 4.2 Original and Modified Toolbar Area 
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4.2.2 End-User Critical Incident Reporting and Classification Behaviors 

In addition to issues with the design of the UAF and UAF-based classification tool, a 
number of specific participant behaviors were observed that that surely contributed to the low 
level of classification agreement, both in terms of problem extraction and in terms of problem 
classification. 

• Participants tended to navigate the UAF using the explorer tree, thereby making 
classification decisions based on node names and (sometimes nonexistent) end-
node descriptions, and missing many cross-references. 

• Participants sometimes got lost in the Physical Actions area when classifying 
Translation issues because the lower-level categories seemed appropriate, 
obviously missing the major distinction between the two areas. 

• Participant reports usually mentioned multiple usability issues; the experimenter 
may have focused on classifying a different issue than the one classified by the 
participant. 

• Participants sometimes classified a different problem than described in the 
incident report. There are many possible causes for this, including: 

o The classification process may have caused them to rethink the problem 
and focus on a new important usability issue. 

o Reading the category names and descriptions may have suggested new 
ideas about the cause of the problem that were not included in the original 
report. 

• Participants were unfamiliar with the software being tested, and so problem 
classification may have relied on incomplete information or erroneous beliefs 
about the target software. 

• Participants did not always understand the jargon used in the UAF, and may not 
have read either the UAF overview or the category descriptions, or such 
descriptions may have been insufficient or unintelligible. For example, at the end 
of the study, one UAF participant asked “So what is an affordance?” despite a 
page addressing the issue in the overview and descriptions in the UAF itself. 

4.2.3 Specific Incident Report Examples 

The following are examples of critical incident reports from UAF participants that 
illustrate some of the points made in this section. 

Incident #254: Error message kept from accidentally changing the group of a 
record. The participant was trying to list all the members of a particular group. The correct way 
to do this was to pull down a menu just above the list of names and select the desired group. 
However there was also a group list below the name list that indicated the groups to which the 
selected record belonged. The participant double-clicked on the group in this lower list of names 
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to try to open the group. In response the program popped up a warning message asking for 
confirmation of removing the selected record from the group just double-clicked on. The 
participant realized that this was not the correct action to take and reported a positive critical 
incident because the program had prevented making an error. However the participant did not 
report the associated negative usability issues; that the pull-down menu was not labeled and did 
not look like a pull-down menu, and that the list of groups at the bottom was also not labeled and 
was easily mistaken for a way to list all members of a particular group. This is an example of a 
participant reporting the happiness at overcoming (or, in this case, preventing) a difficulty but 
not the problem that led to the difficulty in the first place. 

Incidents #213 and #282: Using search was more convenient than performing 
multiple finds. The program had a find command that would open a single matching record, and 
a search command that would list all matching records. In incident #213, a participant reported a 
positive critical incident because it was convenient to have a search command rather than having 
to keep doing finds. In incident #282 a different participant reported a negative incident because 
having to do multiple find commands was annoying, but noted that he recovered by using the 
search command. These are essentially the same issue, but one participant reported it positively 
and one reported it negatively. 

Incident #237: “Save as…” does not allow saving as a different file type. The 
participant was working on task H, trying to save all members of a single group as a specific file 
type. The correct way to do this was to select the export command, which allowed selection of 
both a group to export and a file type for the exported file. The participant tried to use the “Save 
as…” menu, and reported a negative critical incident because the program would not let him save 
the file as a different file type. This is an example of where lack of knowledge affected the way 
the incident was reported. The participant reported that the save command did not work as 
expected, but the experimenter knew more specifically that it was a mental model mismatch 
between the participant’s desire to use the “save” function to perform this task, and the 
developer’s assumption that users would know to use the “export” function. 

Incident #71: Opening an entry was easy.  In this positive incident, the participant was 
trying to open Ken Landry’s entry and add another phone number. The participant wrote “I 
located Ken Landry in the pull-down menu. I then double clicked on his name.” The issue here is 
that the participant actually located Ken Landry in a scrollable selection box, not a pull-down 
menu. This is a case of the participant not knowing the precise terminology used to describe 
interface elements. 

Incident #300: Unable to figure out how to add new members to a group. The 
participant had a list of entries that he wanted to add to an existing group. He knew how to list 
the entries and list the current members of the group, but he could not find a way to add the 
entries to the group. This is an example of how knowledge of the target application might affect 
the classification. If the participant thinks that it is impossible to add the members to the group, 
then he would describe the incident as lack of a physical affordance (lack of a way to perform the 
task). However, if the participant thinks that it is possible, but he just cannot figure out how, then 
the participant might describe the incident as lack of a cognitive affordance (the functionality 
exists, but there is no cue to point the way to completing the task). 
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Incident #311: Warning message prevented accidentally closing the file.  The 
participant had an address book and a file with a list of addresses, and was trying to import the 
list into the current address book. The correct way to do this was to use the “import” function. 
The participant tried using the “open” command, which generated a dialog box asking if the 
participant wanted to save the current file before closing it. The participant knew that he did not 
want to close the current file, and realized that the “open” command was not the right command 
to use. The participant reported a positive critical incident because the program prevented him 
from accidentally closing the file. While it is true that the program did indeed prevent that, the 
participant did not report the associated negative aspects of this interaction: that the “open” 
commend seemed like it would do what he wanted when it wouldn’t, and that the “import” 
command either was not apparent or did not seem like it would accomplish the participant’s task. 

Incident #23: Adding a new entry is easy. The participant was working on the very first 
task, to add a new entry. The participant was able to do it, and reported a positive critical 
incident. However, the participant also made the following comment: “actions required seemed 
fairly intuitive, although a complete novice might feel lost.” The participant was aware that the 
design of the program had flaws, even though their experience was positive. This is another 
example of how participants can recognize bad design but tend to focus on the positive aspects. 
In contrast, experts are trained to recognize and report usability issues that they did not 
experience but that other users might. 

Incident #41: Finding someone is easy.  The participant’s incident report described how 
using the find function made it easier to locate someone. “[…] I selected the "Find" button using 
the mouse. I typed in the name and selected the Find button on the pop-up menu. It improved the 
speed greatly instead of me having to search through all of the names.” However the 
classification chosen by the participant was “Translation (how to do it) -- Presentation (of a 
cognitive affordance) -- Perceptual issues (of cognitive affordance) -- Noticeability (of cognitive 
affordance), likliness (sic) to be perceived -- Location of cognitive affordance, object with 
respect ot (sic) user focus of attention.” The explanation for this classification was that “because 
the button was easily noticable (sic) and understandable. I almost selected something that had to 
do with time because it improved the speed, however, it was the fact that I could easily identify 
the function in the first place which made it improve the speed.” Thus while at the time of 
writing the incident description the participant was pleased with having a find feature that was 
more convenient than looking through the long list of names, after classification the most 
important issue was being able to easily find the button. This could be an example of either 
having the classification categories suggest a more important usability issue, or of the process of 
classification helping the participant think more clearly about the problem. 

Incident #126: Export was easy to use.  The participant’s incident description described 
how easy it was to export, saying, “This operation was very easy to accomplish.  It was easy to 
choose the appropriate menu options, and it was a fairly quick operation.” However, the 
classification chosen was “Translation (how to do it) -- Presentation (of a cognitive affordance) -
- Consistency and compliance of cognitive affordance presentation,” with the accompanying 
explanation being that the Export feature was “one I am familiar with from using other programs 
to save a file or part of a file to send to another user.  This function was set up in the same 
fashion, making it easy to use in this program.” This could be a case of the classification process 
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suggesting new ideas or helping the participant think more clearly, or perhaps even encouraging 
the participant to explain in more detail why it was so easy to use. 

4.2.4 Users are better at…Experts are better at… 

All of these observations reinforce the idea that there are both positive and negative 
aspects to end-user critical incident reporting and classification. But what exactly can users to 
that experts cannot and vice-versa? Table 4.1 is a summary of observations from this study about 
what users and experts are each better at doing, in the spirit of the “Humans are better at ... 
machines are better at...” tables frequently referred to in Human Factors Literature, such as 
Woodson and Conover (1964). 

Table 4.1 Users Are Better At… Experts Are Better At… 

Users Are Better At… Experts Are Better At… 
Describing what is important to them. Determining the root cause of a usability 

issue. 
Describing a logical sequence of steps 
taken to solve a problem. 

Extracting individual usability issues from a 
longer problem description or sequence of 
actions. 

Attempting varied task completion 
strategies. 

Identifying poor design that causes a user to 
attempt multiple task completion strategies. 

Bringing diverse experiences and 
viewpoints to a study. 

Diagnosing disconnects in mental models and 
desired task structures. 

Being a novice user the software 
application. 

Having a complete and correct understanding 
of the workings of the software application. 

Explaining their actions based on their 
current knowledge of the software 
application. 

Explaining user’s actions with complete and 
correct knowledge of the software 
application. 

Reporting places where a program kept 
them from making an error. 

Reporting poor program design that caused a 
user to try an erroneous task completion 
strategy. 

Reporting happiness at having found a 
way to complete a difficult task. 

Reporting the poor program design that made 
the task difficult. 

Identifying software designs that do not 
match their experience from previous 
software applications. 

Reporting problems that are common to many 
software applications to which users have 
become inured. 

Describing their view of the interaction. Describing the interaction using 
precise/correct interface terminology. 

Identifying aspects of an interface that do 
not work as expected. 

Identifying misunderstandings of interface 
displays or terminology. 
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4.2.5  Insights from Medical Diagnosis 

It is difficult to formally justify the observations made in this section because they are not 
directly derived from the analyses in Chapter 3, and there is little HCI literature on user-reported 
critical incidents. However the process of understanding and classifying usability issues is 
similar to the process of diagnosing medical diseases and conditions, and some insight into 
possible causes for these observations can be gained by turning to academic medical literature 
about novice (student) and expert (practitioner) processes for medical diagnosis. 

Several other authors have made comparisons between usability analysis and medical 
diagnosis. Doubleday, Ryan, Springett and Sutcliffe (1997) use medical terminology to 
distinguish expert heuristic analysis and usability testing with end-users, describing heuristic 
analysis as a process of identifying design causes (design errors) and inferring symptoms 
(usability problems), and describing usability testing as a process of identifying symptoms and 
inferring causes. Thompson (1999) described critical incidents by detailing signs and symptoms. 
In addition, Griffin, Schwartz and Sofronoff (1998) describe medical diagnosis in terms that 
should be familiar to usability practitioners. They describe the relationship between the signs and 
symptom of a disease as uncertain, with each disease having many signs and symptoms that may 
or may not present themselves in individual cases, and each sign or symptom being associated 
with multiple possible diseases. In addition, they describe the process of diagnosis as one 
requiring much skill at understanding the signs and symptoms as presented or described by the 
patient, as well as skill at being able to discard irrelevant and even incorrect information. 
Similarly, the process of analyzing usability data requires skill in being able to recognize 
important interface elements, interactions, and effects on the user and translate that into the 
appropriate usability issue. 

4.2.5.1 Classification relies on expertise rather than knowledge 

Expert medical diagnosis relies on much more than information memorized in medical 
school.  The ability to reproduce medical information in written form, such as on exams, is not 
correlated with correct diagnosis of medical cases, and may rely on the implicit rules acquired by 
doctors during practice (Griffin et al., 1998). Similarly, correct diagnosis may be dependent upon 
the amount and diversity of semantic connections held by the doctor, rather than dispersed 
knowledge acquired through rote memorization (Bordage, 1994). In other words, the better 
organized and synthesized the doctor’s knowledge is, the better they will be able to recognize 
patterns in presented symptoms to aid in correct diagnosis. 

The implication for usability classification using the UAF is that classification may 
depend more upon the level of expertise of the classifier than the quality of the classification tool 
and category descriptions. Usability practitioners have semantic connections that they have built 
up over time, and these connections help them recognize complex usability issues evoked by the 
UAF category descriptions and match them to the usability issue being classified. End-users, and 
even novice usability practitioners, do not have these associations and so rely solely on matching 
observed symptoms to the category descriptions. Classifications will be more often incorrect 
because of a lack of expertise to supplement the rote facts in the UAF. 
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4.2.5.2 Recognizing relevant signs and symptoms and discarding irrelevant 

Evans, Coman and Goss (1997) describe how medical students interviewing patients tend 
to use highly structured interviews to gather a specific set of information: medical history, recent 
problems, current symptoms, etc. The students use this information to generate a number of 
hypotheses taken from their coursework, and pick the best match. In other words, the students 
gather a large number of facts that may or may not be relevant, and then use an inductive 
problem-solving technique to diagnose the problem. They observed that students with training in 
communication and interviewing skills tend to interview more efficiently, gathering a larger 
amount of relevant data in the same amount of time. Experts, according to Danielson (1999), 
tend to use hypothetico-deductive reasoning, which involves generating a set of hypotheses early 
in the interview and then gathering information directed toward supporting or disproving these 
hypotheses. This is a successful technique only when the expert has many experiences to draw 
on, but successful experts tend to revert to deductive models of reasoning when presented with 
an unfamiliar situation. 

The implication for usability problem classification is that expert usability practitioners 
know what symptoms to look for and which ones to disregard, and are likely to have a much 
more elaborate set of information they watch out for than is communicated through the UAF 
category descriptions. Furthermore, they have a large body of experience to draw upon for 
hypotheses about the causes of usability problems, which may push them to explore the UAF to 
discover categories that match their internal case experiences. Better information gathering and 
filtering and more experience may contribute to better classification, again regardless of the 
specific design of the UAF. 

In contrast, end-users may base their classifications on incomplete or irrelevant 
information because they are not skilled at observing and filtering usability information. While 
end-users certainly have access to thoughts and feelings not apparent to the expert observer, they 
may miss important symptoms or focus on irrelevant symptoms due to lack of diagnostic skill. 
Their classification success and information filtering strategies may also be dependent upon their 
previous exploration of the UAF. They may focus on matching new usability issues to known 
categories rather than exploring the UAF to find a new category with a better match. 

4.3 Recommendations 

The following recommendations are based both on the formal results of the study and the 
more informal observations made by the experimenter while observing participants and reading 
critical incident reports. 

4.3.1 Augmented Retrospective Reporting 

The technique used in this study, screen capture to videotape, had a number of 
advantages and disadvantages, which are listed in Table 4.2. A major issue with the technique 
was the quality of the tape, which was poor despite setting the Macintosh to only 640x480 
resolution and using S-VHS tape. Recording of more modern software applications that rely on a 
higher screen resolution would not be feasible with this technique. This issue could be resolved 
by switching to a software screen-capture tool that records the screen to a digital movie. Such 
tools are readily available for the PC, and may be available for the Macintosh. The loss of the 
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view of the participant’s face would not likely affect the session review process, but it would be 
essential to capture the verbal comments made by the participant. It is also essential that the tool 
capture mouse movements, menus and dialog boxes, to provide the full context of the 
participants’ actions. 

Table 4.2 Advantages and Disadvantages of Videotape Method 

Advantages Disadvantages 
Ability to review actual actions taken, 
as many times as necessary. 

Cannot interact with the computer to explore 
paths not taken or re-create the incident. 

Allows uninterrupted task completion. Time-consuming. 
Allows objective review at a time 
when participant is not focused on 
task completion. 

Time delay results in fading of memories and 
emotions. 

Thoughts can be noted verbally for 
later analysis. 

Highly dependant on quality and quantity of 
participant comments (individual think-aloud 
performance). 

Can be reviewed with just a TV and 
VCR. 

Tape quality was poor, even using S-VHS and 
only 640x480 resolution. 

 

Due to the time-consuming nature of the technique, and to the additional equipment or 
software required to make either a session videotape or a session movie, the technique is not 
recommended for most usability tests. However, the experimenter can foresee three cases where 
an augmented retrospective technique could be useful. 

(1) Studies comparing usability methods, such as a comparison of user and expert 
reporting behaviors, that require clean session tapes for review by multiple 
participants or experts. 

(2) During participant debriefing, where joint review by the participant and 
experimenter of a portion of the session tape could enhance discussions. 

(3) Studies where laboratory time is at a premium, which would benefit from the 
ability to review the sessions in a separate location. However, the results of the 
current study cannot be generalized to studies where there is a longer time delay 
between the participant session and review of the session recording. 

As with any technique, appropriateness for a particular study will depend on the study’s 
resources and objectives. 

While the technique as tested in this study was found to be acceptable for such studies, an 
increase in participant think-aloud comments could improve the effectiveness of the technique. A 
promising strategy is that used by Ebling and John (2000), which relied on practice and 
prompting to increase think-aloud performance. The practice session took 10-15 minutes and 
involved the following elements: 

• Description of think aloud and its purpose. 
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• Example of think-aloud with the experimenter playing a solitaire game. 

• Practice of think-aloud with the participant playing a board game. If the participant 
did not think aloud after several minutes, the experimenter asked for the participant’s 
thoughts, and then encouraged the participant to keep making comments like that. 

In addition, if participants stopped thinking aloud during the experiment they were prompted 
with the sentence, “Please keep talking.” (Ebling & John, 2000, p. 290) 

4.3.2 End-User Critical Incident Classification 

The findings of this study indicate that end-user classification of self-reported critical 
incidents it not effective as a formal classification technique. However, the technique may still be 
useful in a qualitative manner to enhance the incident reports submitted by participants. 
Participants that use the UAF are exposed to more usability issues, are exposed to more ways to 
describe their experiences, and are forced to give more detailed incident reports. However, 
participant reports and classifications still require further review and analysis by trained usability 
practitioners. Future modifications to the UAF and UAF-based tools may also make the 
technique more feasible. A joint classification technique might be useful, combining the 
experimenter’s usability expertise with the user’s knowledge of their experiences using the target 
application, but such a technique would probably be equally time-consuming, and care would 
have to be taken to reduce experimenter influence during the joint classification process. 

There is one foreseeable application where end-user critical incident classification might 
be a useful technique, and that is where teaching a participant to be a usability practitioner is 
easier than teaching a usability practitioner to be a user. This could occur with extremely 
complex task domains, or with un-teachable user classes such as physical disabilities. In such 
cases, it would be recommended to have a formal training session of a longer duration than the 
45-minute critical incident and UAF overview and practice used in this study. The training 
should be careful to address problem extraction issues common to user-reported incidents. It 
should also expose the participants to a broad area of the UAF, to avoid participants repeatedly 
using the same, familiar categories. 

4.3.3 User-Reported Critical Incident Technique 

A number of changes are recommended to the user-reported critical incident technique 
and the supporting report forms used. This list also includes key changes made to the reporting 
forms for this study that should be continued in future studies. 

• Eliminate the separate forms for positive and negative incidents, and instead ask 
for the positive and negative aspects of every incident. 

• The form should be self-explanatory, with all necessary information to fill it out 
contained on the form itself, without the need for the participant to click on help 
links. To support the participant as they become more experienced using the form, 
provide for quick scanning of text instructions by setting off key pieces of 
information using bold, bullets, etc. Extra information can be made available via 
help links, but assume that few, if any, participants will ever use such links. 
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• Ask the participant for recommended changes to the interface on each report 
form. 

• Allow the participant to review and modify the reports at the end of the session to 
gather both the initial reactions and the later reactions based on further experience 
with the software. The experimenter should be careful to keep both versions of the 
incident reports. 

• Ask the participant for a one-sentence description of the key issue, to help the 
participant explain what was important to them. 

The most important of these changes is to eliminate separate reporting of positive and 
negative critical incidents. Participants in lab-based studies are biased toward reporting positive 
incidents (and this behavior may carry over to a lesser extent in remote usability studies), but 
software designers are generally more interested in the negative aspects of the interface. It was 
observed that many participants would report a positive incident when finished working through 
a difficulty, rather than reporting the negative experiences before they worked it through, and 
having a separate positive incident form encourages this focus on the positive aspects of their 
interaction. Instead, a single report form is recommended that asks for both positive and negative 
aspects of an interaction. This will enable the user to do what they are good at, describing their 
own experiences, while leaving the expert to extract the positive and negative aspects, which is a 
task they have been trained to do well. 

The last recommendation, to ask for a single summary sentence, would have greatly 
helped assess the quality of critical incident classification. However, it may be less useful when 
participants are not using the UAF, because they will not b pressured into filing a separate report 
for each usability issue associated with an incident. These non-UAF incident reports that are 
more likely to include many usability issues and asking the participant to focus on the most 
important aspect of the incident may limit the amount of data collected. 

4.4 Future Research 

4.4.1 Trade-Offs Between User and Expert Reporting 

Observations made in this study indicate that users have valuable insights to offer into 
software usability, and that there are certain types of skilled observations that still need to be 
made by trained usability practitioners, but no formal measures were taken to support or quantify 
these observations. In order to choose the appropriate testing method to be used in a particular 
situation, usability practitioners need to understand the trade-offs between alternate techniques. 
Further, it is important to understand the biases not only of user-reported usability information 
but also of expert-reported usability information to aid with data interpretation once a particular 
method has been selected. The user-reported critical incident technique would benefit from 
formal studies that assess the type, number and quality of usability problems likely to be found 
by users and by experts. Number of critical incident reports, a measure used both in this study 
and Thompson (1999), cannot properly assess these issues because incident reports vary greatly 
in the level of detail, number of usability issues mentioned, knowledge of the software interface, 
positive or negative bias, etc. These factors and others add up to a measure of quality or utility of 
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user-reported information versus expert-reported information, and the issue of measuring quality 
of usability information is the next area for further research proposed. 

4.4.2 Quality and Utility of Usability Issue Descriptions 

In order to compare two usability methods, measures are needed to assess the quality of 
each method. John and Marks (1997) suggest rating the ability of usability practitioners to 
develop design changes to address the issues discovered. Andre et al. (1999) assert that such 
measures need to be valid, thorough and reliable. In this study, the lack of difference between 
methods using a measure such as number of incident reports, as compared to the observations 
made of serious qualitative differences between information gathered by different methods, 
suggests the need for a measure of “quality” also in terms of flavor, or bias. In other words, 
measures not only not only of the amount and correctness of information gathered, but also of 
aspects such as the types of issues discovered, positive and negative bias, and other 
characteristics that may differ among methods but not necessarily be either “better” or “worse”.  

Once such measures have been developed, they could be applied to many different areas, 
such as the difference between user-reported and expert-reported information, and between 
reporting done contemporaneously with task completion and reporting that is done when 
reviewing a session record. Andre (2000) pointed out the need for further research into the effect 
of expert UAF classification on the utility of problem reports, and this study suggests a similar 
need for an examination the effect of end-user UAF classification. The augmented retrospective 
method explored in this study could be useful in such comparison studies, allowing review of 
identical usability sessions by both end-users and experts. 

4.4.3 Formative Evaluations of the UAF 

The experiences using the UAF of both the participants and the experimenter suggest that 
there are many opportunities for improvement in both the content of the UAF and the design of 
UAF-based classification tools. While some of the experiences of the participants may be due to 
lack of training in usability, many of their difficulties may be encountered by other users of the 
UAF tools, particularly usability practitioners without much experience or formal training. Some 
area that could be addressed in such evaluations include: 

• Modifying category structure and names. 

• Modifying category descriptions, including condensing descriptions at the upper 
levels and adding or enhancing descriptions at the lower levels. 

• Ensuring that UAF content is phrased in a manner that is applicable to both 
positive and negative design qualities. 

• Balancing using concise, descriptive terminology for expert classifiers with 
avoiding technical jargon for novice classifiers. 

• Supporting problem extraction as well as problem classification, and encouraging 
classifiers to extract all problems from an incident description, not just the most 
important ones. 
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• Balancing support for moving quickly from one node to the next with the need to 
keep novice classifiers from jumping to unjustified conclusions. 

• Understanding the specific design needs of a classification tool, as opposed to the 
Explorer tool used, which was designed more for learning about and modifying 
the UAF. 

The problem extraction process might benefit from practices used by text analysis tools 
such as HyperRESEARCH (ResearchWare, 2000), which enable analysis of textual information. 
Hartson has suggested that the classification tool may also benefit from practices used in The 
Problem List Generator (Bender, Danielson, Lockee, & et-al., 2000), a tool based on the doctoral 
work of Danielson (1999) and designed to help veterinary students learn how to diagnose and 
classify animal diseases (Hartson, personal communication, July 19, 2001). Danielson designed 
the tool after reviewing the medical diagnosis literature, including some of the research referred 
to at he end of the Further Observations section. Such research could benefit any problem 
extraction and analysis tool, whether or not it was based on the UAF. 

4.4.4 UAF Version for End-Users 

Should further research indicate that use of the UAF does increase the usefulness of 
usability problem descriptions, and formative evaluations of the UAF increase understanding and 
design of the UAF-based tools, it may be fruitful to then investigate a scaled-down version of the 
UAF targeted toward end-users, a so-called “UAF Lite”. This version would have fewer 
categories to choose from, avoid technical jargon, and other modifications specifically for 
classifiers without formal usability training. Tools based on this modified UAF should 
emphasize usability problem extraction and systematic decision-making during classification, 
two areas that did not appear to come naturally to end-users during this study, and have a large 
effect on end-users’ ability to analyze their own critical incidents. 

4.5 Conclusions 

The first motivator for this study was to develop end-user critical incident classification 
as an enhancement to information gathered from remote users, with the hope that it would 
increase the level of detail and ability to analyze data gathered. Unfortunately, it does not seem 
to be realistic to ask end-users for the level of effort and analysis required by this technique, and 
classifications gathered from end-users cannot be relied upon to both accurately and completely 
describe the difficulties they encountered. While further research could demonstrate that use of 
the UAF does increase the level of detail of incident reports, it is probably not worth the extra 
time and effort required of participants to learn the UAF and use it to classify every incident 
encountered. Comparisons to literature discussing medical diagnostic expertise suggests that 
UAF classification is successful because it relies on the experience of the usability practitioners 
using it, and that the UAF category descriptions cannot substitute for expertise. Other means of 
increasing the level of detail in user-reported critical incidents should be pursued. 

The second motivator for this study was to develop a technique that could be used in 
formal laboratory comparisons of usability methods, and this portion of the study was successful. 
The recording technique used in this study, if modified to use digital screen capture instead of 
videotape, could be used to show clean session recordings to both a participant and multiple 
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expert viewers. In fact, the observed differences between user and expert descriptions of the 
same incidents suggests that such studies are needed to more formally analyze the qualitative 
differences between usability information that can be gathered by users and by expert observers. 

This study failed to demonstrate that end-user classification of self-reported critical 
incidents is a useful technique. However, many observations were made of differences in the 
reporting and analysis of critical incidents between users and the experimenter. This would seem 
to support critics of discount usability engineering techniques, emphasizing that expert 
observations are not equivalently substitutable for user observations and experiences. Further 
research is needed to understand the strengths and weaknesses of both users and experts so that 
optimal function allocation can be made during usability studies. 
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C.4 Pre-Test Questionnaire 
The following is a textual representation of the web-based pre-test questionnaire used. 

1) Age (years): __________ 

2) Sex: (M / F) 

3) Are you a native English speaker? (Yes / No)  

4) Academic Level  (Freshman / Sophomore / Junior / Senior / Masters / PhD / Other) 
If you selected "other", please specify: ______________________________ 

5) Major of Study: ______________________________ 

6) How many university-level courses have you taken that have addressed human factors 
evaluation methodologies, usability evaluation, or human-computer interaction? 
(none / 1-2 / 3+)  

7) Have you taken CS/ISE 5714: Usability Engineering? (Yes / No)  

8) Have you taken CS 3724: Introduction to Human-Computer Interaction? (Yes / No)  

9) Please list any human factors evaluation methodologies, usability evaluation, or human-
computer interaction courses you have taken. 

10) How many usability evaluations have you been involved with in the past (for example as a 
participant, for a course project, for research purposes, in industry)?  
(none / 1-2 / 3-5 / 6-9 / 10+)  

11) For how long have you been using computers:  
( < 6 months / 6 months – 1 year /  1 – 3 years / 4+ years )  

12) Please indicate which WWW browsers you have used (check all that apply):  
Netscape Navigator / Microsoft Internet Explorer / America Online / Other 
If you checked "other", please specify: ______________________________ 

13) Of these browsers, which do you use most frequently? 
Netscape Navigator / Microsoft Internet Explorer / America Online / Other 
If you checked "other", please specify: ______________________________ 

14) Rate your level of expertise using Microsoft Internet Explorer 
( Very Experienced / Moderate Experience / Minimal Experience / None )  
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15) Rate your level of expertise using Netscape Navigator 
( Very Experienced / Moderate Experience / Minimal Experience / None )  

16) Rate your experience with Windows computers (Win 95/98/NT/2000/etc) 
( Very Experienced / Moderate Experience / Minimal Experience / None )  

17) Rate your experience with Macintosh computers (OS 6-9) 
( Very Experienced / Moderate Experience / Minimal Experience / None )  

18) Have you heard of the User Action Framework (UAF)? ( Yes / No ) 
If you answered "no", please skip to question 22  

19) If yes for item 18, rate your experience with the User Action Framework 
( Very Experienced / Moderate Experience / Minimal Experience / No Experience )  

20) If yes for item 18, how many usability problems have you classified using the User Action 
Framework? ( none / 1 – 2 / 3 – 5 / 6 – 10 / 10+ )  

21) If yes for item 18, briefly describe how you know of the User Action Framework. 
____________________________________________________________ 

22) Have you heard of the critical incident technique? (Yes / No ) 
If you answered "no", please skip to the end  

23) If yes for item 22, rate how well you know what the critical incident technique is. 
( Very Well / Moderately Well / Minimally / Not At All )  

24) If yes for item 22, rate your experience with using the critical incident technique. 
( Very Experienced / Moderate Experience / Minimal Experience / No Experience )  
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C.5 Post-Session Questionnaire 
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C.6 Post-Test Questionnaire 
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The proposed analysis of classification agreement was to compare the classifications 
selected by UAF participants in this study with three benchmark groups: the experimenter’s 
classification, each other, and classifications used in previous study. This section describes the 
steps used in this analysis, namely: 

(1) Identification of unique critical incidents and classification of these incidents by 
the experimenter 

(2) Mapping to incidents in previous studies 

(3) Comparison among participants in this study 

(4) Analysis of agreement with selected benchmark classifications 

D.1 Identification and Classification of Unique Critical Incidents 

The experimenter’s classification process began by first printing all 189 critical incident 
reports from UAF users on a separate sheet of paper, identified only by number. A key matching 
incident number with participant data was stored separately on a computer. The incident reports 
contained only the information solicited on the initial reporting page, with the participant’s 
selected classification and classification justification omitted. Reports that described the same 
critical incident were then grouped together. The experimenter then classified each incident, 
modifying the groupings if classification process or re-reading of the incident description 
suggested a change in grouping. The following criteria were used to classify the incidents: 

• Priority was given to the primary issue described by the participant, even if the 
experimenter would have focused on a different issue when reporting the incident. 

• If it was unclear from the incident report whether the participant thought the 
feature was missing (lack of a physical affordance) or merely difficult to find 
(cognitive affordance issues), the experimenter based the classification on the true 
design of the program, rather than guessing at the extent of the participant’s 
knowledge of the program. 

• If the incident description was vague, the experimenter used partial classification 
to classify the incident as far as was possible based on the information available. 

• If two participants described a similar incident, but focused on different reasons 
for the incident (such as ease of locating a button vs. ease of understanding the 
button label), the reports were classified as separate incidents. 

• If two participants described a similar incident but one gave more detail, allowing 
classification to a different depth in the UAF, the reports were classified as 
separate incidents. 

• If the classification process for a later incident suggested a more appropriate 
classification for an earlier incident, the experimenter revised the classification for 
the earlier incident. 
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After selecting a classification, the experimenter provided a brief description of the incident and 
noted any issues that came up during the classification process. 

D.2 Mapping to Incidents in Previous Studies 

The second step was to map the incidents to those found in previous studies by McCreary 
(1996) and Andre (2000). Table D.1 shows the number of critical incidents that overlap between 
this study and the two previous studies. The McCreary (1996) study involved experimenter 
observation of five participants performing all 17 tasks listed in APPENDIX A; McCreary 
(1996) incidents having to do with printing were discounted, since the current study did not 
explore printing functions. The Andre (2000) study involved ten experts inspecting the software 
program using the Usability Problem Inspector (a UAF-based tool) and six of the tasks listed in 
APPENDIX A; incidents from the current study that involved the calendar/reminder function or 
opening files were discounted, since the Andre (2000) study did not explore these functions. 

Table D.1 Unique Critical Incident Overlap with Previous Studies 

 Other Study 
Only Both This Study Only

(UAF Group) 

McCreary 67 14 / 13 
  this / other 94 

Andre 46 17 69 

 

Based on this mapping and review of the classifications from the previous studies, it was 
determined that it would not be possible to compare the classifications found in the current study 
to those in the previous studies. There were two reasons for this decision: 

(1) There were an insufficient number of common incidents reported between studies. 

(2) The structure of the UAF had been changed too much to permit comparison; a 
mapping between structures could have been attempted, but formal statistical 
analysis would not have generated meaningful results. 

While the Andre (2000) study performed a reliability analysis of the UAF using only 15 
incidents, that study had ten experts assess each of these 15 incidents. An analysis comparing the 
current study to previous studies would only be comparing two classifications for each incident, 
and so would need many more incidents for a meaningful answer. 

D.3 Comparison Among Participant in Current Study 

A similar problem was encountered trying to compare classifications among participants 
in the current study. Table D.2 shows the frequency of critical incidents that were reported by 
more than one UAF participant in the current study. While there were 39 incidents reported by at 
least two participants, the kappa coefficient required an equal number of classifiers for each item 
(Fleiss, 1971). If there were a large number of incidents and a small deviation in number of 
classifiers from one item to another it might be possible to randomly select classifications to drop 
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to make the number of classifiers equal among all incidents. However, the number of incidents is 
too small and the deviations too large for this to be feasible. Therefore, it was not possible to 
compare classification among UAF participants in this study. 

Table D.2 Frequency of Critical Incidents Reported by Multiple Participants 

Number of Reports 
Per Incident 

Frequency of 
 Incidents 

Cumulative 
Frequency 

7 1 1 
6 2 3 
5 3 6 
4 5 11 
3 9 18 
2 21 39 
1 66 107 

 

D.4 Analysis of Agreement with Experimenter Classification 

Therefore, based on the previously mentioned difficulties with comparing participant 
classifications with previous studies or each other, the only benchmark classification that could 
be used was with the experimenter. While such classification was only by a single person, and an 
extremely biased person at that, it was sufficient for this study, which only hoped to show the 
feasibility of such a technique. It is suggested that future studies use the augmented retrospective 
technique explored in this experiment to perform formal comparisons of end-user and expert 
critical incident classification. 

Classification agreement was measured using the kappa (κ) statistic, as developed by 
Cohen (1960) to measure classification agreement between two raters, and modified by Fleiss 
(1971) to accommodate (a constant number of) multiple raters, where the raters may differ from 
one item being rated to another. The Fleiss (1971) kappa has been used in a previous study to 
assess the reliability of the UAF (Andre, 2000). While the Cohen (1960) kappa could have been 
used for measures in this study that always involved the same two raters, the Fleiss (1971) kappa 
was used throughout to maintain consistency between calculations. The Fleiss (1971) kappa is 
more conservative than the Cohen (1960) kappa, and tends to generate slightly lower measures 
of agreement. 

The basic premise behind the kappa statistic is to determine the likelihood that raters will 
agree with each other, based on the observed values, and then to subtract the likelihood that the 
agreement was due to chance, leaving the likelihood that the agreements were more than mere 
chance. The definition of the calculation for kappa is shown in Equation D.1. 

e
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Equation D.1 Definition of Kappa 
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eP  is the expected probability, which in the Fleiss (1971) kappa is calculated as shown in 
Equation D.2, where N is the number of items and n is the number of raters. 
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Equation D.2 Expected Probability 

P  is the observed probability, which in the Fleiss (1971) kappa is a function of the number of 
items rated, the number of raters, and the number of ratings in each category for each item, as 
shown in Equation D.3, where N is the number of items and n is the number of raters. Note that 
neither the expected nor the observed probability takes into account the total number of 
categories, so a large, sparsely-populated set of categories could be treated the same as a small, 
densely-populated set of categories. 
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Equation D.3 Observed Probability 

The variance for a kappa measurement is calculated as shown in Equation D.4, where N 
is the number of items, n is the number of raters, and pi is the probability of an item being 
assigned to the ith category (# ratings in category i / Nn). 
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Equation D.4 Variance of Kappa 

Andre (2000) used a slightly modified form of equations D.3 and D.4 to calculate the 
expected and observed probability for the kappa calculations in the UAF reliability study. That 
study involved having 10 experts rate 15 usability problem descriptions, and kappa was 
calculated at the top five levels of the UAF. As in this study, it was necessary to drop usability 
problems from consideration at the lower levels of the UAF because the UAF is not uniformly 
deep. However, Andre (2000) also dropped individual raters that disagreed at a particular level 
for subsequent analysis at lower levels, so as not to take double penalties for disagreements 
among raters. This resulted in an uneven number of raters among usability problems, since some 
of the raters were dropped from some of the problems. To accommodate this, the total number of 
ratings was substituted for Nn (# items x # raters) wherever it appeared in the equations. This 
modification was developed in consultation with Dr. Robert S. Shulman of the Department of 
Statistics at Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University. This modification was 
unnecessary for the current study because there were never more than two raters for a usability 
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problem, thus it was impossible to drop an individual rater without dropping an entire usability 
problem. 

Dr. Phillipe Barbe, also of the Department of Statistics at Virginia Polytechnic Institute 
and State University, suggested a modification to the calculation of expected probability that 
might eliminate the undefined kappa values in the kappa calculations for each participant for 
each day (Barbe, personal communications, September 18, 2001). If you assume that the 
experimenter, as a UAF expert, is always right, you can base the expected probability for each 
category on the number of items classified in that category by the experimenter across the entire 
experiment. This modification was not used for the calculations in this study because one of the 
fundamental assertions of the study is that the experimenter is not always right. However, this 
modification may be useful for future studies in related areas. 
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This appendix contains all data collected during this study except the text of critical 
incident reports, justifications for classifications, and web logs of participant sessions. 

E.1 Pre-Test Questionnaire (Participant Demographics) 

P# Age Sex 
Academic 

Level Major 

# Courses 
in HF,  

usability, 
HCI 

CS/ISE 5714: 
Usability 

Engineering?  

CS 3724: 
Introduction 
to Human- 
Computer 

Interaction? 
Other 

Courses 

1 24 F Masters 
Exercise Physiology/ 

Health Promotion None No No  
2 20 F Sophomore Biology None No No  
3 25 F PhD Natural Resources Economics None No No  
4 24 M Junior Industrial Engineering 1 to 2 No No ISE3614 
5 22 M Masters Electrical Engineering None No No  
6 20 F Junior Interdisciplinary Studies None No No  

7 19 F Junior 
Consumer Studies 

(Dept of Near Environments) None No No  
8 22 F Senior Forestry None No No  
9 22 M Senior Mechanical Engineering None No No  
10 20 F Junior English None No No  
11 22 M Senior ISE 1 to 2 No No ISE3614 
12 26 M PhD Forestry None No No  
13 21 M Junior ISE 1 to 2 No No ISE3614 
14 21 F Sophomore Art & Art History None No No  
15 20 M Junior Mechanical Engineering None No No  

16 19 M Sophomore 
Engineering and Business 

(Elec. / undecided) None No No  
17 21 F Senior Computer Science None No No  
18 21 M Sophomore Undecided None No No  
19 21 F Senior Art  None No No  
20 25 F Masters Chemical Engineering None No No  
21 24 M Junior Biology None No No  
22 36 M Masters Mathematics None No No  
23 21 F Senior English None No No  
24 22 M Senior Mechanical Engineering None No No  
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P# 

How 
many 

studies 
have you 
been in? 

For how long have 
you been using 

computers:  
Have you used 

Netscape? 

Have you 
used 

Microsoft 
Internet 

Explorer? 

Have
you used 
AOL's 

browser? 

Have 
you used 
another 

browser? 

If so, what 
other 

browser? 

Of these browsers, 
which do you use 
most frequently? 

1  None 4 years or more Yes Yes Yes   Internet Explorer 
2 None 4 years or more Yes Yes Yes   Internet Explorer 
3 None 4 years or more Yes Yes Yes   Internet Explorer 
4 1 to 2 4 years or more Yes Yes Yes   Internet Explorer 
5 None 4 years or more Yes Yes    Internet Explorer 
6 1 to 2 4 years or more Yes Yes Yes   Internet Explorer 
7 None 4 years or more Yes Yes Yes   Internet Explorer 
8 1 to 2 4 years or more Yes Yes Yes   Internet Explorer 
9 None 4 years or more Yes Yes    Internet Explorer 

10 None 4 years or more Yes Yes    Internet Explorer 
11 1 to 2 4 years or more Yes Yes Yes   Internet Explorer 
12 None 4 years or more Yes Yes    Internet Explorer 
13 None 4 years or more Yes Yes    Internet Explorer 
14 None 1 - 3 years Yes Yes    Internet Explorer 
15 None 4 years or more Yes Yes    Internet Explorer 
16 None 4 years or more Yes Yes  Yes RCC  Internet Explorer 
17 None 4 years or more Yes Yes    Internet Explorer 
18 None 4 years or more Yes Yes Yes   Internet Explorer 
19 None 4 years or more Yes Yes Yes   Internet Explorer 
20 None 4 years or more Yes Yes Yes   Internet Explorer 

21 None 4 years or more Yes Yes  Yes Starmedia, 
Yahoo Internet Explorer 

22 None 4 years or more Yes Yes  Yes Opera Netscape 
23 None 4 years or more Yes Yes Yes   AOL 
24 1 to 2 4 years or more Yes Yes Yes   Internet Explorer 
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P# 

Rate your level of 
expertise using 

Microsoft Internet 
Explorer 

Rate your level of 
expertise using 

Netscape Navigator 

Rate your experience 
with Windows 

computers (Win 
95/98/NT/2000/etc) 

Rate your experience 
with Macintosh 

computers (OS 6-9) 

Have you 
heard of the 
User Action 
Framework 

(UAF)? 

Have you 
heard of 

the critical 
incident 

technique? 
1 Very Experienced Very Experienced Very Experienced Moderate experience            No 
2 Very Experienced Moderate experience Very Experienced Minimal experience No No 
3 Moderate experience Moderate experience Moderate experience No experience No No 
4 Very Experienced Moderate experience Very Experienced Minimal experience No No 
5 Moderate experience Moderate experience Moderate experience Minimal experience No No 
6 Minimal experience Minimal experience Moderate experience Minimal experience No No 
7 Moderate experience Moderate experience Moderate experience Minimal experience No No 
8 Very Experienced Moderate experience Very Experienced Minimal experience No No 
9 Very Experienced Minimal experience Very Experienced Minimal experience No No 

10 Moderate experience Minimal experience Very Experienced Minimal experience No No 
11 Moderate experience Moderate experience Moderate experience Minimal experience No No 
12 Moderate experience Minimal experience Moderate experience Minimal experience No No 
13 Very Experienced Minimal experience Very Experienced Minimal experience No No 
14 Moderate experience Moderate experience Moderate experience No experience No  
15 Moderate experience Minimal experience Very Experienced Moderate experience No No 
16 Very Experienced Moderate experience Very Experienced Moderate experience No No 
17 Moderate experience Moderate experience Very Experienced Minimal experience No No 
18 Very Experienced Moderate experience Very Experienced Minimal experience No No 
19 Moderate experience Minimal experience Moderate experience Minimal experience No No 
20 Minimal experience No experience Moderate experience No experience No No 

21 Moderate experience Minimal experience Moderate experience Moderate experience No No 
22 Moderate experience Moderate experience Moderate experience Moderate experience No No 
23 Moderate experience Moderate experience Very Experienced Very Experienced No No 
24 Moderate experience Minimal experience Moderate experience Minimal experience No No 
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E.2 Post-Session Questionnaire (Confidence, Engagement, etc.) 
P# Type UAF Group Session Day 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 
1 Contemp. Control Contemp. 2 1 2 5 1 2 1 4 2 5 2 5 6 6 2 6 3 6 6 3 
2 Retro. UAF Retro. 2 2 2 4 4 4 6 5 4 6 5 4 3 6 1 6 5 6 6 3 
3 Retro. UAF Retro. 2 5 4 4 5 4 2 5 4 5 5 5 5 5 2 5 4 5 5 2 
4 Contemp. UAF Contemp. 2 3 1 6 5 3 2 4 1 6 4 5 5 5 2 4 3 6 5 1 
5 Contemp. Control Contemp. 2 2 5 5 5 1 1 4 4 6 2 5 5 6 2 6 2 6 6 3 
6 Contemp. Control Contemp. 2 6 1 5 5 2 1 6 1 5 4 4 5 5 1 5 2 6 5 1 
7 Retro. UAF Retro. 2 2 1 6 5 4 2 3 1 6 4 5 5 4 1 4 4 6 6 2 
8 Contemp. UAF Contemp. 2 3 2 4 5 3 1 5 5 5 3 4 6 5 N/A 5 3 5 5 2 
9 Contemp. UAF Contemp. 2 5 4 5 5 2 2 5 4 5 5 5 5 2 2 2 2 5 5 2 

10 Retro. Control Retro. 2 5 3 5 5 2 1 2 2 5 2 6 5 3 1 2 1 5 6 2 
11 Contemp. Control Contemp. 2 2 2 4 5 2 2 3 2 5 4 5 5 6 1 6 1 5 5 2 
12 Retro. UAF Retro. 2 5 2 6 4 5 2 4 2 2 4 6 5 5 3 4 4 4 5 2 
13 Retro. UAF Retro. 2 5 2 5 5 4 1 5 2 5 4 5 5 4 2 4 4 5 5 2 
14 Retro. Control Retro. 2 4 2 5 5 2 2 4 2 4 4 5 4 5 2 4 2 5 5 2 
15 Retro. Control Retro. 2 2 2 5 6 4 2 2 3 5 4 5 5 5 3 4 2 6 5 2 
16 Contemp. UAF Contemp. 2 3 4 5 5 4 3 4 4 4 5 5 5 4 3 5 4 6 5 3 
17 Contemp. UAF Contemp. 2 4 2 6 5 1 1 4 2 4 2 6 6 6 2 6 2 5 6 3 
18 Retro. UAF Retro. 2 4 2 4 5 2 2 3 2 5 2 5 5 4 2 4 2 5 5 2 
19 Contemp. UAF Contemp. 2 5 2 5 5 5 2 3 2 5 4 5 5 6 2 4 5 5 5 2 
20 Retro. Control Retro. 2 6 1 N/A 6 2 1 2 3 5 2 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 6 1 
21 Retro. Control Retro. 2 6 4 6 4 3 3 1 1 2 2 4 4 5 4 6 4 6 4 2 
22 Contemp. Control Contemp. 2 1 3 5 5 6 3 4 2 6 4 5 6 5 2 4 5 6 6 4 
23 Contemp. Control Contemp. 2 5 2 5 5 2 2 4 2 5 4 6 5 5 2 5 6 6 5 5 
24 Retro. Control Retro. 2 3 2 5 6 2 5 5 2 4 4 6 5 5 2 5 2 3 6 2 
1 Contemp. Control Contemp. 3 6 1 5 5 2 2 3 2 5 3 5 4 5 4 5 3 6 6 1 
2 Retro. UAF Retro. 3 2 1 6 6 3 1 2 2 6 4 6 4 6 1 6 2 6 6 6 
3 Retro. UAF Retro. 3 5 2 5 6 4 2 6 2 5 6 5 5 5 2 5 3 6 5 2 
4 Contemp. UAF Contemp. 3 2 1 5 5 2 1 3 2 6 3 5 5 5 3 5 2 5 5 1 
5 Contemp. Control Contemp. 3 2 1 6 6 2 1 3 2 5 3 5 5 5 2 5 2 6 5 1 
6 Contemp. Control Contemp. 3 6 2 5 6 2 1 4 1 5 3 5 6 5 1 5 2 6 5 1 
7 Retro. UAF Retro. 3 1 1 6 6 5 2 2 1 6 2 6 6 4 1 4 5 6 6 2 
8 Contemp. UAF Contemp. 3 4 2 5 5 3 1 5 3 5 4 5 4 5 3 5 3 6 5 3 
9 Contemp. UAF Contemp. 3 5 2 5 5 2 2 2 2 5 3 5 5 2 2 2 2 5 5 2 

10 Retro. Control Retro. 3 4 2 5 5 2 1 3 2 5 2 5 5 3 2 3 2 5 5 1 
11 Contemp. Control Contemp. 3 2 3 4 5 2 5 3 3 4 3 5 5 5 2 5 2 5 4 2 
12 Retro. UAF Retro. 3 5 2 4 4 4 2 4 2 4 4 5 4 5 2 4 3 4 5 3 
13 Retro. UAF Retro. 3 4 2 6 5 3 3 4 1 5 4 5 5 3 1 4 4 4 5 2 
14 Retro. Control Retro. 3 5 2 5 5 2 2 4 2 5 4 5 4 5 2 5 2 5 5 5 
15 Retro. Control Retro. 3 3 2 5 5 4 2 2 2 5 2 5 5 5 2 5 4 6 5 2 
16 Contemp. UAF Contemp. 3 2 2 4 5 4 2 4 4 5 4 4 5 5 2 5 4 5 5 4 
17 Contemp. UAF Contemp. 3 3 2 5 5 3 1 2 4 5 2 4 5 6 5 6 3 5 6 3 
18 Retro. UAF Retro. 3 4 2 5 5 2 2 2 2 5 2 5 5 5 2 5 2 5 5 2 
19 Contemp. UAF Contemp. 3 5 2 5 5 5 2 3 2 5 3 5 5 5 3 5 5 5 5 2 
20 Retro. Control Retro. 3 5 1 6 5 2 1 2 1 6 3 6 5 6 5 2 2 6 6 5 
21 Retro. Control Retro. 3 N/A 2 6 5 2 2 2 2 4 2 5 4 4 4 5  6 5 2 
22 Contemp. Control Contemp. 3 1 2 6 5 5 2 3 2 5 2 5 6 4 2 5 5 5 5 5 
23 Contemp. Control Contemp. 3 2 2 5 5 5 2 5 2 5 2 5 5 5 2 5 5 6 5 2 
24 Retro. Control Retro. 3 4 2 4 5 1 2 5 2 4 4 6 4 5 2 5 2 4 6 2 
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E.3 Post-Test Questionnaire (Report Timing Preference and Comments) 
P# UAF 

Group 
Report 
Timing 
Treatment 
Order 

Prefer- 
ence 

Stren 
gth 

Reason Other Comments 

2 UAF Contemp.  
first 

Retro. 4 While carrying out the task, it was a bit of an irritation to 
pause mid-way and report the critical incident. It gave the task 
a very broken-up feeling. Here are some reasons I prefered the 
tape-review method: ¶ 1) It allowed me to think through the 
entire task without interuption¶ 2) I thought out aloud a lot 
more, and this helped while carrying out the task as well as 
while reviewing it. ¶ 3) It gave me the chance to pick out more 
critical incidents and report them -- while reporting the 
incidents while they happened, I tended to ignore a lot more of 
the positive critical incidences. 

 

3 UAF Contemp.  
first 

Retro. 2 It is easier to review one's own actions since you might be able 
to realise something more when you review the tape. At that 
moment, you might be in such a hurry to report that you might 
miss out on one or two of the overlapping incidents 

It is a very interesting study and I 
enjoyed doing it. The classification 
is extremely detailed, maybe overly 
so in a couple of places and I found 
it to be more biased towards 
negative critical incidents.  

7 UAF Contemp.  
first 

Retro. 2 a little easier to identify what i did instead of having to try and 
remember the entire task and how i felt throughout it 

thought it was a clear study w/ clear 
objectives 

12 UAF Contemp.  
first 

Contemp. 2 The other way of watching the video is like doing the task 
twice over. 

If we are indicating incidents about a 
particular task, it might be abit easier 
if we didn't have to type the same 
info about the task and some similar 
info again and again 

13 UAF Contemp.  
first 

Contemp. 3 When I was reviewing the tape I didn't use it that much.  I 
relied on my memory of the events mostly to decide what 
critical incindents I experienced.  When I was able to stop and 
report my incident immediately I think it was better because I 
knew exactly what I was feeling at the time and what I wanted 
to report.   

I think that this was a good study, 
but in some instances I feel like my 
inexperience as a mac user, not the 
software, that may have contributed 
to the errors that I experienced.   

18 UAF Contemp.  
first 

Retro. 2 By having to stop and fill out a critical incident report, I would 
lose my train of thought on the particular task at hand. 
Reporting afterwards allowed me to think through the entire 
problem and just make mental notes about problem. 

Yes, I think that some instruction or 
an actual help file would be useful. 

4 UAF Retro.  
first 

Retro. 1 It doesn't interrupt me while I'm doing it and it is easier to 
review what I did by rewinding/pausing the tape than it is to 
try to do it again on the computer. 

 

8 UAF Retro.  
first 

Contemp. 2 It was easier to remember all the incidents because they had 
just occured. I prefered being able to go back to the program 
and slowly run through it again, after having completed the 
tasks because I remembered many more of the smaller positive 
and negative incidents. I also know better exactly what I was 
thinking and why it was an incident. I feel I tended to be less 
vague. Also, sometimes, while starting to write the report I 
would get another idea to try and make it easier, this method 
let me stop typing, go back, try it out and then add to the 
report if that didn't work either. Also, the video did not have 
complete sharp focus, so often it was difficult to see what I 
had just done, match that up to what I had said, and then 
remember what I meant by it. 

Toward the end, I was almost 
dreading having to do the critical 
incident report because of the 
classification. Most often, the 
examples were in a negative fashion, 
which made it difficult to relate to a 
positive critical incident. Also, I was 
completely unfamiliar with the 
classification system before and it 
took me a while each time to make 
sure I was it the right category. The 
only way I knew how to do this was 
to check all the other categories as 
well, which takes time. I also had 
some instances were I felt, no 
category really fit at all. Part of it 
was my unfamiliarity with it and part 
was the unfamiliarity of the language 
used to describe the categories. 
Often I was confused by the 
decriptions. 
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P# UAF 
Group 

Report 
Timing 
Treatment 
Order 

Prefer- 
ence 

Stren 
gth 

Reason Other Comments 

9 UAF Retro.  
first 

Contemp. 4 i might forget something, and would rather report it 
right away.  it seems to me that waiting to report 
critical incidents until later can reduce the effectiveness 
of the reporting technique.  the user might forget little 
details about the critical incident over time, whereas if 
he reports it right away, it is still fresh in his mind. 

use a paper address book. 

17 UAF Retro.  
first 

Retro. 3 It was distracting to me to keep having to switch back and 
forth every time I had a critical incident. I tended to 
question the critical incidents (particularly the positive 
ones). I occasionally did not report some positive critical 
incidents when I was doing the back-and-forth method of 
reporting because it felt distracting to have to go report 
the incident, then try and go back to the task I was doing. 
The positive critical incidents did not seem as positive as 
they did when I was reviewing the videotape. Part of this 
may be because I was more used to the way the software 
worked, and I knew what to expect. Having the tape to 
remind me of exactly what happened helped me to know 
what the critical incidents were, and I didn’t have to focus 
as much on when I was experiencing one because I knew 
that I could catch it when I watched the tape. 

It certainly wouldn’t be cost effective to 
have users be videotaped just to find bugs 
in software, but this method seemed to 
work better for me. 

16 UAF Retro.  
first 

Contemp. 3 I really felt that i knew why there was a mistake for the 
negative ones and remembered teh positive ones better 

I tought the program was a good testing 
program.  Once someone gets used to it it 
become a lot easier to use.  not having a 
help File or instruction book hindered 
me. 

19 UAF Retro.  
first 

Retro. 2 It was easier to have a recording of my thoughts and 
actions rather than try and remember what I’ve dealt with 
for the past few minutes. I much prefer being able to 
rewind the tape and re examine what I was dealing with. 

None 

10 Control Contemp.  
first 

Contemp. 2 I think it’s easier to identify the incidents and remember 
them when they’ve just happened to you. That probably 
makes for a better report, also the little things are easier to 
remember, when you look back on them, they don’t seem 
as important, when they might be when you’re right there 
doing the task. It seems like when watching the tape, 
there is more concern for the larger incidents as opposed 
to the minor ones which may just as well be AS positive 
or negative as the big ones. 

No, but I think sometimes the directions 
for the tasks could be a little more in 
depth. I still have no idea what a “2 X.X. 
“ is... ¶ Or maybe it could have just been 
worded better. 

14 Control Contemp.  
first 

Contemp. 4 Because when you report critical incidents right away you 
are exactly aware where you got stuck, how much it 
helped. After the task is complete say f I faced a +ve 
incident after a ne-ve one I wont feel very strongly abt the 
–ve one. ¶ so best to report the incidents as they happen 

It was interesting being a subject for the 
survey 

15 Control Contemp.  
first 

Contemp. 2 Mainly because by the time that I have completed the 
tasks, the incidents are not as fresh in my mind and 
sometimes I cannot get all of the feel back from the video 
tape.  Diong a single task and then reporting also breaks 
up the tedium of all of the typing about the critical 
incidents.  Although it was important to me to report 
them, they did become tiresome. 

No, thanks. 

24 Control Contemp. 
first 

Contemp. 3 It’s still fresh in your mind if you report them when they 
happen.  Even if you document your steps, going back 
and watching the tape after you’ve had some time to 
think about it, the incidents don’t stick out as much 

 

21 Control Contemp.  
first 

Contemp. 3 because I can try to remember what I experienced 
reflecting on it, although one can see expressed 
displeasure or happiness on her or his face 

Albeit confusing at times, it is a good 
way to honestly and accurately assess 
the ease or burden an option presents 
to its user 
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P# UAF 
Group 

Report 
Timing 
Treatment 
Order 

Prefer- 
ence 

Stren
gth 

Reason Other Comments 

20 Control Contemp.  
first 

Retro. 1 If you do the tasks at the same time and report afterwards, 
you don’t have to shift back and forth. Also there is a 
difference between the windows and the Mac system, so 
you have to get used to each system over and over again.  

The software wasn’t too good. It 
doesn’t have anything, atleast 
apparently, that great about it, that it 
would be able to replace outlook 
express (if I the goal). It should be 
more user-friendly, even if that means 
having many more icons. Also when 
you point to the icon it should say what 
its used for, so even if it isn’t too 
obvious, a user can figure it out. It isn’t 
well-integrated with the rest of the 
softwares on the computer......that is it 
can’t give options to open other files 
that are on the computer, but not in that 
software. Overall it was ok.....it can be 
used, but Outlook is definitely better. 

1 Control Retro. 
first 

Retro. 2 It is a bit easier to report after they happen and while 
reviewing, because the thought process undergone is easy 
enough to remember while viewing the tape and seeing 
what is on the screen. However in stopping to report the 
critical incident it somehow felt a little more difficult. It 
was useful in that it allows you to not waste too much time 
trying to figure it out and instead report immediately that 
you are experiencing the critical incident. As opposed to 
the viewing the tape method, where you spend more time 
trying to complete the task.  

I think that sometime in trying to 
report or even in carrying out a task, I 
am not always certain whether the 
inability to perform a task is actually a 
critical incident on the part of the 
software or if it may also majorly be 
influenced by the subjects level of 
understanding of the computer 
program itself and if that is also taken 
into consideration. A previous 
awareness of basic computer use 
sometimes may help to create a 
positive critical incident and 
unfamiliarity with the computer itself 
may also seem to make a negative 
cricital incident worse. 

5 Control Retro.  
first 

Contem
p. 

2 I feel it might be better to report the incident as it happens, 
because at that point the incident is fresh in your mind. 

 

6 Control Retro.  
first 

Contem
p. 

2 I feel this way is because the videotaping was still fresh in 
my mind when it was time for me to report my critical 
incidents.  I believed it would be easier and more fresher if 
I did my critical incident in the middle of my task because I 
am able to write down my feelings immediately.  The 
videotaping one, I probably miss some emotion or 
information out since I had to wait until the end. 

This was actually interesting.  I got to 
learn a new software-which if I come 
upon it in the future-I could say I know 
how to work the program to an extent. 

11 Control Retro.  
first 

Contem
p. 

3 since the experience of a critical incident is subjective and 
relates to the way you feel while using the software it is 
easier to describe the feeling immediately after it occurs. ¶ 
while working on the video recording, i felt that although i 
had indicated a good or bad feeling about something i'd 
come across while completing the task, it was difficult to 
describe or feel that way again. I reported quite a few 
incidents while i was learning to use the software and get a 
hang of how things are arranged. By the time i got to the 
end of the video taped session, a lot of the hiccups i'd felt 
while working on the first few tasks appeared to be trivial. 

 

22 Control Retro.  
first 

Contem
p. 

4 Quality of video tape was poor and I was not always able to 
tell precisely what I was doing when I watched the tape. 

Don't try to market [the address book 
software] 

23 Control Retro.  
first 

Contem
p. 

4 I remember my reactions much better when I am able to 
report them right away.  I don't get confused about what I 
am supposed to be doing for each task that way. 

There need to be more buttons like the 
Find, Sort and Remind buttons.  Tasks 
done using these functions were much 
easier to complete than the other that 
used the pull-down menus. 
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E.4 Number of Critical Incidents Reported Per Session 

P# DAY Session Overall Positive Negative High High High Low Low Low Negative Positive Negative Positive 
1 2 Retro. 9 4 5 4 2 2 5 3 2 
2 2 Contemp. 6 2 4 2 1 1 4 3 1 

3 2 Contemp. 5 1 4    5 4 1 
4 2 Retro. 9 3 6 4 2 2 5 4 1 
5 2 Retro. 6 1 5 1 1  5 4 1 
6 2 Retro. 7 3 4 4 2 2 3 1 
7 2 Contemp. 6 3 3 2  2 4 3 1 
8 2 Retro. 5 2 3 2 1 1 3 2 1 
9 2 Retro. 7 2 5 1 1  6 4 2 

10 2 Contemp. 6 4 2 2  2 4 2 2 
11 2 Retro. 7 2 5 1  1 6 5 1 
12 2 Contemp. 13 10 3 9 1 8 4 2 2 
13 2 Contemp. 10 4 6 5 3 2 5 3 2 
14 2 Contemp. 6 4 2 5 2 3 1  1 
15 2 Contemp. 8 3 5 3 1 2 5 4 1 
16 2 Retro. 12 8 4 1  1 11 4 7 
17 2 Retro. 14 8 6 3 2 1 11 4 7 
18 2 Contemp. 7 4 3 2  2 5 3 2 
19 2 Retro. 7 4 3 4 1 3 3 2 1 
20 2 Contemp. 7 1 6 2 2  5 4 1 
21 2 Contemp. 6 4 2 4 1 3 2 1 1 
22 2 Retro. 13 4 9 2 1 1 11 8 3 
23 2 Retro. 7 3 4 5 2 3 2 2  
24 2 Contemp. 7 3 4 4 1 3 3 3  
1 3 Contemp. 10 4 6 5 3 2 5 3 2 
2 3 Retro. 9 4 5 7 4 3 2 1 1 
3 3 Retro. 10 4 6 3 1 2 7 5 2 
4 3 Contemp. 6 2 4 5 3 2 1 1  
5 3 Contemp. 6 3 3 5 2 3 1 1  
6 3 Contemp. 9 6 3 6  6 3 3  
7 3 Retro. 6 3 3 1  1 5 3 2 
8 3 Contemp. 7 3 4 4 3 1 3 1 2 
9 3 Contemp. 6 3 3 1  1 5 3 2 

10 3 Retro. 7 4 3 6 2 4 1 1  
11 3 Contemp. 3 1 2 1 1  2 1 1 
12 3 Retro. 8 2 6 2 2  6 4 2 
13 3 Retro. 9 6 3 4 2 2 5 1 4 
14 3 Retro. 4 1 3 2 1 1 2 2  
15 3 Retro. 5 2 3 5 3 2    
16 3 Contemp. 9 4 5 2 1 1 7 4 3 
17 3 Contemp. 7 2 5 2 2  5 3 2 
18 3 Retro. 7 2 5 2 1 1 5 4 1 
19 3 Contemp. 4 3 1 4 1 3    
20 3 Retro. 10 5 5 5 1 4 5 4 1 
21 3 Retro. 6 5 1 4 1 3 2  2 
22 3 Contemp. 10 3 7 3 2 1 7 5 2 
23 3 Contemp. 7 4 3 7 3 4    
24 3 Retro. 5 3 2 4 1 3 1 1  

2 
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E.5 Critical Incident Reports, Without Text Descriptions 
Critical 

Incident # Task P# UAF Group Day Session Severity 
Time to Report 

Incident (mm:ss) 

1 A 10 Control 2 Contemp. 3 03:43 

2 A 11 Control 2 Retro. 4 03:46 

3 A 12 UAF 2 Contemp. 3 05:59 

4 A 13 UAF 2 Contemp. 3 03:04 

5 A 14 Control 2 Contemp. 3 02:36 

6 A 15 Control 2 Contemp. 3 04:58 

7 A 16 UAF 2 Retro. 4 08:12 

8 A 17 UAF 2 Retro. 3 04:48 

9 A 18 UAF 2 Contemp. 4 07:52 

10 A 19 UAF 2 Retro. 3 02:41 

11 A 1 Control 2 Retro. 3 20:28 

12 A 20 Control 2 Contemp. 3 04:37 

13 A 21 Control 2 Contemp. 3 05:18 

14 A 22 Control 2 Retro. 

15 

A 

19 2 

UAF 

18 

03:57 

01:48 

2 

Contemp. 1 

2 

4 07:28 

A 23 Control 2 Retro. 3 06:10 

16 A 24 Control 2 Contemp. 2 02:46 

17 A 3 UAF 2 Contemp. 4 02:06 

18 4 UAF 2 Retro. 4 08:17 

A 5 Control Retro. 3 03:43 

20 A 6 control 2 Retro. 2 10:24 

21 A 7 UAF 2 Contemp. 4 03:36 

22 A 8 UAF 2 Retro. 3 04:48 

23 A 9 UAF 2 Retro. 4 04:24 

24 A 11 Control 2 Retro. 4 05:48 

25 A 13 UAF 2 Contemp. 3 02:30 

26 A 15 Control 2 Contemp. 4 04:04 

27 A 16 UAF 2 Retro. 4 12:40 

28 A 17 2 Retro. 4 06:50 

29 A UAF 2 Contemp. 4 02:50 

30 A 1 Control 2 Retro. 3 03:33 

31 A 20 Control 2 Contemp. 3 03:36 

32 A 22 Control 2 Retro. 4 

33 A 3 UAF 2 Contemp. 4 02:49 

34 A 4 UAF 2 Retro. 3 05:03 

35 A 8 UAF 2 Retro. 4 05:04 

36 A 16 UAF 2 Retro. 3 03:35 

37 A 22 Control 2 Retro. 3 02:51 

38 A 4 UAF 2 Retro. 4 03:21 

39 B 2 UAF 2 Contemp. 3 04:01 

40 B 10 Control 2 Contemp. 3 

41 B 12 UAF 2 Contemp. 05:44 

42 B 14 Control 2 03:08 

43 B 19 UAF Retro. 3 02:34 
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Critical 
Incident # Task P# UAF Group Day Session Severity 

Time to Report 
Incident (mm:ss) 

44 B 21 Control 2 Contemp. 3 05:57 

45 B 23 Control 2 Retro. 1 04:44 

46 B 24 Control 2 Contemp. 3 02:25 

47 B 

86 

5 Control 2 Retro. 3 02:53 

48 B 6 Control 2 Retro. 3 07:59 

49 B 7 UAF 2 Contemp. 4 02:57 

50 B 9 UAF 2 Retro. 4 02:41 

51 B 11 Control 2 Retro. 4 04:39 

52 B 12 UAF 2 Contemp. 2 03:36 

53 B 13 UAF 2 Contemp. 4 02:29 

54 B 15 Control 2 Contemp. 4 07:56 

55 B 17 UAF 2 Retro. 4 05:38 

56 B 18 UAF 2 Contemp. 3 03:24 

57 B 1 Control 2 Retro. 4 07:22 

58 B 20 Control 2 Contemp. 1 04:04 

59 B 3 UAF 2 Contemp. 4 02:47 

60 B 12 UAF 2 Contemp. 2 04:44 

61 B 16 UAF 2 Retro. 3 06:12 

62 B 17 UAF 2 Retro. 4 03:21 

63 B 1 Control 2 Retro. 3 07:56 

64 B 22 Control 2 Retro. 4 01:28 

65 B 4 UAF 2 Retro. 3 02:45 

66 B 22 Control 2 Retro. 3 01:47 

67 C 2 UAF 2 Contemp. 3 03:38 

68 C 10 Control 2 Contemp. 4 03:35 

69 C 19 UAF 2 Retro. 2 03:36 

70 C 21 Control 2 Contemp. 2 02:41 

71 C 23 Control 2 Retro. 2 04:00 

72 C 24 Control 2 Contemp. 2 02:26 

73 C 2 UAF 2 Contemp. 4 05:09 

74 C 6 Control 2 Retro. 3 11:31 

75 C 7 UAF 2 Contemp. 4 03:16 

76 C 9 UAF 2 Retro. 3 03:28 

77 C 11 Control 2 Retro. 3 03:31 

78 C 13 UAF 2 Contemp. 2 02:40 

79 C 15 Control 2 Contemp. 1 06:45 

80 C 18 UAF 2 Contemp. 2 03:13 

81 C 20 Control 2 Contemp. 3 02:47 

82 C 12 UAF 2 Contemp. 1 04:23 

83 C 16 UAF 2 Retro. 3 06:39 

84 C 17 UAF 2 Retro. 2 03:38 

85 C 1 Control 2 Retro. 3 16:35 

C 4 UAF 2 Retro. 1 03:57 

87 C 12 UAF 2 Contemp. 2 02:37 

88 C 16 UAF 2 Retro. 3 05:13 

89 C 17 UAF 2 Retro. 4 03:33 
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Critical 
Incident # Task P# UAF Group Day Session Severity 

Time to Report 
Incident (mm:ss) 

90 C 22 Control 2 Retro. 4 02:10 

91 C 16 UAF 2 Retro. 3 03:33 

92 C 22 Control 2 Retro. 2 01:02 

93 D 14 Control 2 Contemp. 2 03:43 

94 D 5 Control 2 Retro. 3 01:53 

95 D 10 Control 2 Contemp. 3 02:57 

96 D 21 Control 2 Contemp. 2 04:34 

97 D 23 Control 2 Retro. 2 03:21 

98 D 24 Control 2 Contemp. 2 02:58 

99 D 6 Control 2 Retro. 3 09:28 

100 D 7 UAF 2 Contemp. 2 03:04 

101 D 9 UAF 2 Retro. 3 04:02 

102 D 11 Control 2 Retro. 4 06:15 

103 D 13 UAF 2 Contemp. 2 03:06 

104 D 15 Control 2 Contemp. 2 07:46 

105 D 18 UAF 2 Contemp. 2 03:46 

106 D 23 Control 2 Retro. 2 03:17 

107 D 24 Control 2 Contemp. 3 01:59 

108 D 6 Control 2 Retro. 1 05:49 

109 D 11 Control 2 Retro. 2 05:13 

110 D 1 Control 2 Retro. 2 09:48 

111 D 4 UAF 2 Retro. 2 03:46 

112 D 11 Control 2 Retro. 4 02:59 

113 D 12 UAF 2 Contemp. 3 04:33 

114 D 17 UAF 2 Retro. 3 02:19 

115 D 12 UAF 2 Contemp. 3 04:16 

116 D 16 UAF 2 Retro. 3 03:37 

117 D 17 UAF 2 Retro. 4 02:32 

118 D 22 Control 2 Retro. 3 02:27 

119 D 16 UAF 2 Retro. 3 01:56 

120 D 17 UAF 2 Retro. 3 02:40 

121 D 22 Control 2 Retro. 4 01:44 

122 E 16 UAF 2 Retro. 3 02:39 

123 E 17 UAF 2 Retro. 3 01:29 

124 E 22 Control 2 Retro. 3 01:20 

125 E 16 UAF 2 Retro. 2 02:19 

126 E 17 UAF 2 Retro. 4 02:54 

127 E 22 Control 2 Retro. 1 02:06 

128 E 8 UAF 2 Retro. 2 03:30 

129 E 14 Control 2 Contemp. 2 02:13 

130 E 19 UAF 2 Retro. 2 02:04 

131 E 3 UAF 2 Contemp. 4 04:06 

132 E 5 Control 2 Retro. 2 04:39 

133 E 10 Control 2 Contemp. 1 02:40 

134 E 14 Control 2 Contemp. 2 02:29 

135 E 19 UAF 2 Retro. 3 02:46 
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Critical 
Incident # Task P# UAF Group Day Session Severity 

Time to Report 
Incident (mm:ss) 

136 E 20 Control 2 Contemp. 4 06:11 

137 E 21 Control 2 Contemp. 2 03:39 

138 E 7 UAF 2 Contemp. 2 03:12 

139 E 9 UAF 2 Retro. 2 04:55 

140 E 13 UAF 2 Contemp. 3 02:30 

141 E 15 Control 2 Contemp. 3 07:08 

142 E 18 UAF 2 Contemp. 3 02:41 

143 E 19 UAF 2 Retro. 2 03:44 

144 E 23 Control 2 Retro. 2 02:49 

145 E 24 Control 2 Contemp. 2 02:31 

146 E 6 Control 2 Retro. 1 07:40 

147 E 9 UAF 2 Retro. 4 01:58 

148 E 13 UAF 2 Contemp. 1 02:27 

149 E 1 Control 2 Retro. 2 20:09 

150 E 20 Control 2 Contemp. 3 05:15 

151 E 4 UAF 2 Retro. 1 05:59 

152 E 12 UAF 2 Contemp. 2 03:08 

153 F 12 UAF 2 Contemp. 3 04:03 

154 F 13 UAF 2 Contemp. 2 03:06 

155 F 12 UAF 2 Contemp. 2 04:17 

156 

Retro. 4 

UAF 

UAF 

23 

F 

F 12 UAF 2 Contemp. 2 03:42 

157 F 16 UAF 2 Retro. 3 04:39 

158 F 17 UAF 2 Retro. 2 03:23 

159 F 22 Control 2 Retro. 4 01:20 

160 F 12 UAF 2 Contemp. 1 04:03 

161 F 17 UAF 2 02:24 

162 F 22 Control 2 Retro. 3 01:19 

163 F 17 UAF 2 Retro. 1 03:52 

164 F 2 UAF 2 Contemp. 4 06:53 

165 F 8 UAF 2 Retro. 2 04:04 

166 F 2 UAF 2 Contemp. 2 03:17 

167 F 3 UAF 2 Contemp. 4 02:19 

168 F 5 Control 2 Retro. 3 03:16 

169 F 8 UAF 2 Retro. 3 08:43 

170 F 10 Control 2 Contemp. 2 03:17 

171 F 14 Control 2 Contemp. 2 02:53 

172 F 20 Control 2 Contemp. 1 02:29 

173 F 21 Control 2 Contemp. 1 03:20 

174 F 2 UAF 2 Contemp. 2 03:46 

175 F 5 Control 2 Retro. 3 02:22 

176 F 7 UAF 2 Contemp. 3 03:01 

177 F 15 Control 2 Contemp. 3 04:14 

178 F 18 2 Contemp. 4 04:05 

179 F 19 2 Retro. 2 03:59 

180 F Control 2 Retro. 4 04:17 

181 24 Control 2 Contemp. 4 01:51 
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Time to Report 
Incident (mm:ss) 

Critical 
Incident # Task P# UAF Group Day Session Severity 

182 F 6 Control 2 Retro. 1 06:37 

183 F 9 UAF 2 Retro. 4 03:49 

184 F 13 UAF 

Control 

Control 

F 

03:07 

3 

UAF 3 

3 

G 

2 Contemp. 3 02:16 

185 F 15 2 Contemp. 2 03:51 

186 F 1 2 Retro. 2 09:33 

187 F 4 UAF 2 Retro. 3 03:14 

188 13 UAF 2 Contemp. 2 02:58 

189 F 1 Control 2 Retro. 2 05:36 

190 F 4 UAF 2 Retro. 2 

191 G 10 Control 3 Retro. 02:49 

192 G 11 Control 3 Contemp. 3 04:35 

193 G 12 Retro. 4 03:57 

194 G 13 UAF 3 Retro. 4 04:10 

195 G 14 Control Retro. 3 05:26 

196 G 15 Control 3 Retro. 2 09:20 

197 G 16 UAF 3 Contemp. 4 02:49 

198 G 17 UAF 3 Contemp. 3 03:01 

199 G 18 UAF 3 Retro. 4 05:42 

200 G 19 UAF 3 Contemp. 2 03:22 

201 G 1 Control 3 Contemp. 1 08:28 

202 G 20 Control 3 Retro. 3 04:20 

203 G 21 Control 3 Retro. 1 04:00 

204 G 22 Control 3 Contemp. 3 02:43 

205 23 Control 3 Contemp. 1 04:12 

206 G 24 Control 3 Retro. 4 01:54 

207 G 2 UAF 3 Retro. 3 07:32 

208 G 3 UAF 3 Retro. 4 04:15 

209 G 4 UAF 3 Contemp. 3 06:48 

210 G 5 Control 3 Contemp. 3 02:53 

211 G 6 Control 3 Contemp. 2 04:53 

212 7 UAF 3 Retro. 3 04:11 

213 G 8 UAF 3 Contemp. 2 03:54 

214 G 9 UAF 3 Contemp. 3 05:31 

215 G 12 UAF 3 Retro. 4 04:57 

216 G 13 UAF 3 Retro. 1 03:03 

217 G 16 UAF 3 Contemp. 3 02:53 

218 G 18 UAF 3 Retro. 3 07:02 

219 G 1 Control 3 Contemp. 2 05:52 

220 G 20 Control 3 Retro. 2 03:14 

221 G 22 Control 3 Contemp. 3 01:43 

222 G 24 Control 3 Retro. 2 02:55 

223 G 2 UAF 3 Retro. 2 06:42 

224 G 3 UAF 3 Retro. 3 04:12 

225 G 5 Control 3 Contemp. 2 02:30 

226 G 6 Control 3 Contemp. 3 09:47 

227 G 8 UAF 3 Contemp. 3 02:45 

G 
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Critical 
Incident # Task P# UAF Group Day Session Severity 

Time to Report 
Incident (mm:ss) 

228 G 12 UAF 3 Retro. 3 03:46 

229 G 13 UAF 3 Retro. 3 01:45 

230 G 16 UAF 3 Contemp. 4 04:02 

231 G 20 Control 3 Retro. 2 03:48 

232 G 22 Control 3 Contemp. 4 02:07 

233 G 12 UAF 3 Retro. 4 02:54 

234 H 10 Control 3 Retro. 2 03:24 

235 H 14 Control 3 Retro. 2 03:01 

236 H 15 Control 3 Retro. 2 11:31 

237 H 17 UAF 3 Contemp. 2 03:47 

238 H 21 Control 3 Retro. 4 03:31 

239 H 23 Control 3 Contemp. 2 04:40 

240 H 4 UAF 3 Contemp. 2 04:47 

241 H 7 UAF 3 Retro. 3 02:35 

242 H 9 UAF 3 Contemp. 4 02:42 

243 H 10 Control 3 Retro. 1 02:07 

244 H 18 UAF 3 Retro. 4 04:05 

245 H 1 Control 3 Contemp. 3 06:02 

246 H 24 Control 3 Retro. 2 01:13 

247 H 2 UAF 3 Retro. 1 08:20 

248 H 3 UAF 3 Retro. 4 03:22 

249 H 5 Control 3 Contemp. 2 02:30 

250 H 6 Control 3 Contemp. 2 05:29 

251 H 8 UAF 3 Contemp. 1 04:28 

252 H 9 UAF 3 Contemp. 2 03:59 

253 H 13 UAF 3 Retro. 3 03:03 

254 H 16 UAF 3 Contemp. 2 04:59 

255 H 1 Control 3 Contemp. 4 05:29 

256 H 20 Control 3 Retro. 1 02:58 

257 H 22 Control 3 Contemp. 4 02:08 

258 H 2 UAF 3 Retro. 3 05:15 

259 H 12 UAF 3 Retro. 3 04:58 

260 H 16 UAF 3 Contemp. 4 04:39 

261 H 20 Control 3 Retro. 3 02:07 

262 H 22 Control 3 Contemp. 2 01:56 

263 H 6 Control 3 Contemp. 3 06:41 

264 H 22 Control 3 Contemp. 1 01:47 

265 J 14 Control 3 Retro. 2 03:05 

266 J 21 Control 3 Retro. 4 04:19 

267 J 23 Control 3 Contemp. 1 03:47 

268 J 7 UAF 3 Retro. 2 02:28 

269 J 10 Control 3 Retro. 2 01:36 

270 J 18 UAF 3 Retro. 2 02:31 

271 J 5 Control 3 Contemp. 2 02:05 

272 J 6 Control 3 Contemp. 2 04:43 

273 J 13 UAF 3 Retro. 2 02:41 
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Critical 
Incident # Task P# UAF Group Day Session Severity 

Time to Report 
Incident (mm:ss) 

274 J 3 UAF 3 Retro. 2 03:35 

275 J 16 UAF 3 Contemp. 4 05:32 

276 J 20 Control 3 Retro. 2 02:13 

277 J 8 UAF 3 Contemp. 4 02:28 

278 J 22 Control 3 Contemp. 1 01:56 

279 J 22 Control 3 Contemp. 3 02:00 

280 J 17 UAF 3 Contemp. 4 04:38 

281 J 4 UAF 3 Contemp. 2 05:40 

282 J 3 UAF 3 Retro. 3 03:44 

283 J 8 UAF 3 Contemp. 2 09:26 

284 J 1 Control 3 Contemp. 2 07:11 

285 J 2 UAF 3 Retro. 2 

J 

14 

L Contemp. 2 

295 

3 

UAF 

311 

04:21 

1 

Retro. 3 

3 

Control 3 

Control 

07:41 

286 8 UAF 3 Contemp. 4 04:12 

287 L 11 Control 3 Contemp. 4 04:50 

288 L 15 Control 3 Retro. 1 02:18 

289 L Control 3 Retro. 4 03:00 

290 4 UAF 3 05:43 

291 L 17 UAF 3 Contemp. 4 02:19 

292 L 18 UAF 3 Retro. 3 06:38 

293 L 23 Control 3 Contemp. 1 03:03 

294 L 12 UAF 3 Retro. 2 04:12 

L 17 UAF 3 Contemp. 2 02:19 

296 L 12 UAF 3 Retro. 3 02:03 

297 L 16 UAF 3 Contemp. 3 06:51 

298 L 1 Control 3 Contemp. 1 06:30 

299 L 20 Control Retro. 3 03:06 

300 L 3 3 Retro. 1 04:10 

301 L 22 Control 3 Contemp. 3 01:46 

302 L 19 UAF 3 Contemp. 2 03:15 

303 L 17 UAF 3 Contemp. 3 03:32 

304 L 21 Control 3 Retro. 2 04:10 

305 L 23 Control 3 Contemp. 1 04:29 

306 L 7 UAF 3 Retro. 3 02:59 

307 L 9 UAF 3 Contemp. 3 03:21 

308 L 10 Control 3 Retro. 1 06:17 

309 L 24 Control 3 Retro. 1 01:52 

310 L 5 Control 3 Contemp. 2 02:52 

L 13 UAF 3 Retro. 3 02:41 

312 L 1 Control 3 Contemp. 1 

313 L 2 UAF 3 Retro. 07:27 

314 L 3 UAF 3 02:38 

315 L 6 Control Contemp. 2 05:34 

316 M 22 Contemp. 3 02:41 

317 M 11 Control 3 Contemp. 1 04:14 

318 M 19 UAF 3 Contemp. 1 03:07 

319 M 15 3 Retro. 1 05:21 
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Critical 
Incident # Task P# UAF Group Day Session Severity 

Time to Report 
Incident (mm:ss) 

320 M 24 Control 3 Retro. 1 02:19 

321 M 21 Control 3 Retro. 2 02:58 

322 M 4 UAF 3 Contemp. 1 04:57 

323 M 7 UAF 3 Retro. 3 02:44 

324 M 9 UAF 3 Contemp. 4 03:47 

325 M 10 Control 3 Retro. 1 07:09 

326 M 18 UAF 3 Retro. 1 03:16 

327 M 23 Control 3 Contemp. 1 03:02 

328 M 5 Control 3 Contemp. 1 01:45 

329 M 9 UAF 3 Contemp. 4 03:13 

330 M 13 UAF 3 Retro. 1 02:17 

331 M 17 UAF 3 Contemp. 4 02:39 

332 M 2 UAF 3 Retro. 1 09:32 

333 M 6 Control 3 Contemp. 2 07:02 

334 M 8 UAF 3 Contemp. 1 02:39 

335 M 12 UAF 3 Retro. 1 01:13 

336 M 13 UAF 3 Retro. 2 02:40 

337 M 16 UAF 3 Contemp. 1 03:20 

338 M 1 Control 3 Contemp. 3 04:45 

339 M 20 Control 3 Retro. 2 05:10 

340 M 2 UAF 3 Retro. 1 05:26 

341 M 3 UAF 3 Retro. 4 05:25 

342 M 3 UAF 3 Retro. 1 02:25 

343 O 1 Control 3 Contemp. 4 04:40 

344 O 20 Control 3 Retro. 4 04:29 

345 O 3 UAF 3 Retro. 4 03:00 

346 

O 

O 19 UAF 3 Contemp. 1 02:50 

347 O 15 Control 3 Retro. 2 05:03 

348 O 21 Control 3 Retro. 2 02:22 

349 O 4 UAF 3 Contemp. 2 02:51 

350 O 7 UAF 3 Retro. 3 01:45 

351 O 10 Control 3 Retro. 2 06:26 

352 O 18 UAF 3 Retro. 3 04:40 

353 O 23 Control 3 Contemp. 1 03:05 

354 O 6 Control 3 Contemp. 1 05:51 

355 O 13 UAF 3 Retro. 3 01:35 

356 O 16 UAF 3 Contemp. 3 05:41 

357 1 Control 3 Contemp. 3 04:21 

358 O 20 Control 3 Retro. 3 01:53 

359 O 2 UAF 3 Retro. 2 03:10 

360 O 6 Control 3 Contemp. 4 05:43 
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E.6 Participant Classifications of Critical Incidents 
Critical 
Incident 

ID 

Time to 
Classify 
(mm:ss) Participant's Classification Path 

3 05:43 Translation (how to do it) -- Content, meaning (of a cognitive affordance) -- Content, meaning of cognitive affordances for 
data entry 

4 01:14 Translation (how to do it) -- Existence (of a way or of a cognitive affordance to show the way) -- Preferences and efficiency 
(for existence of cognitive affordances) 

7 09:45 Translation (how to do it) -- Content, meaning (of a cognitive affordance) -- Clarity, precision, predictability of meaning (of 
cognitive affordance) 

8 05:23 Translation (how to do it) -- Content, meaning (of a cognitive affordance) -- Getting started in a task 

9 02:24 Translation (how to do it) -- Content, meaning (of a cognitive affordance) -- Clarity, precision, predictability of meaning (of 
cognitive affordance) -- Precise use of words -- Labels for buttons, menus 

10 00:59 Translation (how to do it) -- Content, meaning (of a cognitive affordance) -- User-centeredness of wording, design of 
cognitive affordance content 

17 03:37 Physical Actions (doing it) -- Manipulating objects -- Preferences and efficiency (for manipulating objects) -- Awkwardness 
in physical actions for MOST OR ALL users or user classes 

18 01:45 Translation (how to do it) -- Content, meaning (of a cognitive affordance) -- Clarity, precision, predictability of meaning (of 
cognitive affordance) -- Precise use of words -- Labels for buttons, menus 

21 03:41 Assessment (did it work) -- Issues about information displays (results for task) -- Content, meaning (of information displays, 
results) -- User\\\'s ability to compare outcome with goals 

22 06:07 Translation (how to do it) -- Content, meaning (of a cognitive affordance) -- Clarity, precision, predictability of meaning (of 
cognitive affordance) 

23 02:33 Assessment (did it work) -- Issues about information displays (results for task) -- Presentation  (of information displays, 
results) -- Style, design of information display presentation 

25 02:55 Translation (how to do it) -- Existence (of a way or of a cognitive affordance to show the way) -- Existence of a way -- 
Existence of feature -- functionality and physical affordance 

27 05:14 Planning (what to do) -- Goal decomposition -- User\\\'s ability to determine what to do first 

28 03:06 Translation (how to do it) -- Content, meaning (of a cognitive affordance) -- Meaning contained in cognitive affordance 
presentation features 

29 00:25 Assessment (did it work) -- Issues about information displays (results for task) -- Existence (of information displays, results) 

33 01:32 Translation (how to do it) -- Existence (of a way or of a cognitive affordance to show the way) -- Existence of a cognitive 
affordance -- Existence of a cognitive affordance to avoid errors 

34 03:19 Translation (how to do it) -- Presentation (of a cognitive affordance) -- Layout, grouping by function -- Complexity, 
organization of layout 

35 01:43 Translation (how to do it) -- Existence (of a way or of a cognitive affordance to show the way) -- Existence of a cognitive 
affordance -- Completely missing cognitive affordance 

36 00:49 Translation (how to do it) -- Existence (of a way or of a cognitive affordance to show the way) -- Existence of a cognitive 
affordance -- Existence of a cognitive affordance to support error recovery 

38 01:37 Assessment (did it work) -- Issues about feedback (about interaction for task) -- Existence (of feedback or indication of state 
or mode) -- Existence of necessary or desirable feedback (except indicators of state, mode)  -- Positive feedback or 
confirmation of success missing 

39 02:09 Translation (how to do it) -- Existence (of a way or of a cognitive affordance to show the way) -- Existence of a cognitive 
affordance -- Completely missing cognitive affordance 

41 02:22 Physical Actions (doing it) 

43 00:34 Translation (how to do it) -- Content, meaning (of a cognitive affordance) 

49 01:15 Translation (how to do it) -- Content, meaning (of a cognitive affordance) -- Completeness and sufficiency of meaning (of 
cognitive affordance) -- Complete labels for buttons and menus 

50 00:24 Translation (how to do it) -- Existence (of a way or of a cognitive affordance to show the way) -- Existence of a way -- 
Existence of feature -- functionality and physical affordance 

52 01:53 Physical Actions (doing it) -- Manipulating objects 

53 03:00 Translation (how to do it) -- Presentation (of a cognitive affordance) -- Perceptual issues (of cognitive affordance) -- 
Findability 

55 05:12 Translation (how to do it) -- Presentation (of a cognitive affordance) -- Consistency and compliance of cognitive affordance 
presentation 

56 01:24 Translation (how to do it) -- Task structure and interaction control -- Consistency and compliance of task structure 
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Critical 
Incident 

ID 

Time to 
Classify 
(mm:ss) Participant's Classification Path 

59 02:53 Translation (how to do it) -- Presentation (of a cognitive affordance) -- Perceptual issues (of cognitive affordance) -- 
Noticeability (of cognitive affordance), likliness to be perceived -- Location of cognitive affordance, object with respect ot 
user focus of attention 

60 01:43 Physical Actions (doing it) -- Perception of manipulable and manipulated objects 

61 02:15 Translation (how to do it) -- Task structure and interaction control -- Consistency and compliance of task structure 

62 01:25 Translation (how to do it) -- Task structure and interaction control -- Consistency and compliance of task structure 

65 00:52 Translation (how to do it) -- Task structure and interaction control -- Consistency and compliance of task structure 

67 01:01 Translation (how to do it) -- Existence (of a way or of a cognitive affordance to show the way) -- Existence of a cognitive 
affordance 

69 01:03 Translation (how to do it) -- Task structure and interaction control -- Preferences and efficiency (for task structure and 
interaction control) -- Alternative way(s) to do task, step 

73 00:55 Translation (how to do it) -- Presentation (of a cognitive affordance) -- Layout, grouping by function -- Complexity, 
organization of layout 

75 01:36 Translation (how to do it) -- Task structure and interaction control -- Consistency and compliance of task structure 

76 00:53 Translation (how to do it) -- Preferences and efficiency (of Translation issues) 

78 03:10 Translation (how to do it) -- Existence (of a way or of a cognitive affordance to show the way) -- Existence of a cognitive 
affordance 

80 05:58 Translation (how to do it) -- Presentation (of a cognitive affordance) -- Perceptual issues (of cognitive affordance) -- 
Noticeability (of cognitive affordance), likliness to be perceived -- Location of cognitive affordance, object with respect ot 
user focus of attention 

82 04:31 Translation (how to do it) 

83 03:28 Translation (how to do it) -- Task structure and interaction control -- Preferences and efficiency (for task structure and 
interaction control) 

84 05:19 Translation (how to do it) -- Presentation (of a cognitive affordance) 

86 04:25 Translation (how to do it) -- Task structure and interaction control -- Directness of interaction 

87 01:49 Translation (how to do it) -- Existence (of a way or of a cognitive affordance to show the way) -- Existence of a cognitive 
affordance -- Existence of a graphical cue 

88 01:01 Assessment (did it work) -- Issues about feedback (about interaction for task) -- Content, meaning (of feedback) -- 
Understandability, effectiveness (of feedback content) -- Clarity of meaning (of feedback content) 

89 00:37 Assessment (did it work) -- Issues about information displays (results for task) -- Existence (of information displays, results) 

91 01:20 Translation (how to do it) -- Task structure and interaction control -- Preferences and efficiency (for task structure and 
interaction control) -- Anticipating most likely next task (supporting task thread continuity) 

100 02:30 Translation (how to do it) -- Content, meaning (of a cognitive affordance) -- Cognitive directness -- Direct presentation of 
cognitive affordance, rather than an encoding 

101 00:58 Translation (how to do it) -- Task structure and interaction control -- Error avoidance/recovery (in task structure) -- Make 
explicit steps a user might forget -- Add explicit prompts to help avoid  

103 02:48 Translation (how to do it) -- Existence (of a way or of a cognitive affordance to show the way) -- Existence of a cognitive 
affordance -- Existence of a cognitive affordance to avoid errors 

105 01:28 Translation (how to do it) -- Existence (of a way or of a cognitive affordance to show the way) -- Existence of a way -- 
Existence of feature -- functionality and physical affordance 

111 00:34 Physical Actions (doing it) -- Manipulating objects -- Physical layout 

113 03:42 Translation (how to do it) -- Existence (of a way or of a cognitive affordance to show the way) -- Existence of a cognitive 
affordance -- Cognitive affordance exists but shouldn\\\'t 

114 01:59 Translation (how to do it) -- Existence (of a way or of a cognitive affordance to show the way) -- Existence of a cognitive 
affordance 

115 00:30 Physical Actions (doing it) 

116 02:55 Translation (how to do it) -- Task structure and interaction control 

117 01:15 Translation (how to do it) -- Existence (of a way or of a cognitive affordance to show the way) -- Existence of a cognitive 
affordance 

119 00:50 Translation (how to do it) -- Existence (of a way or of a cognitive affordance to show the way) -- Existence of a cognitive 
affordance -- Existence of a graphical cue 

120 00:45 Translation (how to do it) -- Existence (of a way or of a cognitive affordance to show the way) -- Existence of a cognitive 
affordance -- Existence of a cognitive affordance as a warning about an action that could lead to damage 

122 01:13 Translation (how to do it) -- Presentation (of a cognitive affordance) -- Perceptual issues (of cognitive affordance) -- Visual 
quality of graphics 
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Critical 
Incident 

ID 

Time to 
Classify 
(mm:ss) Participant's Classification Path 

123 00:51 Translation (how to do it) -- Existence (of a way or of a cognitive affordance to show the way) -- Existence of a cognitive 
affordance -- Existence of a graphical cue 

125 00:41 Translation (how to do it) -- Task structure and interaction control -- Preferences and efficiency (for task structure and 
interaction control) -- Use of defaults for efficiency 

126 01:27 Translation (how to do it) -- Task structure and interaction control -- Preferences and efficiency (for task structure and 
interaction control) -- Ability to set preferences, parameters, and defaults 

128 02:51 Translation (how to do it) -- Task structure and interaction control -- Error avoidance/recovery (in task structure) -- 
Additional dialogue to keep task on track 

130 00:33 Physical Actions (doing it) -- Manipulating objects -- Interaction techniques, interaction styles 

131 02:39 Translation (how to do it) -- Preferences and efficiency (of Translation issues) 

135 00:49 Translation (how to do it) -- Existence (of a way or of a cognitive affordance to show the way) -- Existence of a way -- 
Existence of functionality when physical affordance exists 

138 01:41 Translation (how to do it) -- Content, meaning (of a cognitive affordance) 

139 00:21 Translation (how to do it) -- Existence (of a way or of a cognitive affordance to show the way) -- Existence of a way -- 
Existence of feature -- functionality and physical affordance 

140 00:35 Translation (how to do it) -- Existence (of a way or of a cognitive affordance to show the way) -- Existence of a cognitive 
affordance -- Cognitive affordance exists but shouldn\\\'t 

142 00:51 Translation (how to do it) -- Presentation (of a cognitive affordance) -- Perceptual issues (of cognitive affordance) -- 
Visibility (of cognitive affordance) 

143 00:41 Assessment (did it work) 

147 00:29 Translation (how to do it) -- Existence (of a way or of a cognitive affordance to show the way) -- Existence of a way -- 
Existence of feature -- functionality and physical affordance 

148 00:35 Assessment (did it work) -- Issues about feedback (about interaction for task) -- Existence (of feedback or indication of state 
or mode) -- Existence of necessary or desirable feedback (except indicators of state, mode)  -- Positive feedback or 
confirmation of success missing 

151 04:44 Translation (how to do it) -- Existence (of a way or of a cognitive affordance to show the way) -- Existence of a way -- 
Existence of feature -- functionality and physical affordance 

152 01:33 Translation (how to do it) -- Existence (of a way or of a cognitive affordance to show the way) -- Existence of a cognitive 
affordance -- Existence of a graphical cue 

153 01:49 Translation (how to do it) -- Presentation (of a cognitive affordance) -- Perceptual issues (of cognitive affordance) -- 
Visibility (of cognitive affordance) 

154 00:35 Assessment (did it work) -- Issues about information displays (results for task) -- Existence (of information displays, results) 

155 01:33 Translation (how to do it) -- Existence (of a way or of a cognitive affordance to show the way) -- Existence of a cognitive 
affordance 

156 02:12 Translation (how to do it) 

157 01:16 Assessment (did it work) -- Issues about feedback (about interaction for task) -- Existence (of feedback or indication of state 
or mode) -- Existence of necessary or desirable feedback (except indicators of state, mode)  -- Positive feedback or 
confirmation of success missing 

158 00:45 Planning (what to do) -- User\\\'s model of system -- User awareness of overall application concept, system features and 
capabilities 

160 00:40 Translation (how to do it) -- Existence (of a way or of a cognitive affordance to show the way) -- Existence of a cognitive 
affordance 

161 00:51 Translation (how to do it) -- Content, meaning (of a cognitive affordance) -- Meaning contained in cognitive affordance 
presentation features 

163 00:35 Translation (how to do it) -- Existence (of a way or of a cognitive affordance to show the way) -- Existence of a way 

164 08:22 Translation (how to do it) -- Presentation (of a cognitive affordance) -- Perceptual issues (of cognitive affordance) -- 
Discernability, recognizability, identifiability, intelligibility, distinguishability (of cognitive  

165 03:04 Translation (how to do it) -- Existence (of a way or of a cognitive affordance to show the way) -- Existence of a cognitive 
affordance -- Completely missing cognitive affordance 

166 00:15 Translation (how to do it) -- Existence (of a way or of a cognitive affordance to show the way) -- Existence of a way -- 
Existence of feature -- functionality and physical affordance 

167 02:26 Translation (how to do it) -- Presentation (of a cognitive affordance) -- Perceptual issues (of cognitive affordance) -- 
Findability 

169 01:38 Assessment (did it work) -- Issues about feedback (about interaction for task) -- Existence (of feedback or indication of state 
or mode) -- Existence of necessary or desirable feedback (except indicators of state, mode)  -- Positive feedback or 
confirmation of success missing 
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Critical 
Incident 

ID 

Time to 
Classify 
(mm:ss) Participant's Classification Path 

174 00:40 Assessment (did it work) -- Issues about information displays (results for task) -- Existence (of information displays, results) 

176 02:03 Translation (how to do it) -- Content, meaning (of a cognitive affordance) -- Completeness and sufficiency of meaning (of 
cognitive affordance) -- Complete labels for buttons and menus 

178 01:03 Translation (how to do it) -- Presentation (of a cognitive affordance) -- Perceptual issues (of cognitive affordance) -- 
Visibility (of cognitive affordance) 

179 00:40 Translation (how to do it) -- Task structure and interaction control -- Directness of interaction 

183 01:27 Assessment (did it work) -- Issues about feedback (about interaction for task) -- Presentation (of feedback) -- Layout, 
grouping by function (in feedback presentation) -- Complexity, organization of layout (of feedback presentation) 

184 01:49 Translation (how to do it) -- Presentation (of a cognitive affordance) -- Layout, grouping by function -- Grouping related 
functions, objects, and controls together by task 

187 01:27 Translation (how to do it) -- Existence (of a way or of a cognitive affordance to show the way) -- Existence of a cognitive 
affordance -- Idiom requires rote learning 

188 04:59 Translation (how to do it) -- Content, meaning (of a cognitive affordance) -- Clarity, precision, predictability of meaning (of 
cognitive affordance) 

190 01:28 Physical Actions (doing it) -- Perception of manipulable and manipulated objects -- Perceiving objects DURING 
manipulation (dynamic) 

193 01:41 Translation (how to do it) -- Preferences and efficiency (of Translation issues) 

194 00:43 Translation (how to do it) -- Existence (of a way or of a cognitive affordance to show the way) -- Existence of a way 

197 00:35 Translation (how to do it) -- Existence (of a way or of a cognitive affordance to show the way) -- Existence of a cognitive 
affordance -- Completely missing cognitive affordance 

198 01:47 Translation (how to do it) -- Content, meaning (of a cognitive affordance) 

199 01:38 Translation (how to do it) -- Presentation (of a cognitive affordance) -- Perceptual issues (of cognitive affordance) -- 
Visibility (of cognitive affordance) 

200 00:39 Translation (how to do it) -- Task structure and interaction control -- Consistency and compliance of task structure 

207 00:14 Translation (how to do it) -- Existence (of a way or of a cognitive affordance to show the way) -- Existence of a way -- 
Existence of feature -- functionality and physical affordance 

208 01:32 Translation (how to do it) -- Presentation (of a cognitive affordance) -- Perceptual issues (of cognitive affordance) -- 
Noticeability (of cognitive affordance), likliness to be perceived 

209 01:55 Translation (how to do it) -- Presentation (of a cognitive affordance) -- Layout, grouping by function -- Complexity, 
organization of layout 

212 00:55 Translation (how to do it) -- Existence (of a way or of a cognitive affordance to show the way) -- Existence of a cognitive 
affordance -- Completely missing cognitive affordance 

213 01:15 Translation (how to do it) -- Existence (of a way or of a cognitive affordance to show the way) -- Existence of a way -- 
Existence of feature -- functionality and physical affordance 

214 01:11 Translation (how to do it) -- Presentation (of a cognitive affordance) -- Layout, grouping by function -- Grouping related 
functions, objects, and controls together by task 

215 03:14 Translation (how to do it) 

216 05:32 Translation (how to do it) -- Existence (of a way or of a cognitive affordance to show the way) -- Existence of a way -- 
Existence of feature -- functionality and physical affordance 

217 00:50 Translation (how to do it) -- Task structure and interaction control -- Preferences and efficiency (for task structure and 
interaction control) 

218 01:32 Assessment (did it work) -- Issues about feedback (about interaction for task) -- Existence (of feedback or indication of state 
or mode) -- Existence of necessary or desirable feedback (except indicators of state, mode)  -- Error message needed but 
missing 

223 00:16 Translation (how to do it) -- Existence (of a way or of a cognitive affordance to show the way) -- Existence of a way -- 
Existence of feature -- functionality and physical affordance 

224 02:15 Translation (how to do it) -- Content, meaning (of a cognitive affordance) -- Consistency and compliance of cognitive 
affordance meaning 

227 05:56 Translation (how to do it) -- Content, meaning (of a cognitive affordance) -- Clarity, precision, predictability of meaning (of 
cognitive affordance) 

228 04:54 Translation (how to do it) 

229 02:10 Assessment (did it work) -- Issues about feedback (about interaction for task) -- Existence (of feedback or indication of state 
or mode) -- Existence of necessary or desirable feedback (except indicators of state, mode)  

230 04:21 Translation (how to do it) -- Task structure and interaction control 

233 01:17 Translation (how to do it) -- Task structure and interaction control -- Consistency and compliance of task structure 
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237 01:03 Translation (how to do it) -- Existence (of a way or of a cognitive affordance to show the way) -- Existence of a way -- 
Existence of functionality when physical affordance exists 

240 01:22 Translation (how to do it) -- Presentation (of a cognitive affordance) -- Consistency and compliance of cognitive affordance 
presentation 

241 01:10 Translation (how to do it) -- Existence (of a way or of a cognitive affordance to show the way) -- Existence of a way -- 
Existence of feature -- functionality and physical affordance 

242 00:43 Independent (of place in Interaction Cycle) -- Overall style 

244 00:34 Translation (how to do it) -- Existence (of a way or of a cognitive affordance to show the way) -- Existence of a way -- 
Existence of feature -- functionality and physical affordance 

247 00:43 Translation (how to do it) -- Existence (of a way or of a cognitive affordance to show the way) -- Existence of a cognitive 
affordance -- Completely missing cognitive affordance 

248 01:01 Assessment (did it work) -- Issues about feedback (about interaction for task) -- Existence (of feedback or indication of state 
or mode) -- Existence of indication of current state, mode, parameter, or default settings 

251 00:52 Translation (how to do it) -- Existence (of a way or of a cognitive affordance to show the way) -- Existence of a way -- 
Existence of physical affordance when functionality exists 

252 00:27 Translation (how to do it) -- Existence (of a way or of a cognitive affordance to show the way) -- Existence of a way -- 
Existence of feature -- functionality and physical affordance 

253 00:58 Planning (what to do) -- User\\\'s model of system -- User awareness of overall application concept, system features and 
capabilities 

254 00:37 Translation (how to do it) -- Task structure and interaction control -- Error avoidance/recovery (in task structure) -- 
Additional dialogue to keep task on track -- User confirmation request to avoid damaging errors 

258 02:00 Assessment (did it work) -- Issues about feedback (about interaction for task) -- Existence (of feedback or indication of state 
or mode) -- Existence of necessary or desirable feedback (except indicators of state, mode)  -- User confirmation request 
necessary or desirable but missing 

259 01:57 Translation (how to do it) -- Content, meaning (of a cognitive affordance) 

260 00:51 Translation (how to do it) -- Task structure and interaction control -- Preferences and efficiency (for task structure and 
interaction control) -- Use of defaults for efficiency 

268 00:47 Planning (what to do) -- User\\\'s model of system -- Matching user\\\'s conception of system 

270 03:53 Translation (how to do it) -- Existence (of a way or of a cognitive affordance to show the way) -- Existence of a way -- 
Existence of feature -- functionality and physical affordance 

273 01:45 Translation (how to do it) -- Existence (of a way or of a cognitive affordance to show the way) -- Existence of a way -- 
Existence of feature -- functionality and physical affordance 

274 01:41 Translation (how to do it) -- Task structure and interaction control -- Consistency and compliance of task structure 

275 03:07 Translation (how to do it) -- Task structure and interaction control -- Preferences and efficiency (for task structure and 
interaction control) -- Anticipating most likely next task (supporting task thread continuity) 

277 00:49 Translation (how to do it) -- Existence (of a way or of a cognitive affordance to show the way) -- Existence of a way 

280 01:00 Translation (how to do it) -- Task structure and interaction control -- Error avoidance/recovery (in task structure) 

281 01:32 Translation (how to do it) -- Existence (of a way or of a cognitive affordance to show the way) -- Existence of a cognitive 
affordance -- Existence of field data format information to guide data entry 

282 02:37 Translation (how to do it) -- Task structure and interaction control -- Preferences and efficiency (for task structure and 
interaction control) -- Alternative way(s) to do task, step -- More efficient task structure, way to do same task (for most or all 
users) 

283 08:13 Translation (how to do it) -- Existence (of a way or of a cognitive affordance to show the way) -- Existence of a cognitive 
affordance -- Existence of default values (to suggest a choice) -- Persistence of default settings 

285 01:21 Translation (how to do it) -- Existence (of a way or of a cognitive affordance to show the way) 

286 01:37 Translation (how to do it) -- Existence (of a way or of a cognitive affordance to show the way) -- Preferences and efficiency 
(for existence of cognitive affordances) 

290 01:13 Translation (how to do it) -- Task structure and interaction control -- Real loss of user control due to arbitrary system action 

291 02:05 Translation (how to do it) -- Presentation (of a cognitive affordance) -- Distracting presentation technique 

292 00:39 Translation (how to do it) -- Existence (of a way or of a cognitive affordance to show the way) -- Existence of a way -- 
Existence of feature -- functionality and physical affordance 

294 00:37 Translation (how to do it) -- Existence (of a way or of a cognitive affordance to show the way) 

295 00:39 Translation (how to do it) -- Existence (of a way or of a cognitive affordance to show the way) -- Existence of a way -- 
Existence of feature -- functionality and physical affordance 

296 00:30 Assessment (did it work) -- Issues about information displays (results for task) 
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297 02:44 Translation (how to do it) -- Task structure and interaction control -- Error avoidance/recovery (in task structure) -- Make explicit 
steps a user might forget -- Add explicit prompts to help avoid  

300 00:26 Translation (how to do it) -- Existence (of a way or of a cognitive affordance to show the way) -- Existence of a way -- Existence 
of feature -- functionality and physical affordance 

302 00:33 Translation (how to do it) -- Task structure and interaction control -- Directness of interaction 

303 00:30 Translation (how to do it) -- Preferences and efficiency (of Translation issues) 

306 00:53 Translation (how to do it) -- Content, meaning (of a cognitive affordance) -- Relevance of content (of cognitive affordance) 

307 01:34 Translation (how to do it) -- Preferences and efficiency (of Translation issues) 

311 01:12 Translation (how to do it) -- Content, meaning (of a cognitive affordance) -- Error avoidance (in content, meaning of a cognitive 
affordance) -- Request user confirmation to avoid potentially costly or destructive errors 

313 00:21 Translation (how to do it) -- Existence (of a way or of a cognitive affordance to show the way) -- Existence of a way -- Existence 
of feature -- functionality and physical affordance 

314 01:50 Translation (how to do it) -- Existence (of a way or of a cognitive affordance to show the way) -- Existence of a cognitive 
affordance -- Existence of default values (to suggest a choice) 

318 00:28 Translation (how to do it) -- Existence (of a way or of a cognitive affordance to show the way) -- Existence of a way -- Existence 
of feature -- functionality and physical affordance 

322 00:19 Translation (how to do it) -- Existence (of a way or of a cognitive affordance to show the way) -- Existence of a way -- Existence 
of feature -- functionality and physical affordance 

323 01:57 Planning (what to do) -- Goal decomposition -- User unable to establish a sequence of tasks to accomplish goals 

324 00:17 Translation (how to do it) -- Existence (of a way or of a cognitive affordance to show the way) -- Preferences and efficiency (for 
existence of cognitive affordances) 

326 00:13 Translation (how to do it) -- Existence (of a way or of a cognitive affordance to show the way) -- Existence of a way -- Existence 
of feature -- functionality and physical affordance 

329 00:12 Translation (how to do it) -- Existence (of a way or of a cognitive affordance to show the way) -- Preferences and efficiency (for 
existence of cognitive affordances) 

330 00:19 Planning (what to do) -- Goal decomposition -- User unable to establish a sequence of tasks to accomplish goals 

331 01:25 Translation (how to do it) -- Existence (of a way or of a cognitive affordance to show the way) -- Existence of a cognitive 
affordance -- Completely missing cognitive affordance 

332 02:12 Translation (how to do it) -- Existence (of a way or of a cognitive affordance to show the way) -- Existence of a cognitive 
affordance -- Existence (or persistence) of indicator of state, mode, parameter, or default setting 

334 01:01 Translation (how to do it) -- Existence (of a way or of a cognitive affordance to show the way) -- Existence of a way -- Existence 
of feature -- functionality and physical affordance 

335 00:33 Translation (how to do it) -- Existence (of a way or of a cognitive affordance to show the way) -- Existence of a way 
336 03:42 Translation (how to do it) -- Existence (of a way or of a cognitive affordance to show the way) -- Existence of a way -- Existence 

of functionality when physical affordance exists 
337 00:45 Planning (what to do) -- Goal decomposition -- User unable to establish a sequence of tasks to accomplish goals 
340 01:46 Translation (how to do it) -- Existence (of a way or of a cognitive affordance to show the way) -- Existence of a cognitive 

affordance -- Existence of a cognitive affordance to help answer questions from the system 
341 02:07 Translation (how to do it) -- Presentation (of a cognitive affordance) -- Consistency and compliance of cognitive affordance 

presentation 
342 00:26 Translation (how to do it) -- Existence (of a way or of a cognitive affordance to show the way) -- Existence of a way -- Existence 

of feature -- functionality and physical affordance 
345 00:52 Translation (how to do it) -- Content, meaning (of a cognitive affordance) -- Clarity, precision, predictability of meaning (of 

cognitive affordance) -- Precise use of words -- Labels for buttons, menus 
346 00:52 Translation (how to do it) -- Presentation (of a cognitive affordance) -- Preferences and efficiency for presentation of cognitive 

affordances -- Style of cognitive affordance presentation 
349 00:53 Translation (how to do it) -- Presentation (of a cognitive affordance) -- Perceptual issues (of cognitive affordance) -- Noticeability 

(of cognitive affordance), likliness to be perceived 
350 05:30 Translation (how to do it) -- Content, meaning (of a cognitive affordance) -- Completeness and sufficiency of meaning (of 

cognitive affordance) -- Complete labels for buttons and menus 
352 06:31 Translation (how to do it) -- Preferences and efficiency (of Translation issues) 
355 02:05 Translation (how to do it) -- Content, meaning (of a cognitive affordance) -- Clarity, precision, predictability of meaning (of 

cognitive affordance) -- Precise use of words -- Labels for buttons, menus 
356 02:05 Translation (how to do it) -- Task structure and interaction control -- Preferences and efficiency (for task structure and interaction 

control) -- Anticipating most likely next task (supporting task thread continuity) 
359 01:28 Translation (how to do it) -- Existence (of a way or of a cognitive affordance to show the way) -- Existence of a way -- Existence 

of feature -- functionality and physical affordance 
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E.7 Experimenter Classifications of UAF Usability Issues 

Calendar and Reminder   
Usability Incident Description Experimenter’s Classification Path Critical Incidents 

Calendar lets you change date by double-
clicking on it 

Translation (how to do it) -- Task structure and interaction control -- 
Directness of interaction 

153 

Calendar function was hard to find because the 
buttons were poorly labeled 

Translation (how to do it) -- Content, meaning (of a cognitive 
affordance) 

158, 164, 165, 
167, 178, 187, 188 

Remind button was clearly labeled Translation (how to do it) -- Content, meaning (of a cognitive 
affordance) -- Clarity, precision, predictability of meaning (of cognitive 
affordance) -- Precise use of words -- Labels for buttons, menus 

355 

Remind feature was easy to find and easy to use Translation (how to do it) 349 

Reminder feature was easy to use Translation (how to do it) 184, 346, 350, 359 

Translation (how to do it) -- Task structure and interaction control -- 
Directness of interaction 

179, 190 

Hard to figure out how to change hours for a 
reminder because they didn't look clickable 

Translation (how to do it) -- Content, meaning (of a cognitive 
affordance) -- Meaning contained in cognitive affordance presentation 
features 

161 

Default of one hour duration for an event was 
convenient 

Translation (how to do it) -- Content, meaning (of a cognitive 
affordance) -- Content, meaning of cognitive affordances for data entry -
- Appropriate default values for data entry 

352 

Being able to set up a repeating calendar event 
was better than having to enter multiple 
individual events 

Translation (how to do it) -- Existence (of a way or of a cognitive 
affordance to show the way) -- Existence of a way -- Existence of 
feature -- functionality and physical affordance 

160, 166 

Being able to do a search to return a list of 
matches was more convenient than doing 
multiple individual finds 

Translation (how to do it) -- Existence (of a way or of a cognitive 
affordance to show the way) -- Existence of a way -- Existence of 
feature -- functionality and physical affordance 

213, 270 

Ability to click on arrows to change hours saved 
time, having to move hand between mouse and 
keyboard 

Translation (how to do it) -- Task structure and interaction control -- 
Preferences and efficiency (for task structure and interaction control) -- 
Alternative way(s) to do task, step 

155 

Program conveniently changed the end hour as 
the start hour was modified, preserving duration

Translation (how to do it) -- Task structure and interaction control -- 
Preferences and efficiency (for task structure and interaction control) -- 
Alternative way(s) to do task, step -- More efficient task structure, way 
to do same task (for most or all users) 

156, 356 

After entering a recurring event, it was difficult 
to tell if the recurrence was set up properly 

Assessment (did it work) -- Issues about information displays (results for 
task) -- Content, meaning (of information displays, results) -- User's 
ability to compare outcome with goals 

154, 157, 169, 
174, 183 

So many calendar options was confusing, and 
the labels didn't explain them 

Setting a reminder was easy because you could 
just click on things to change them 

Translation (how to do it) -- Task structure and interaction control -- 
Preferences and efficiency (for task structure and interaction control) -- 
Accommodating different user classes 

176, 345 

Error message about DateView is not installed 
on the computer was confusing and unhelpful 

Translation (how to do it) -- Content, meaning (of a cognitive 
affordance) -- Error avoidance (in content, meaning of a cognitive 
affordance) -- Make inappropriate options unavailable 

163 

 

Delete   
Usability Incident Description Experimenter’s Classification Path Critical 

Incidents 
Delete asked for confirmation to 
prevent errors 

Translation (how to do it) – Task structure and interaction control – Error 
avoidance/recovery (in task structure) – Additional dialogue to keep task on track – User 
confirmation request to avoid damaging errors 

Delete button was easy to locate 
and more convenient than a menu 

Translation (how to do it) – Presentation (of a cognitive affordance) 36, 100, 105, 
117, 119 

Unsure exactly which record was 
deleted 

Assessment (did it work) – Issues about feedback (about interaction for task) – Existence 
(of feedback or indication of state or mode) – Existence of necessary or desirable 
feedback (except indicators of state, mode)  

101 

103, 115, 120 
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Find and Search   
Usability Incident Description Experimenter’s Classification Path Critical 

Incidents 
When doing a group search creating a 
new group for search results takes too 
many steps 

Translation (how to do it) -- Task structure and interaction control -- Preferences and 
efficiency (for task structure and interaction control) -- Alternative way(s) to do task, 
step -- Alternative just preferred by individual user 

209 

Find button was easy to locate Translation (how to do it) -- Presentation (of a cognitive affordance) 67, 87, 268 
Translation (how to do it) -- Existence (of a way or of a cognitive affordance to show 
the way) -- Existence of a cognitive affordance -- Existence of default values (to 
suggest a choice) 

274 

Translation (how to do it) -- Existence (of a way or of a cognitive affordance to show 
the way) -- Existence of a way -- Existence of feature -- functionality and physical 
affordance 

281, 283, 
285 

Group search button label was 
misleading causing me to ignore it the 
first time 

193 

Being able to search a particular field 
was convenient 

Translation (how to do it) -- Existence (of a way or of a cognitive affordance to show 
the way) -- Existence of a way -- Existence of feature -- functionality and physical 
affordance 

207 

Having to dismiss the search dialog box 
after searching got annoying after a while 

Assessment (did it work) -- Issues about feedback (about interaction for task) -- 
Existence (of feedback or indication of state or mode) -- Feedback, though necessary 
or useful, is unnecessarily preemptive 
Translation (how to do it) -- Task structure and interaction control -- Preferences and 
efficiency (for task structure and interaction control) -- Alternative way(s) to do task, 
step -- Specific short cut wanted 

215 

Find box had no done button like other 
dialog boxes 

Translation (how to do it) -- Task structure and interaction control -- Consistency and 
compliance of task structure 

233 

Summary of what search was about to be 
performed helped avoid errors 

Translation (how to do it) -- Existence (of a way or of a cognitive affordance to show 
the way) -- Existence of a cognitive affordance -- Existence of a cognitive affordance 
to avoid errors 

227 

Having a find feature was more 
convenient than looking through a long, 
disorganized list of names 

Translation (how to do it) -- Task structure and interaction control -- Preferences and 
efficiency (for task structure and interaction control) -- Alternative way(s) to do task, 
step -- More efficient task structure, way to do same task (for most or all users) 

78, 80, 84 

Translation (how to do it) -- Task structure and interaction control -- Preferences and 
efficiency (for task structure and interaction control) -- Alternative way(s) to do task, 
step -- More efficient task structure, way to do same task (for most or all users) 

282 

There was good feedback to let you 
know that the group search had done 
what you wanted 

Assessment (did it work) -- Issues about feedback (about interaction for task) -- 
Existence (of feedback or indication of state or mode) -- Existence of necessary or 
desirable feedback (except indicators of state, mode)  -- Positive feedback or 
confirmation of success missing 

229 

88, 252 

After doing a group search it 
automatically switched to the group with 
the results, saving me the trouble 

Translation (how to do it) -- Task structure and interaction control -- Preferences and 
efficiency (for task structure and interaction control) -- Anticipating most likely next 
task (supporting task thread continuity) 

91, 275 

Translation (how to do it) -- Task structure and interaction control -- Preferences and 
efficiency (for task structure and interaction control) -- Accommodating different user 
classes 

Find feature did not work as expected Translation (how to do it) -- Existence (of a way or of a cognitive affordance to show 
the way) -- Existence of a cognitive affordance 

83 

Group search conveniently let you create 
a new group right there to store the 
results 

Translation (how to do it) -- Task structure and interaction control -- Preferences and 
efficiency (for task structure and interaction control) -- Anticipating most likely next 
task (supporting task thread continuity) 

198, 277 

Didn't notice that Group Search was 
going to put the results into the current 
group 

Translation (how to do it) -- Presentation (of a cognitive affordance) -- Perceptual 
issues (of cognitive affordance) -- Noticeability (of cognitive affordance), likliness to 
be perceived 

280 

Assessment (did it work) -- Issues about information displays (results for task) -- 
Presentation  (of information displays, results) -- Layout, grouping by function, clutter 
in display 

216, 223, 
273 

Group search conveniently pre-filled the 
search box the text that was in the find 
box 

Translation (how to do it) -- Content, meaning (of a cognitive affordance) -- Clarity, 
precision, predictability of meaning (of cognitive affordance) -- Precise use of words -- 
Labels for buttons, menus 

286 

Assessment (did it work) -- Issues about information displays (results for task) -- 
Presentation  (of information displays, results) -- Layout, grouping by function, clutter 
in display 

73 

Searching for Washington, DC was 
difficult because spacing and punctuation 
was inconsistent; the search needs to be 
more flexible 

Group search should have a new group 
option in the group-selection pull-down, 
rather than a separate button 

Having to keep repeating find command 
to locate more matches was annoying 

It was easy to look through group search 
results because the results were placed 
together in a temporary folder 

So many search options was confusing - 
make them available via an advanced 
search instead 

Being able to put search results in a 
separate group made it easier to look 
through them 
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Groups   
Usability Incident Description Experimenter’s Classification Path Critical 

Incidents 
Translation (how to do it) -- Existence (of a way or of a cognitive affordance to show the 
way) -- Existence of a cognitive affordance 

300 

After creating a new group in the group 
search dialog, it automatically set it to 
be the group for search results 

Translation (how to do it) -- Existence (of a way or of a cognitive affordance to show the 
way) -- Existence of a cognitive affordance -- Existence of default values (to suggest a 
choice) 

228 

Wouldn't let you create a group with a 
duplicate name, but never said that a 
group of that name already existed 

218 

Thought insert would create a new 
group, but it only creates new records 

Translation (how to do it) -- Content, meaning (of a cognitive affordance) 214 

Adding someone to a new group was 
easy - just click next to the group name, 
without having to go through an extra 
dialog 

Translation (how to do it) -- Task structure and interaction control -- Directness of 
interaction 

Adding a new group was easy and 
straight forward 

Translation (how to do it) -- Presentation (of a cognitive affordance) 217 

Could not find a way to create a new 
group 

Translation (how to do it) -- Existence (of a way or of a cognitive affordance to show the 
way) -- Existence of a cognitive affordance -- Completely missing cognitive affordance 

295 

Wanted a convenient button to create a 
new group, rather than a menu option 

Translation (how to do it) -- Task structure and interaction control -- Preferences and 
efficiency (for task structure and interaction control) -- Alternative way(s) to do task, step 

197 

Program gave warning before removing 
a record from a group 

Translation (how to do it) -- Task structure and interaction control -- Error 
avoidance/recovery (in task structure) -- Additional dialogue to keep task on track -- User 
confirmation request to avoid damaging errors 

254 

Translation (how to do it) -- Existence (of a way or of a cognitive affordance to show the 
way) -- Existence of a way -- Existence of feature -- functionality and physical affordance 

111 

Being able to select a group from a 
pull-down menu to show its members 
was convenient 

Translation (how to do it) -- Task structure and interaction control -- Preferences and 
efficiency (for task structure and interaction control) -- Alternative way(s) to do task, step 
-- More efficient task structure, way to do same task (for most or all users) 

114, 116 

Had a hard time finding the function to 
create a new group while doing a group 
search 

199 

Making a new group was easy Translation (how to do it) 194 
New group dialog automatically put 
cursor into text entry box 

Translation (how to do it) -- Task structure and interaction control -- Preferences and 
efficiency (for task structure and interaction control) -- Use of defaults for efficiency -- 
Appropriate default cursor position 

Couldn't figure out how to move 
records among groups 

Translation (how to do it) -- Existence (of a way or of a cognitive affordance to show the 
way) -- Existence of a cognitive affordance -- Completely missing cognitive affordance 

230 

Mistook method for adding/deleting a 
record from a group as a way to list the 
members of the group 

Translation (how to do it) -- Content, meaning (of a cognitive affordance) 113 

Finding the function to create a new 
group was difficult 

Translation (how to do it) -- Content, meaning (of a cognitive affordance) 224 

 

Couldn't figure out how to assign a new 
group to a list of names 

Translation (how to do it) -- Content, meaning (of a cognitive affordance) -- 
Completeness and sufficiency of meaning (of cognitive affordance) -- Complete 
information for error recovery 

200 

Being able to see a list of records in a 
group was convenient 

Translation (how to do it) 

208 
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Display of Names, 
Addresses 

 

Usability Incident Description Experimenter’s Classification Path Critical 
Incidents 

Scrolling with keys was better than with the 
mouse, which resulted in the names moving 
by either too fast or too slow 

Assessment (did it work) -- Issues about information displays (results for task) -- 
Presentation  (of information displays, results) -- Timing (in information display 
presentation) 

130 

Wanted a better way to find an individual 
entry than looking through a long, 
disorganized list of names 

Translation (how to do it) -- Task structure and interaction control -- Preferences and 
efficiency (for task structure and interaction control) -- Alternative way(s) to do task, 
step -- More efficient task structure, way to do same task (for most or all users) 

75, 76, 82

Enjoyed being able to type directly into the 
address box, rather than going through an 
edit button and pop-up window 

Translation (how to do it) -- Task structure and interaction control -- Directness of 
interaction 

69 

Physical Actions (doing it) -- Manipulating objects -- Interaction techniques, 
interaction styles -- Objects not manipulable in desirable way 

17, 25 

Free form data entry boxes made it hard to 
determine where to type the name and 
phone number 

Translation (how to do it) -- Existence (of a way or of a cognitive affordance to show 
the way) -- Existence of a cognitive affordance -- Existence of field data format 
information to guide data entry 

9, 28, 34, 
35 

Free form data made sorting almost useless 
- need a better sort feature that works with 
the actual data 

86, 143 

Being able to paste information directly into 
the program was convenient 

Translation (how to do it) -- Task structure and interaction control -- Preferences and 
efficiency (for task structure and interaction control) -- Alternative way(s) to do task, 
step -- More efficient task structure, way to do same task (for most or all users) 

302, 306 

 

Sort  
Usability Incident Description Experimenter’s Classification Path Critical 

Incidents 
Program prompted for save before sorting, backing 
the file up in case something went wrong 

Translation (how to do it) – Task structure and interaction control – Error 
avoidance/recovery (in task structure) 

Sort was easy to use because it had good default 
values 

Translation (how to do it) – Existence (of a way or of a cognitive affordance 
to show the way) – Existence of a cognitive affordance – Existence of default 
values (to suggest a choice) 

125 

Sort was easy to use Translation (how to do it) – Presentation (of a cognitive affordance) 

 

Being able to switch fields with tab rather 
than clicking saved having to move hands 
between keyboard and mouse 

Translation (how to do it) -- Existence (of a way or of a cognitive affordance to show 
the way) -- Existence of a way -- Existence of feature -- functionality and physical 
affordance 

 

128 

152 

Couldn’t figure out how to assign a new group to 
results of a search 

Translation (how to do it) – Existence (of a way or of a cognitive affordance 
to show the way) – Existence of a cognitive affordance – Completely missing 
cognitive affordance 

212 

Accidentally hit done instead of sort to cause it to 
sort 

Translation (how to do it) – Content, meaning (of a cognitive affordance) 140 

Sort exclusion list was confusing to use – users 
tried to pick a subset, when it was actually showing 
them all words already excluded 

Translation (how to do it) – Content, meaning (of a cognitive affordance) 131, 135, 
139, 148 

Wanted to be able to sort by first or last name, not 
first or last word 

Translation (how to do it) – Existence (of a way or of a cognitive affordance 
to show the way) – Existence of a way – Existence of feature – functionality 
and physical affordance 

151 

Sort button was easy to find Translation (how to do it) – Presentation (of a cognitive affordance) 123, 138 

Sort button was clearly labeled Translation (how to do it) – Content, meaning (of a cognitive affordance) 122 

Sorting was good because it allowed sorting by 
first or last name 

Translation (how to do it) – Existence (of a way or of a cognitive affordance 
to show the way) – Existence of a way – Existence of feature – functionality 
and physical affordance 

126, 142 
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New Records   
Usability Incident Description Experimenter’s Classification Path Critical 

Incidents 
Accidentally chose command to create a new file when 
trying to create a new record 

Translation (how to do it) -- Content, meaning (of a cognitive 
affordance) 

7, 18 

Wasn't sure if new record was created correctly - wanted 
feedback or an explicit do it button 

Assessment (did it work) -- Issues about feedback (about interaction 
for task) -- Existence (of feedback or indication of state or mode) -- 
Existence of necessary or desirable feedback (except indicators of 
state, mode)  -- Positive feedback or confirmation of success missing 

21, 38, 89

Insert button was clearly, meaningfully labeled Translation (how to do it) 8, 22 

Had a hard time figuring out how to insert a new record Translation (how to do it) 4 

Inserting a new record was easy to do Translation (how to do it) 23 

Insert button was easy to find and more convenient than 
searching for a menu 

Translation (how to do it) -- Presentation (of a cognitive affordance) 10 

After information was entered into a new record it was hard 
to tell if you were done and it was successfully created, 
sometimes resulting in hitting Insert a second time and 
creating a second blank record 

Assessment (did it work) -- Issues about feedback (about interaction 
for task) -- Existence (of feedback or indication of state or mode) -- 
Existence of necessary or desirable feedback (except indicators of 
state, mode)  -- Positive feedback or confirmation of success missing 

3, 29, 33 

Didn't realize that insert would create the record right there 
- had to delete it and then go back and pick exactly where 
to put the item 

Translation (how to do it) -- Content, meaning (of a cognitive 
affordance) -- Getting started in a task 

27 

 

Import and Export   

Usability Incident Description Experimenter’s Classification Path 
Critical 
Incident
s 

Wanted to be able to import records 
directly into a specific group, rather than 
import into temporary and then move 

Translation (how to do it) -- Task structure and interaction control -- Preferences and 
efficiency (for task structure and interaction control) -- Alternative way(s) to do task, step 
-- More efficient task structure, way to do same task (for most or all users) 

292 

Wanted to be able to import a particular 
group from another address book 

Translation (how to do it) -- Task structure and interaction control -- Preferences and 
efficiency (for task structure and interaction control) -- Alternative way(s) to do task, step 

244 

Import function should warn you what 
group it's importing into so you don't 
accidentally import into the wrong group

Translation (how to do it) -- Task structure and interaction control -- Error 
avoidance/recovery (in task structure) -- Additional dialogue to keep task on track -- User 
confirmation request to avoid damaging errors 

290, 297 

Import was easy to use because tab-
delimited was the default file type 

Translation (how to do it) -- Existence (of a way or of a cognitive affordance to show the 
way) -- Existence of a cognitive affordance -- Existence of default values (to suggest a 
choice) 

303, 
307, 
313, 314 

Software said the records were imported, 
but unable to verify because it was hard 
to tell what had changed or find imported 
records 

Assessment (did it work) -- Issues about feedback (about interaction for task) -- Content, 
meaning (of feedback) -- Understandability, effectiveness (of feedback content) 

294, 296 

Couldn't figure out how to make a new 
address book with only part of the 
current address book 

Translation (how to do it) -- Existence (of a way or of a cognitive affordance to show the 
way) -- Existence of a cognitive affordance 

247 

Exporting was simpler because 
unnecessary options that looked 
confusing were grayed out 

Translation (how to do it) -- Existence (of a way or of a cognitive affordance to show the 
way) -- Existence of a cognitive affordance -- Existence of a cognitive affordance to 
avoid errors 

259 

Exporting records was easy, 
straightforward, and efficient 

Translation (how to do it) 240 

Default options for export were wrong - 
had to go back and do it again 

Translation (how to do it) -- Task structure and interaction control -- Preferences and 
efficiency (for task structure and interaction control) -- Use of defaults for efficiency 

260 

Could not figure out how to save just part 
of a file 

Translation (how to do it) -- Existence (of a way or of a cognitive affordance to show the 
way) -- Existence of a cognitive affordance -- Completely missing cognitive affordance 

253 

On import page, text box to indicate lines 
to import overlaps word lines 

Translation (how to do it) -- Presentation (of a cognitive affordance) -- Layout, grouping 
by function 

291 
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Open File   
Usability Incident Description Experimenter’s Classification Path Critical 

Incidents 
Open command prompted to save the current file 
before closing it 

Translation (how to do it) – Task structure and interaction control – Error 
avoidance/recovery (in task structure) – Additional dialogue to keep task on 
track – User confirmation request to avoid damaging errors 

311 

Open command asked if it should save, and then 
gave no confirmation, so it looked like the next 
dialog was picking a name to save as, rather than 
picking the file to open 

Translation (how to do it) – Task structure and interaction control – Error 
avoidance/recovery (in task structure) – Additional dialogue to keep task on 
track 

341 

Didn’t know if it was possible to have two files 
open at once 

Planning (what to do) – User’s model of system – User awareness of overall 
application concept, system features and capabilities 

241 

Being able to set the default file right on the open 
page was convenient 

Translation (how to do it) – Task structure and interaction control – Preferences 
and efficiency (for task structure and interaction control) – Anticipating most 
likely next task (supporting task thread continuity) 

342 

 

Save   
Usability Incident Description Experimenter’s Classification Path Critical 

Incidents 
Save warned me that a file of that name already 
existed 

Translation (how to do it) -- Task structure and interaction control -- Error 
avoidance/recovery (in task structure) -- Additional dialogue to keep task on 
track -- User confirmation request to avoid damaging errors 

60 

The process of saving a file was very easy, 
straightforward 

Translation (how to do it) -- Task structure and interaction control 41, 49, 65

Save as conveniently provided a useful filename 
so I didn't have to type it 

Translation (how to do it) -- Existence (of a way or of a cognitive affordance to 
show the way) -- Existence of a cognitive affordance -- Existence of default 
values (to suggest a choice) 

52 

Save was easy to use because it worked just like 
other programs 

Translation (how to do it) -- Task structure and interaction control -- Consistency 
and compliance of task structure 

50, 56, 
61, 62 

Save function didn't tell what kind of file it had 
saved, so it was hard to tell whether it did what 
was wanted 

Assessment (did it work) -- Issues about feedback (about interaction for task) -- 
Existence (of feedback or indication of state or mode) -- Existence of necessary 
or desirable feedback (except indicators of state, mode)  

248, 258 

Save was hard to find because it wasn't under 
the File menu like other programs 

Translation (how to do it) -- Presentation (of a cognitive affordance) -- 
Consistency and compliance of cognitive affordance presentation 

39, 43, 
53, 55, 59

Could not figure out how to save a file as a 
different type 

Translation (how to do it) -- Existence (of a way or of a cognitive affordance to 
show the way) -- Existence of a cognitive affordance -- Completely missing 
cognitive affordance 

237, 251 

 

Help and Other   
Usability Incident Description Experimenter’s Classification Path Critical 

Incidents 
Wanted help using the sort feature, but the software does 
not have any help 

Translation (how to do it) – Existence (of a way or of a 
cognitive affordance to show the way) – Existence of a way – 
Existence of feature – functionality and physical affordance 

147 

Balloon help was useless Translation (how to do it) – Existence (of a way or of a 
cognitive affordance to show the way) – Existence of a way – 
Existence of feature – functionality and physical affordance 

336, 340 

Dialog box was not movable and obscured information on 
the screen needed to fill it out 

Translation (how to do it) – Presentation (of a cognitive 
affordance) – Layout, grouping by function 

242 

Could not figure out how to set the default address book Translation (how to do it) – Existence (of a way or of a 
cognitive affordance to show the way) – Existence of a 
cognitive affordance – Completely missing cognitive affordance 

322, 326, 331, 
334, 335, 337 

Setting the default address book should have been under 
preferences 

Translation (how to do it) – Task structure and interaction 
control – Consistency and compliance of task structure 

318, 323, 324, 
329, 330, 332 
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The opening screen of the UAF classification tool. 
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The “Physical Actions” page, showing the tree expanded several levels, the category description 
on the right, subcategories, and cross-references. 
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The main translation page with the search page opened. 
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The results of searching for “affordance” and clicking on the first entry in the search results 
listing. 
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Clicking on “What is the User Action Framework (UAF)?” in the bottom-left pane brings up the 
UAF Overview in the right pane. 
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Planning (what to do)   
 User's model of system   
  Matching user's conception of system   
  User awareness of overall application concept, system features and capabilities   
  User beliefs and expectations about system   
  User-centeredness of overall system model   
  Overall understanding of interaction paradigm or interaction style   
 Goal decomposition   
  User unable to establish a sequence of tasks to accomplish goals   
  Matching user's conception of high-level task organization   
  User's ability to determine what to do first   
  User's ability to determine what to do next   
  Supporting human memory limits   
 Supporting planning for error avoidance   
  Avoid potential post-completion errors   
 User's knowledge of system state, modalities, and especially active modes   
 User and work context   
 User's ability to keep track of how much is done   
Translation (how to do it)   
 Existence (of a way or of a cognitive affordance to show the way)   
  Existence of a way   
   Existence of feature -- functionality and physical affordance   
   Existence of functionality when physical affordance exists   
   Existence of physical affordance when functionality exists   
  Existence of a cognitive affordance   
   Completely missing cognitive affordance   
   Cognitive affordance exists but shouldn't   
   Existence (or persistence) of indicator of state, mode, parameter, or default setting 
  
   Idiom requires rote learning   
   Existence of a cognitive affordance to avoid errors   
   Existence of default values (to suggest a choice)   
    Persistence of default settings   
   Existence of field data format information to guide data entry   
   Existence of human memory aids   
   Existence of a cognitive affordance to support error recovery   
   Existence of a graphical cue   
   Existence of a cognitive affordance for a step the user might forget   
   Existence of a cognitive affordance to show HOW to manipulate an object   
   Existence of a cognitive affordance as a warning about an action that could lead to 
      damage   
   Existence of a cognitive affordance to show how to set preferences   
   Existence of a cognitive affordance to help answer questions from the system   
  Preferences and efficiency (for existence of cognitive affordances)   
 Presentation (of a cognitive affordance)   
  Perceptual issues (of cognitive affordance)   
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   Noticeability (of cognitive affordance), likliness to be perceived   
    Color, contrast   
    Timing   
    Layout complexity   
    Location of cognitive affordance, object with respect ot user focus of attention 
  
    Focused vs. divided user attention   
    User focus of attention   
   Visibility (of cognitive affordance)   
   Findability   
   Discernability, recognizability, identifiability, intelligibility, distinguishability (of 
      cognitive 
    Legibility of text (of cognitive affordance)   
    Detectability, distinguishability of sound, force   
   Bandwidth issues   
   Perceptual disabilities and special limitations   
   Presentation medium choice (e.g., text vs. voice)   
   Visual quality of graphics   
   Auditory quality of audio   
   Quality of haptic, tactile, force interaction   
  Layout, grouping by function   
   Grouping related functions, objects, and controls together by task   
   Complexity, organization of layout   
  Consistency and compliance of cognitive affordance presentation   
  Preferences and efficiency for presentation of cognitive affordances   
   User ability to set preferences, parameters   
   Accommodating different user classes   
   Style of cognitive affordance presentation   
  Distracting presentation technique   
 Content, meaning (of a cognitive affordance)   
  Clarity, precision, predictability of meaning (of cognitive affordance)   
   Precise use of words   
    Labels for naming a form field   
    Labels for buttons, menus   
   Concise expression   
   Clearly labeled exits   
  Completeness and sufficiency of meaning (of cognitive affordance)   
   Complete labels for buttons and menus   
   Complete information for error recovery   
   Complete alternatives in confirmation requests   
  Distinguishability (of cognitive affordances)   
  Relevance of content (of cognitive affordance)   
  Convincingness of content, meaning (of cognitive affordance)   
  User-centeredness of wording, design of cognitive affordance content   
  Consistency and compliance of cognitive affordance meaning   
  Error avoidance (in content, meaning of a cognitive affordance)   
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   Correctness of content (of cognitive affordance)   
   Make inappropriate options unavailable   
   Anticipate and head-off potential user errors   
   Request user confirmation to avoid potentially costly or destructive errors   
   Distinguish modes   
  Layout and grouping (of cognitive affordances)   
   Complexity of layout   
  Cognitive directness   
   Direct presentation of cognitive affordance, rather than an encoding   
   Cognitive aspects of manipulable objects, interaction techniques   
    Consistency of manipulation helps user learning   
    Cognitive issues of direct manipulation   
     Direct manipulation paradigm not understood   
    Cognitive issues of Web, hypermedia interaction   
     Web or hypermedia paradigm not understood   
    Cognitive affordance content to help know how to manipulate an object, 
          use an interaction technique   
  Mnemonically meaningful cognitive affordances to support human memory limits   
  Content, meaning of cognitive affordances for data entry   
   Appropriate default values for data entry   
   Indicate data type and format expected   
    Field size as indication of allowable data value length   
     Monospace type font (fixed width characters)   
  Meaning contained in cognitive affordance presentation features   
  Preferences and efficiency for content (meaning) of cognitive affordances   
   User ability to set preferences, parameters   
   Accommodating different user classes   
   Style of cognitive affordance content   
    Aesthetics, taste   
    Wording, word choice, vocabulary   
    Anthropomorphism, poor attempts at humor   
    User-centeredness in wording, design   
    Apparent loss of user control due to wording   
    Writing style, reading level (of prompt content)   
  Getting started in a task   
 Task structure and interaction control   
  Real loss of user control due to arbitrary system action   
  Error avoidance/recovery (in task structure)   
   Structure task so user knows when it is done and correct   
   Additional dialogue to keep task on track   
    User confirmation request to avoid damaging errors   
   Make explicit steps a user might forget   
    Add explicit prompts to help avoid "post-completion" errors   
  Supporting human memory limitations   
  Consistency and compliance of task structure   
  Directness of interaction   
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  Preferences and efficiency (for task structure and interaction control)   
   Alternative way(s) to do task, step   
    Alternative just preferred by individual user   
    Specific short cut wanted   
    More efficient task structure, way to do same task (for most or all users)   
   Anticipating most likely next task (supporting task thread continuity)   
   Use of defaults for efficiency   
    Appropriate default cursor position   
   Preserve all user's work/effort   
   Ability to set preferences, parameters, and defaults   
    User control over level/amount of interaction   
   Accommodating different user classes   
 Preferences and efficiency (of Translation issues)   
Physical Actions (doing it)   
 Perception of manipulable and manipulated objects   
  Perceiving objects to manipulate (static, before manipulation)   
   Noticeability (of object to manipulate), likliness to be seen   
    Contrast   
    Location   
    Object competes for user''s attentional resources   
    Complexity, organization of layout   
    Timing of object presentation   
    Object of action is occluded   
   Discernability of object   
   Visibility (of object to manipulate)   
   Preferences and efficiency for perception of objects to manipulate   
    Accommodating different user classes   
     Accommodating different levels of user experience   
     Accommodating users with perceptual limitations and disabilities   
  Perceiving objects DURING manipulation (dynamic)   
    User ability to perceive feedback DURING manipulation   
 Manipulating objects   
  Physical control   
   Difficulty manipulating an object (e.g., clicking, grabbing, selecting, dragging)   
   Object not manipulable, or not in the desired way   
   Issues about kinesthetics of a device   
    Issues about manipulating a direct manipulation design   
   Physical fatigue, stress, strain   
   Gross motor coordination   
   Fine motor coordination   
  Physical layout   
   Proximity and size of objects as a factor in moving between (Fitts' law issues)   
   Proximity (closeness) of object as a factor in ability to manipulate reliably   
   Proximity of objects as a factor in grouping (or perception of grouping), 
            interference by unrelated   
   Display interia and consistency of object location   
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   Shape of object(s)   
   Inconsistent location of objects   
  Physical object design   
  Interaction devices, I/O devices   
  Inconsistency in the way objects or devices are manipulated   
  Interaction techniques, interaction styles   
   Object not manipulable   
   Objects not manipulable in desirable way   
   Physical direct manipulation issues   
    Using direct manipulation when appropriate   
  Preferences and efficiency (for manipulating objects)   
   Efficiency of (single) physical actions (for MOST OR ALL users or user classes)  
   Awkwardness in physical actions for MOST OR ALL users or user classes   
   Accommodating different user classes and physical disabilities   
    Making physical actions efficient for expert users   
    Awkwardness in physical actions for SOME users or user classes   
Assessment (did it work)   
 Issues about feedback (about interaction for task)   
  Existence (of feedback or indication of state or mode)   
   Existence of necessary or desirable feedback (except indicators of state, mode)   
    Error message needed but missing   
    Progress report indicator necesary but missing   
    Positive feedback or confirmation of success missing   
    Messge or dialogue needed to keep task on track   
    User confirmation request necessary or desirable but missing   
   Existence of indication of current state, mode, parameter, or default settings  
   Feedback not necessary/desirable, but presented   
   Feedback, though necessary or useful, is unnecessarily preemptive   
  Presentation (of feedback)   
   Perceptual issues (about feedback presentation)   
    Noticeability (of feedback), likelihood to be perceived   
     Color, contrast   
     Feedback outside user focus of attention   
     Feedback object competes for user attention   
     Timing   
     Complexity, organization of layout   
    Discernability, recognizability, identifiability, intelligibility, distinguishability  
       of inputs to s   
     Legibility of text (of feedback)   
      Font size   
      Font type   
      Font color   
      Font contrast   
     Detectability, distinguishability of sound, force   
    Timing of feedback presentation (except about noticeability)   
     Poor system response time   
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    Output device, presentation medium, or output part of interaction technique  
        inappropriate  
    Visual quality of feedback graphics   
     Refresh rate   
     Realism   
     Texturing   
     Rendering   
     Lighting   
     Shading   
    Audio (as feedback)   
    Bandwidth issues   
   Layout, grouping by function (in feedback presentation)   
    Complexity, organization of layout (of feedback presentation)   
   Granularity of feedback presentation to match user task   
   Consistency and compliance of feedback presentation   
   Preferences and efficiency (about feedback presentation)   
    User ability to set preferences, parameters (for feedback presentation)   
    Object placement   
    Style of presentation (of feedback)   
     Attention attraction (and task distracting and irritating) features   
      Aesthetics and taste   
    Accommodating different user classes   
     Accommodating perceptual disabilities and special limitations   
   Distracting presentation technique   
  Content, meaning (of feedback)   
   Understandability, effectiveness (of feedback content)   
    Clarity of meaning (of feedback content)   
     Precise use of words   
     Concise expression   
    Correctness (of feedback content)   
    Completeness, adequacy, and sufficiency (of feedback content)   
    Convincingness (of feedback content)   
    User-centeredness   
    Meaning contained in feedback presentation features   
   Relevance (of feedback content)   
   Layout and grouping   
   Level, volume, amount, verbosity of feedback for MOST OR ALL users   
   Consistency and compliance (of feedback content)   
    Arrival point consistent with departure point   
   Preferences and efficiency (about feedback content)   
    User ability to set preferences, parameters   
     Accommodating different user classes   
    Level, volume, amount, verbosity of feedback for SOME users or user classes  
    Style of feedback content   
     Wording, vocabulary   
     Writing style, reading level (of feedback content)   
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  Preferences and efficiency (about feedback)   
 Issues about information displays (results for task)   
  Existence (of information displays, results)   
  Presentation (of information displays, results)   
   Perceptual issues (about information display presentation)   
    Visual quality of display graphics   
    Formatting of data and text   
   Style, design of information display presentation   
   Timing (in information display presentation)   
    Immediate display of results of action to support WYSIWYG   
   Layout, grouping by function, clutter in display   
    Grouping related information   
    Separating display item with lines, white space   
    Minimize local and overall density   
   Controlling complexity, logical organization for abstraction   
   Distracting presentation technique   
  Content, meaning (of information displays, results)   
   User's ability to compare outcome with goals   
  Preferences and efficiency (about information displays, results)   
Independent (of place in Interaction Cycle)   
 Overall Look and Feel   
 Portability   
 Overall style   
 Overall interaction complexity   
 Overall use of direct manipulation   
 Overall preferences and efficiency issues   
  Overall issues about accommodating different user classes   
 Overall use of modes and modalities   
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Introduction 
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Contemporaneous Task Presentation 
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Retrospective Task Presentation 
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Original Task Description (McCreary, 1996) Revised Task Description 
Task 1. The file that you see is your family 
rolodex. Put your name and work phone 
number in the rolodex so other family 
members can contact you in an emergency. 

Task A: Put your name and work phone 
number in the address book so other family 
members can contact you in an emergency. 
Your name is "Randy Smith" and your work 
phone number is "555-1234". 

Task 2. Save a copy of your family rolodex for 
personal use. Call the copy “MY ROLODEX”. 
You will work with “MY ROLODEX” for the 
remainder of the session. 

Task B: All of your addresses are stored in a 
single file. Save a copy of your address book 
for personal use. Call the copy "Personal 
Address Book". 

Task 3. Ken Landry is already entered in your 
rolodex. He just called you with his new home 
phone number, add it to his entry. Ken’s home 
phone number is 500-1234. 

Task C: Ken Landry is already entered in 
your address book. He just called you with 
his new home phone number, add it to his 
entry. Ken's home phone number is 500-
1234. 

Task 4. You decide you don’t want all of 
Mary’s friends in your rolodex. Make a list of 
Mary’s friends. Delete Sally’s and Brian’s 
information. 

Task D: You decide you don't want all of 
Mary's friends in your address book. Make a 
list of Mary's friends. Delete Sallie's and 
Brian's information. 

Task 5. Order the entries in your rolodex 
alphabetically so that people with the same last 
name appear together, with family members 
alphabetically by first name. 

Task E: Order the entries in your address 
book alphabetically so that people with the 
same last name appear together, with 
members of the same family alphabetically 
by first name. 

Task 6. Congratulations, you just bound a new 
ballroom dance class. It meets every 
Wednesday 8:00-10:00 PM for the next 3 
months. Add the class to your calendar. 

Task F: Congratulations, you just found a 
new ballroom dance class. It meets every 
Wednesday 8:00-10:00 PM for the next 3 
months. Add the class to your calendar. 

Task 7. You notice that all your relatives have 
“RELATIVE” in the notes field. You decide to 
make “family” a new group, and make all your 
relatives a member of the group. 

Task G: You notice that all your relatives 
have "RELATIVE" in the notes field. You 
decide to make "family" a new group, and 
make all your relatives a member of the 
group. 

Task 8. You decide to print out a fax cover 
sheet for David A. Groom. Be sure to include 
your return address on the cover sheet. 

(not used) 
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Original Task Description (McCreary, 1996) Revised Task Description 
Task 9. Uncle Harry (a new user of this rolodex 
program) would like you to send him a file 
containing the names and addresses of all the 
relatives your family sends Christmas cards to. 
Create a new rolodex file by the name of 
“Relatives” to send to Uncle Harry. 

Task H: Uncle Harry (a new user of this 
program) would like you to send him a file 
containing the names and addresses of all the 
relatives your family sends Christmas cards to. 
Create a new address book file by the name of 
"Relatives" to send to Uncle Harry. Make it 
type "[application name] 2.X.X". 

Task 10. You want to send a letter to your 
business associate, Ms. Deborah Mayhew. Use 
the rolodex program to print her address and 
your return address on an envelope. (Envelopes 
are to the left of the monitor.) 

(not used) 

Task 11. You have to go to Washington, D.C. 
for the weekend. You don’t want to stay in a 
hotel. You want to stay with someone you know. 
How many people do you know in Washington? 

Task J: You have to go to Washington, D.C. 
for the weekend. You don't want to stay in a 
hotel. You want to stay with someone you 
know. How many people do you know in 
Washington? 

Task 12. After thinking more about the 
weekend, you decide you want to stay with 
family. Find a relative in Washington. 

(not used) 

Task 13. You’re in charge of organizing soccer 
this year. Last year’s organizer gave you a tab-
delimited text file (“Soccer People”) containing 
the names and addresses of all the relevant 
people. Add these people to your rolodex – put 
them in the Soccer group for easy reference. 

Task L: You're in charge of organizing soccer 
this year. Last year's organizer gave you a tab-
delimited text file ("Soccer_People.txt") 
containing the names and addresses of all the 
relevant people. Add these people to your 
address book - put them in the "Soccer" group 
for easy reference. 

Task 14. Play around with the system, exploring 
anything you like, for as long as you like. 

(not used) 

Task 15. Make your personal rolodex (“MY 
ROLODEX”) the file displayed when the 
program first starts up. 

Task M: Make your "business address book" 
file on the computer's desktop the address book 
displayed when the program first starts up. 

Task 16. That’s enough work for today. 
Shutdown the rolodex program. 

(not used) 

Task 17. Wait, you just remembered you forgot 
to create a reminder for Calvin’s next visit to the 
vet. Re-open your rolodex (“MY ROLODEX”). 
Calvin’s next vet appointment is May 20 at 
10:00 A.M. Add a reminder. Allow an hour for 
the visit. 

Task O: Your dog Calvin's next vet 
appointment is August 20 at 10:00 A.M. Add a 
reminder. Allow an hour for the visit. 
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VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE UNIVERSITY 

IRB Protocol for: 
“An Exploration of End-User Critical Incident Classification” towards the M.S. requirement in 
Industrial and Systems Engineering, Human Factors option area. 

Justification of Project 
The proposed research will evaluate the feasibility and effectiveness of having end-users use the 
User Action Framework to classify critical incidents they encounter during a usability session to 
evaluate a software package.  The UAF is a hierarchical classification scheme for usability issues 
organized around the user’s stage of action: planning and setting high-level goals, translating the 
goals into action, physically performing the actions, the computer carrying out the action, and the 
user assessing outcomes and feedback.  The top level of the hierarchy has five categories, one for 
each of these stages, and then each category is further broken down into sub-categories. The 
UAF was developed for usability practitioners to aid with the description, analysis, storage, and 
sharing of usability issues.  This study hopes to show that the UAF can be used by end-users 
without usability training to aid in the description and analysis of self-reported critical incidents. 
Critical incidents are events encountered in the performance of a task that have a significant 
effect on the outcome of the task, either positive or negative, and are useful focus points for 
usability research.  Previous work has shown that end-users can be trained to identify and report 
critical incidents as a means of collecting usability information. 
The research will also compare two methods of collecting critical incidents:  contemporaneously 
(as they happen or soon after) and retrospectively (during review of the videotaped usability 
session), with the hope of showing that the two methods are similarly effective, or that the 
retrospective methods is more effective.  Future research will compare critical incident 
classifications and descriptions generated retrospectively by having end-users and expert 
usability practitioners review the same taped usability sessions. 

Procedures 
Participants 
30 participants (15 male, 15 female) will be recruited on the Virginia Tech campus for this study.  
Participants will be pre-screened out of the experiment if they have previous UAF experience or 
extensive previous experience running usability studies.  Participants will be paid for 
participating ($8/hour). 
Location and Equipment 
The study will be held in the Usability Methods and Tools lab in McBryde 102.  Participants will 
be asked to use both a Macintosh and a Windows computer.  Participant sessions will be audio 
and videotaped using a combination of a video camera in the same room as the participant and 
video capture of the participant’s computer screens. 
Experimental Design 
A 2x2 mixed factor design will be used, with report timing (contemporaneous, retrospective) as a 
within-subject factor and UAF exposure (none, UAF classification) as a between-subject factor.  
Report timing treatment order will be counter-balanced, with half the participants reporting 
contemporaneously first, and half reporting retrospectively first. Participants will be randomly 
assigned to a treatment group (UAF exposure, report timing treatment order) ensuring equal 
numbers of men and women in each treatment condition. 
Upon arrival participants will be asked to read and sign an informed consent form, and will fill 
out a pre-test questionnaire to collect standard demographic information and assess computer, 
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UAF and usability experience.  Participants will then guide themselves through computer-based 
critical incident and UAF overview, as appropriate for their treatment condition. 
After a break, participants will perform two task sections, contemporaneous and retrospective, 
with a second break in between.  During each section participants will perform a series of tasks 
on the computer.  During the contemporaneous section participants will identify and report 
critical incidents as they happen.  During the retrospective section participants will complete the 
tasks without interruption, and then review their own session videotape, pausing to report critical 
incidents as they are identified.  Critical incident reports will include descriptions and causes of 
the incident, as well as UAF classification for that treatment group. 
After each section participants will fill out a post-section questionnaire about their opinion of the 
software, the techniques used, their motivation to report incidents, and their confidence in their 
ability to report (and classify) critical incidents. At the end of the session the participants will fill 
out a post-test questionnaire, and the experimenter will ask some open-ended interview questions 
about the tasks performed and reporting methods used. 
The pre-test, post-section, post-test questionnaires and post-test interview questions are included 
with this document. 

Risks and Benefits 
The will be minimal risk involved with participating in this experiment.  That is, the participants 
will be exposed to no greater risks than those encountered in everyday life while using a desktop 
computer. 
There will be no benefits to the participants from participating in the experiment, other than 
whatever satisfaction they may derive from contributing to the body of knowledge regarding the 
use of critical incidents in usability testing.  No promises or guarantee of benefits will be made to 
encourage participation. 

Confidentiality/Anonymity 
The data for each participant will be numbered and no names will be used in the data collection 
form or any other recording medium.  The participant/number coordination key will be kept in a 
secure room for a period of one month after the study has been completed, after which it will be 
discarded. Videotapes will be kept in a secure room and will only be viewed by the participant 
on the tape and the experimenters, who may review the tapes to transcript comments or fill out 
critical incident reports. Critical incident reports, survey data, and participant comments will be 
published with the experiment results in aggregate form. 

Informed Consent 
All participants will receive two informed consent forms to be signed before beginning the study, 
one for our records and one for them to keep.  The informed consent form is included with this 
document. 

Biographical Sketch 
Miranda G. Capra is a second year Masters student in the Department of Industrial and Systems 
Engineering (ISE) at Virginia Tech, Human Factors option.  She is currently a member of the 
Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) Laboratory in the ISE department, and also works with the 
Usability Methods and Tools Laboratory in the Computer Science (CS) department.  She was a 
UPS Fellow in 2000-2001, instructor for ISE3614: Introduction to Human Factors Engineering 
Summer 2000, and a Graduate Teaching Assistant for ISE3614 in 1999-2000.  She is a member 
of the Phi Kappa Phi honorary society, and will be a PhD student and Grado Fellow in the ISE 
department 2001-2002.  Prior to coming to Virginia Tech she spent four years at SBC 
Technology Resources, Inc., the applied research facility for SBC Communications Inc., leaving 
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as a Senior Member of Technical Staff.  She helped members of the human factors group run a 
half-dozen usability studies, including prototype design, task descriptions, and data collection.  
She received a BS in CS and a BA in Spanish from Washington University in St. Louis in May 
1995.  She is a member of the Human Factors and Ergonomics Society and the Association for 
Computing Machinery, as well as the HCI technical groups in both societies.  Her research 
interests lie in HCI, usability methods and tools, universal design, and web design. 
 
Robert C. Williges is the Ralph H. Bogle Professor of ISE, a Professor of Psychology, and a 
Professor of CS at Virginia Tech where he teaches courses in human factors. Currently, he is 
serving as Graduate Program Director for the ISE department. He also directs the research 
activities in the HCI Laboratory at Virginia Tech. He has over 30 years experience directing over 
$12M of human factors engineering research dealing with topics including human-computer 
interaction, computer-based training procedures, and human factors research methodology. He 
has a continuing record of professional service including being the president of the Human 
Factors and Ergonomics Society and president of Division 21 of the American Psychological 
Association. In addition, he has served on several professional committees including the Army 
Science Board, the International Commission of Human Aspects in Computing, the Board of 
Directors of the Virginia Tech Corporate Research Center, the National Research Council 
Committee on Human Factors, and the Virginia Council on Assistive Technology. Dr. Williges 
is a past editor of Human Factors and serves as an occasional reviewer for several scientific 
journals. He has over 275 scientific publications and has made over 190 technical presentations 
at national and international scientific meetings. His current research interests include developing 
methods for usability evaluation, improving hypermedia information presentation, designing 
computer-based assistive technology for computer users with disabilities, human factors 
engineering in manufacturing, and emerging human-computer interfaces involving visualization 
and computer-based conferencing 
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VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE UNIVERSITY 
Informed Consent for Participants of Investigative Projects 

 
Title of Project: An Exploration of End-User Critical Classification 
 
Investigator: Miranda Capra, Industrial and Systems Engineering Graduate Student 
 Dr. Robert Williges, Industrial and Systems Engineering Professor 
  and Director of the Human-Computer Interaction Laboratory 
 
I. Purpose of this Research 
Bringing users into the lab and having them use software is an effective way of finding usability 
issues.  There are many methods for gathering and analyzing these usability issues, one of which 
is asking users to identify when they have a particularly good or bad interaction with the 
software.  The goal of this project is to compare methods of gathering these usability issues, and 
what information to ask for in the reports. 

 
II. Procedures 
You will first be asked to fill out a questionnaire with some basic questions about yourself and 
your computer experience.  Then you will guide yourself through computer-based overview of 
the technique you will use to report usability issues.  You will then be asked to complete a series 
of tasks on a computer.  During one half you will report usability issues as you experience them.  
During the other half you will complete all the tasks without interruption and then review a 
videotape of your session, pausing to report usability issues as you identify them.  After each half 
you will fill out a questionnaire with questions about your opinion of the techniques you have 
been using. At the end of the session you will fill out another questionnaire and answer some 
interview questions. The entire session will be videotaped, including your facial expressions, 
your comments, and your screen usage. 

 
III. Risks 
There will be minimal risk involved with participating in this experiment.  That is, you will be 
exposed to no greater risks than those encountered in everyday life while using a desktop 
computer. 

 

V. Extent of Anonymity and Confidentiality 

IV. Benefits of this Project 
You will receive no benefits from participating in this experiment, other than whatever 
satisfaction you may derive from contributing to the body of knowledge regarding the collection 
of usability issues.  No promise or guarantee of benefits has been made to encourage you to 
participate. 

 

The raw data collected in this study will be kept strictly confidential, and you will only be 
identified by number.  Your written consent is required for the researchers to release any data 
identified with you as an individual to anyone other than personnel working on this project.  
Questionnaire data, usability reports, and other data collected will be published in an anonymous, 
aggregate form with the results of this research. 
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Your face and voice and screen actions of your usage will be videotaped.  These tapes will be 
stored securely and viewed only by yourself and the experimenters (Miranda Capra, Dr. 
Williges, Dr. Hartson), and erased after 3 months.  If the experimenters wish to use a portion of 
your videotape for any other purpose, they will get your written permission before using it. 
Your signature on this form does not give the experimenters permission to share either your 
videotape or raw, un-aggregated data with anyone else. 

 
VI. Compensation 
You will be compensated $8/hour for your participation in this study. 

 
VII. Freedom to Withdraw 
You are free to withdraw from this study at any time for any reason.  You will be compensated 
for your participation up to the point of withdrawal. 

 
VIII. Approval of Research 
This research has been approved, as required, by the Institutional Review Board for the projects 
involving human subjects at Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University. 

 
IX. Participant’s Responsibilities 
I voluntarily agree to participate in this study.  I have the following responsibilities: 

• I should not volunteer for participation in this study if I now know that I will not be 
able to complete this experiment. 

• I will give honest answers to the questions asked. 
• I will give honest opinions and feedback when asked for. 
• I will complete the tasks to the best of my abilities. 
• I will not discuss this experiment with anyone for 2 months. 

 
X. Participant’s Permission 
I have read and understand the Informed Consent and conditions of this project.  I have had all 
my questions answered.  I hereby acknowledge the above and give my voluntary consent for 
participation in the project and for videotaping of my session. If I participate, I may withdraw at 
any time for any reason without penalty.  

 
 

Signature  Date 
 

Should I have any questions about this research or its conduct, I may contact: 
Miranda Capra, Investigator 951-5363 
Dr. Robert Williges, Faculty Advisor 231-6270 
Dr. David Moore, Chair, IRB Research Division 231-4991 
 
This Informed Consent is valid from July 1st to August 15th. 
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L.1 Detailed Results of Two-Way ANOVA for Report Timing x UAF Group 

Confidence 
Source      DF         SS         MS       F      P 
U            1     0.7752     0.7752    2.84  0.106 
S(U)        22     5.9979     0.2726    0.78  0.719 
T            1     0.0019     0.0019    0.01  0.942 
U*T          1     0.0919     0.0919    0.26  0.614 
Error       22     7.7013     0.3501 
Total       47    14.5681  

 

Engagement in Reporting Negative Critical Incidents 
Source      DF         SS         MS       F      P 
U            1     0.1008     0.1008    0.39  0.540 
S(U)        22     5.7283     0.2604    1.71  0.107 
T            1     0.3008     0.3008    1.98  0.173 
U*T          1     0.1875     0.1875    1.23  0.279 
Error       22     3.3417     0.1519 
Total       47     9.6592  

Engagement in Reporting Positive Critical Incidents 
Source      DF         SS         MS       F      P 
U            1     0.9919     0.9919    8.32  0.009* 
S(U)        22     2.6229     0.1192    0.57  0.904 
T            1     0.0752     0.0752    0.36  0.556 
U*T          1     0.1519     0.1519    0.72  0.404 
Error       22     4.6179     0.2099 
Total       47     8.4598  
* p < 0.05 

 

Frequency of Critical Incidents - Overall 
Source      DF         SS         MS       F      P 
U            1      6.750      6.750    0.98  0.333 
S(U)        22    151.250      6.875    1.58  0.146 
T            1      6.750      6.750    1.55  0.226 
U*T          1      5.333      5.333    1.22  0.281 
Error       22     95.917      4.360 
Total       47    266.000  
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Frequency of Critical Incidents - Positive 
Source      DF         SS         MS       F      P 
U            1      3.000      3.000    0.63  0.436 
S(U)        22    104.917      4.769    2.20  0.035 
T            1      0.333      0.333    0.15  0.698 
U*T          1      2.083      2.083    0.96  0.337 
Error       22     47.583      2.163 
Total       47    157.917  
 

Frequency of Critical Incidents - Negative 
Source      DF         SS         MS       F      P 
U            1      0.750      0.750    0.38  0.543 
S(U)        22     43.167      1.962    0.57  0.899 
T            1      4.083      4.083    1.20  0.286 
U*T          1      0.750      0.750    0.22  0.644 
Error       22     75.167      3.417 
Total       47    123.917  
 

Frequency of Critical Incidents – High-Severity 
Source      DF         SS         MS       F      P 
U            1      6.750      6.750    1.74  0.201 
S(U)        22     85.500      3.886    1.10  0.412 
T            1      1.333      1.333    0.38  0.545 
U*T          1      0.000      0.000    0.00  1.000 
Error       22     77.667      3.530 
Total       47    171.250  
 

Frequency of Critical Incidents – Low-Severity 
Source      DF         SS         MS       F      P 
U            1     27.000     27.000    4.15  0.054 
S(U)        22    143.250      6.511    1.07  0.436 
T            1     14.083     14.083    2.32  0.142 
U*T          1      5.333      5.333    0.88  0.359 
Error       22    133.583      6.072 
Total       47    323.250  
 

Average Time (s) to Report a Critical Incident 
Source      DF         SS         MS       F      P 
U            1       7719       7719    0.61  0.442 
S(U)        22     276407      12564    1.56  0.153 
T            1      14627      14627    1.81  0.192 
U*T          1       3096       3096    0.38  0.542 
Error       22     177296       8059 
Total       47     479144 
 

L.2 Detailed Results of Supplemental ANOVA for Report Timing Treatment Order 

Confidence 
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Analysis of Variance using Adjusted SS for Tests 
 
Source     DF     Seq SS     Adj SS     Adj MS       F      P 
O           1     0.2002     0.2002     0.2002    0.39  0.538 
S(O)       22    11.2629    11.2629     0.5120    3.79  0.001 
T           1     0.0019     0.0019     0.0019    0.01  0.907 
Error      23     3.1031     3.1031     0.1349 
Total      47    14.5681   
 
Unusual Observations 
 
Obs  Confiden       Fit   StDev Fit  Residual   St Resid 
  1   3.70000   4.25625     0.26508  -0.55625     -2.19R  
 25   4.80000   4.24375     0.26508   0.55625      2.19R  
 
R denotes an observation with a large standardized residual. 

 

Engagement in Reporting Negative Critical Incidents 
Analysis of Variance using Adjusted SS for Tests 
 
Source     DF     Seq SS     Adj SS     Adj MS       F      P 
O           1     0.0833     0.0833     0.0833    0.34  0.567 
S(O)       22     5.4258     5.4258     0.2466    1.47  0.181 
T           1     0.3008     0.3008     0.3008    1.80  0.193 
Error      23     3.8492     3.8492     0.1674 
Total      47     9.6592   
 
Unusual Observations 
 
Obs   Motiv-N       Fit   StDev Fit  Residual   St Resid 
  1   4.30000   4.97083     0.29524  -0.67083     -2.37R  
 11   3.70000   4.37083     0.29524  -0.67083     -2.37R  
 19   4.00000   4.57083     0.29524  -0.57083     -2.02R  
 25   5.80000   5.12917     0.29524   0.67083      2.37R  
 35   5.20000   4.52917     0.29524   0.67083      2.37R  
 43   5.30000   4.72917     0.29524   0.57083      2.02R  
 
R denotes an observation with a large standardized residual. 
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Engagement in Reporting Positive Critical Incidents 
Analysis of Variance using Adjusted SS for Tests 
 
Source     DF     Seq SS     Adj SS     Adj MS       F      P 
O           1    0.09187    0.09188    0.09188    0.31  0.581 
S(O)       22    6.44292    6.44292    0.29286    3.64  0.002 
T           1    0.07521    0.07521    0.07521    0.94  0.344 
Error      23    1.84979    1.84979    0.08043 
Total      47    8.45979   
 
Unusual Observations  
 
Obs   Motiv-P       Fit   StDev Fit  Residual   St Resid 
 21   4.30000   4.86042     0.20467  -0.56042     -2.85R  
 45   5.50000   4.93958     0.20467   0.56042      2.85R  
 
R denotes an observation with a large standardized residual. 

 

Frequency of Critical Incidents - Overall 
Analysis of Variance using Adjusted SS for Tests 
 
Source     DF     Seq SS     Adj SS     Adj MS       F      P 
O           1      4.083      4.083      4.083    0.55  0.466 
S(O)       22    162.917    162.917      7.405    1.85  0.076 
T           1      6.750      6.750      6.750    1.68  0.207 
Error      23     92.250     92.250      4.011 
Total      47    266.000   
 
Unusual Observations  
 
Obs       all       Fit   StDev Fit  Residual   St Resid 
  5   13.0000   10.1250      1.4453    2.8750      2.07R  
 21    7.0000   10.1250      1.4453   -3.1250     -2.25R  
 29    8.0000   10.8750      1.4453   -2.8750     -2.07R  
 45   14.0000   10.8750      1.4453    3.1250      2.25R  
 
R denotes an observation with a large standardized residual. 
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Frequency of Critical Incidents - Positive 
Analysis of Variance using Adjusted SS for Tests 
 
Source     DF     Seq SS     Adj SS     Adj MS       F      P 
O           1      0.083      0.083      0.083    0.03  0.869 
S(O)       22     65.833     65.833      2.992    0.75  0.748 
T           1      0.333      0.333      0.333    0.08  0.775 
Error      23     91.667     91.667      3.986 
Total      47    157.917   

 45    8.0000    5.0833      1.4408    2.9167      2.11R  

O           1      5.333      5.333      5.333    1.44  0.243 

 
Unusual Observations     
 
Obs       pos       Fit   StDev Fit  Residual   St Resid 
  5   10.0000    5.9167      1.4408    4.0833      2.95R  
 21    2.0000    4.9167      1.4408   -2.9167     -2.11R  
 29    2.0000    6.0833      1.4408   -4.0833     -2.95R  

 
R denotes an observation with a large standardized residual. 
 

Frequency of Critical Incidents - Negative 
Analysis of Variance using Adjusted SS for Tests 
 
Source     DF     Seq SS     Adj SS     Adj MS       F      P 

S(O)       22     81.583     81.583      3.708    2.59  0.014 
T           1      4.083      4.083      4.083    2.85  0.105 
Error      23     32.917     32.917      1.431 
Total      47    123.917   
 
Unusual Observations  
 
Obs       neg       Fit   StDev Fit  Residual   St Resid 
  6   6.00000   4.20833     0.86336   1.79167      2.16R  
 30   3.00000   4.79167     0.86336  -1.79167     -2.16R  
 
R denotes an observation with a large standardized residual. 
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Frequency of Critical Incidents – High-Severity 
Analysis of Variance using Adjusted SS for Tests 
 
Source     DF     Seq SS     Adj SS     Adj MS       F      P 
O           1      1.333      1.333      1.333    0.32  0.578 
S(O)       22     91.917     91.917      4.178    1.25  0.297 
T           1      1.333      1.333      1.333    0.40  0.533 
Error      23     76.667     76.667      3.333 
Total      47    171.250   

 29   2.00000   5.33333     1.31762  -3.33333     -2.64R  
 

 
Unusual Observations  
 
Obs  high-all       Fit   StDev Fit  Residual   St Resid 
  1   2.00000   4.66667     1.31762  -2.66667     -2.11R  
  5   9.00000   5.66667     1.31762   3.33333      2.64R  
 25   7.00000   4.33333     1.31762   2.66667      2.11R  

R denotes an observation with a large standardized residual. 
 

Frequency of Critical Incidents – Low Severity 
Analysis of Variance using Adjusted SS for Tests 
 
Source     DF     Seq SS     Adj SS     Adj MS       F      P 
O           1     10.083     10.083     10.083    1.00  0.329 
S(O)       22    222.167    222.167     10.098    3.02  0.005 
T           1     14.083     14.083     14.083    4.21  0.052 
Error      23     76.917     76.917      3.344 
Total      47    323.250   
 
Unusual Observations  
 
Obs   low-all       Fit   StDev Fit  Residual   St Resid 
  8    5.0000    1.9583      1.3198    3.0417      2.40R  
 32    0.0000    3.0417      1.3198   -3.0417     -2.40R  
 
R denotes an observation with a large standardized residual. 
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Average Time (s) to Report a Critical Incident 
Analysis of Variance using Adjusted SS for Tests 
 
Source     DF     Seq SS     Adj SS     Adj MS       F      P 
O           1      19108      19108      19108    1.13  0.298 
S(O)       22     370746     370746      16852    5.19  0.000 
T           1      14627      14627      14627    4.51  0.045 
Error      23      74664      74664       3246 
Total      47     479144   
* p < 0.05 
 
Unusual Observations  
 
Obs   CI secs       Fit   StDev Fit  Residual   St Resid 
 13   345.900   492.144      41.119  -146.244     -3.71R  
 37   673.300   527.056      41.119   146.244      3.71R  
 
R denotes an observation with a large standardized residual. 

 

L.3 Detailed Results of ANOVA for Equivalence of Days 

Confidence 
Source      DF         SS         MS       F      P 
D            1     0.7252     0.7252    2.41  0.127 
Error       46    13.8429     0.3009 
Total       47    14.5681  

 

Engagement in Reporting  Negative Critical Incidents 
Source      DF         SS         MS       F      P 
D            1     0.5633     0.5633    2.85  0.098 
Error       46     9.0958     0.1977 
Total       47     9.6592  
 

Engagement in Reporting Positive Critical Incidents 
Source      DF         SS         MS       F      P 
D            1     0.0052     0.0052    0.03  0.867** 
Error       46     8.4546     0.1838 
Total       47     8.4598  
** p > 0.20 

 

Frequency of Critical Incidents - Overall 
Source      DF         SS         MS       F      P 
D            1      8.333      8.333    1.49  0.229** 
Error       46    257.667      5.601 
Total       47    266.000  
** p > 0.20 
 

Frequency of Critical Incidents - Positive 
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Source      DF         SS         MS       F      P 
D            1      1.333      1.333    0.39  0.535** 
Error       46    156.583      3.404 
Total       47    157.917  
** p > 0.20 
 

Frequency of Critical Incidents - Negative 
Source      DF         SS         MS       F      P 
D            1      3.000      3.000    1.14  0.291** 
Error       46    120.917      2.629 
Total       47    123.917  
** p > 0.20 

 

Frequency of Critical Incidents – High-Severity 
Source      DF         SS         MS       F      P 
D            1      6.750      6.750    1.89  0.176 
Error       46    164.500      3.576 
Total       47    171.250  
** p < 0.20 
 
 

Frequency of Critical Incidents – Low Severity 
Source      DF         SS         MS       F      P 
D            1     30.083     30.083    4.72  0.035* 
Error       46    293.167      6.373 
Total       47    323.250  
* p < 0.05 
 

Average Time (s) to Report a Critical Incident 
Source      DF         SS         MS       F      P 
D            1       2835       2835    0.27  0.603** 
Error       46     476309      10355 
Total       47     479144 
** p < 0.20 
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L.4 Detailed Results of ANOVA for Report Timing vs Time to Classify 

Time (s) to classify a critical incident 
Source       DF        SS        MS        F        P 
Type (T)      1        42        42     0.02    0.877 
Subjects (S) 22     37773      1717 
Total        23     37815 
                                   Individual 95% CIs For Mean 
                                     Based on Pooled StDev 
Level         N      Mean     StDev  -----+---------+---------+--------
-+- 
Contemp.      12    108.79     42.86   (----------------*--------------
-)  
Retro.        12    111.45     39.97     (---------------*-------------
---)  
                                     -----+---------+---------+--------
-+- 
Pooled StDev =    41.44                  90       105       120       
135 

 

L.5 Detailed Results of ANOVA for Day vs Time to Classify 

Time (s) to classify a critical incident 
Source       DF        SS        MS        F        P 
Day (D)       1      5875      5875     4.05    0.057 
Subjects (S) 22     31940      1452 
Total        23     37815 
                                     Individual 95% CIs For Mean 
                                     Based on Pooled StDev 
Level         N      Mean     StDev  --+---------+---------+---------+-
--- 
day2         12    125.77     38.53               (--------*--------)  
day3         12     94.48     37.67   (--------*--------)  
                                     --+---------+---------+---------+-
--- 
Pooled StDev =    38.10               75       100       125       150 
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